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Foreword

Developments over the last years show that beside the classical tools theory and experiment
simulation becomes more and more the third major tool for problem solving in application and
research. Nowadays simulation is found in nearly every application area, research activities
result in new methodologie~ and tools for simulation, and more and more simulation software,
simulators, and simulation systems are offered on the market.
The EUROSIM Congress, the European Simulation Congress, an international event normally
held every three years, aims to be a common forum for presenting European and international
recent results and applications in simulation, and to stimulate the exchange of ideas and
experiences among scientists and engineers active in simulation.
EUROSIM is the Federation of the European Simulation Societies, acting as a European forum
for Simulation Societies and promoting the advancement of system simulation in industry,
research, and education.
All these intentions are reflected in the 5th European Simulation Congress EUROSIM 95, the
2nd Congress after the formal foundation of EUROSIM. The scientific programme consists of
invited and contributed papers to regular sessions and to "Special Interest Sessions", of
contributions to the session "Software Tools and Products'', and of posters.
The invited and contributed papers to regular sessions and to "Special Interest Sessions" are
published in the Congress Proceedings printed by Elsevier Science B.V and in a Late Paper
Volume (ARGESIM Report, ISBN 3-901608-01-X). The Proceedings contain eight invited
papers and 212 contributed papers, the Late Paper Volume contains 20 contributed papers. The
papers were selected by the International Programme Committee from 459 abstracts received.
The session "Software Tools and Products" presents papers dealing with State-of-the-Art and
new features of simulation languages, simulators, and simulation environments. These
contributions also passed the review process and are published as ARGESIM Report
(Proceedings EUROSIM'95 - Session "Software Tools and Products'', ISBN 3-901608-02-8).
The reviewed Poster Session completes the scientific programme. The abstracts of the 111
posters are published as ARGESIM Report (EUROSIM'95 - Poster Book, ISBN
3-901608-03-6).
It is interesting to compare the titles of papers and posters presented at previous European
Simulation Congresses with those at the present congress. Even a brief glance through the four
volumes of Proceedings and Late Paper Volumes shows that in this twelve year period
considerable, remarkable, and sometimes astonishing advances have been made in a number
of different areas. For example, developments in parallelism and distributed processing are
now not only being seen in simulation applications but are also frequently used.
Object-oriented methods are being implemented now, and artificial intelligence and
knowledge-based tools appear to be an established part of system modelling and simulation
methodology. The availability of improved graphic algorithms and tools is also leading to
some very interesting and innovative research and application in terms of man-machine
interface and of animation and visualisation, both for discrete-event and continuous-system
simulation.
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New developments in terms of mathematical modelling and simulation techniques as well as
in terms of general methodology are of little significance unless they are stimulated by the
requirements of the real world in terms of industry, business, agriculture and the sciences. We
are very pleased, therefore, that application papers are so well represented. This also applies to
papers on parallel and distributed simulation, where beside graphics the fastest development
can be observed.
We are also pleased that the idea of "Special Interest Sessions" could be realized. These
sessions deal with recent developments in areas where methodology and application are
considered together. The results of the closing discussion at the end of these sessions are
summarized in manuscripts which will be edited and published in abbreviated form in
EUROSIM - Simulation News Europe (SNE), the newsletter of the EUROSIM member
societies. Some of these papers will be prepared for publication in EUROSIM's scientific
journal SIMUIATION PRACTICE AND THEORY. A separate role is played by the Industry
Session on "Model Exchange and Software Independent Modeling" where people mainly from
industry report on this topic without necessarily having to publish a paper in the Proceedings.
Furthermore, we are pleased, that the contributions to the session "Software Tools and
Products" show a very broad spectrum of simulation software, and that the Poster Session
presents new ideas under development.
The European Simulation Congress EUROSIM 95, held in Vienna (Austria) at the Technical
University of Vienna from September 11 through September 15, 1995, is organized by ASIM
(Arbeitsgemeinschaft Simulation), the German speaking Simulation Society, in co-operation
with the other member societies of EUROSIM: AES (Asociaci6n Espafiola de Simulaci6n),
CSSS (Czech & Slovak Simulation Society), DBSS (Dutch Benelux Simulation Society),
FRANCOSIM (Societe Francophone de Simulation), HSTAG (Hungarian Simulation Tools and
Application Group), ISCS (Italian Society for Computer Simulation), SIMS (Simulation
Society of Scandinavia), SLOSIM (Slovenian Society for Simulation and Modelling), UKSS
(United Kingdom Simulation Society).
The moral co-sponsorship of CASS (Chinese Association for System Simulation), CROSSIM
(Croatian Society for Simulation Modelling), IFAC Advisory Board Austria, /MACS
(International Association for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation), JSST (Japanese
Society for Simulation Technology), LSS (Latvian Simulation Society), OCG (Austrian
Computer Society), PSCS (Polish Society for Computer Simulation), ROMSIM (Romanian
Society for Modelling and Simulation), SCS (Society for Computer Simulation), SiE Esprit
Working Group "Simulation in Europe" supports this congress.
A successful conference is always due to the efforts of the many people involved. To this
purpose, particular acknowledgement goes to the members of the Scientific Committee for
their contributions in the paper selection process, to the members of the Local Organizing
Committee, and more especially to the head of this committee, to Mr. Manfred Salzmann.
We would like to thank Unseld +Partner and CA (Creditanstalt) for sponsoring the printing
of this report.
Irmgard Husinsky

Felix Breitenecker
Technical University of Vienna
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About ARGESIM
ARGE Simulation News (ARGESIM) is a non-profit working group providing the infra structure
for the administration of EUROSIM activities and other activities in the area of modelling and
simulation.
ARGESIM organizes and provides the infra structure for
• the _production of the journal EUROSIM Simulation News Europe
• the comparison of simulation software (EUROSIM Comparisons)
• the organisation of seminars and courses on modelling and simulation
• COMETT Courses on Simulation
• "Seminare tiber Modellbildung und Simulation"
• development of simulation software, for instance: mosis - continuous parallel
simulation, D_SIM - discrete simulation with Petri Nets, GOMA - optimization in
ACSL
• running a WWW - server on EUROSIM activities and on activities of member
societies of EUROSIM
• running a FTP-Server with software demos, for instance
* demos of continuous simulation software
* demos of discrete simulation software
* demos of engineering software tools
* full versions of tools developed within ARGESIM
At present ARGESIM consists mainly of staff members of the Dept. Simulation Technique and of
the Computing Services of the Technical University Vienna.
In 1995 ARGESIM became also a publisher and started the series ARGESIM Reports. These
reports will publish short monographs on new developments in modelling and simulation, course
material for COMETT courses and other simulation courses, Proceedings for simulation
conferences, summaries of the EUROSIM comparisons, etc.
Up to now the following reports have been published:
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Simulation for the Future: Progress of the ESPRIT Basic
Research Working Group 8467 (acronym: SiE-WG)

Eugene J.H. Kerckhoffs
Delft University of Technology
Faculty of Technical Mathematics & Informatics
Julianalaan 132
2628 BL Delft, the Netherlands

The ESPRIT Basic Research Working Group 8467 on "Simulation for the Future: New Concepts, Tools and Applications", with the acronym SiE-WG (Simulation in Europe - Working
Group), started its work officially on December 1, 1993; the duration of the working period
is three years. It was an initiative of SiE-SIG (Simulation in Europe - Special Interest
Group), established in January 1992, to submit a proposal to the European Commission for
financial support of such a simulation-oriented Basic Research Working Group. The list of
participants of SiE-WG consists of the contractor (the University of Ghent, Belgium) and 23
associated (academic and industrial partners) from all over Europe. The Special Interest
Group SiE- SIG has over 120 academic and industrial contributors and interested persons
Europe-wide. The Working Group SiE-WG works in close collaboration with the Special
Interest Group SiE-SIG. In fact, SiE-SIG is a platform and forum for SiE-WG, where activities of SiE-WG are initiated and results and follow-ups are discussed; SiE-SIG is the ruling
body with respect to the eventual industrial applicability. Chairmen of SiE-WG are prof.
G.C. Vansteenkiste (University of Ghent) and prof. E.J.H. Kerckhoffs (Delft University of
Technology, the Netherlands).
The SiE-WG's programme of work in the three-years period is subdivided in two phases of
1.5 year each. Phase 1 is a transition phase and a phase of meta-research, which should
result in a detailed specification of phase 2, during which SiE-WG shall work as a normal
Working Grouop as meant in the Esprit Basic Research Workprograrnme. The Working
Group has organized in its first 1.5 year period two major workshops (Brussels, June 16-17,
1994 and Brussels, June 29 - July 1, 1995). In the first Workshop, the focus was on "Improvement of the Modelling and Simulation Process" (with the tracks "Generic, Multiparadigm
Modelling", Multilanguage Modelling and Simulation", and "Modelling and Simulation Life
Cycle"); the second Workshop was organized around the themes "Adaptive Interfaces", "Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) and Synthetic Environments" and "High-Performance
Simulation".
In the lecture, SiE-WG's working procedure and the results of the afore-mentioned workshops will be discussed.
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Meanwhile, the Working Group decided to focus in the second 1.5 year period on the following (sub )topics and actions:
1. Modelling:
-- Neutral model definition: formats & standards
-- Multiparadigm modelling
2. Simulation (model implementation and experimentation):
-- Neutral separator (between model definition and execution): formats & standards
-- New languages: aspects, standards
-- Communication between distributed models; DIS
3. Human-simulator Interfaces:
-- Adaptive interfaces (with AI, Hypermedia, etc.).
For each of the above topics 1-3 the following actions are foreseen:
a. Classify state-of-the-art
b. Study selected current applications; formulate generic aspects
c. Develop methodologies, methods, techniques
d. Select (industrial) benchmark applications
e. Build demonstrators.
For all of these the following should (implicitly) be taken into account:
-- M&S life cycle aspects
-- impact of possible implementation on parallel and distributed hardware
(high-performance simulation)
-- orientation to M&S for the future, especially in the development of
"Synthetic Environments" (SEs) and "Virtual Design and Manufacturing
Environments" (VDMEs).
The above actions and topics determine a 5 * 3 (action - topic) matrix (the actions a - e
forming the rows, and the topics 1 - 3 the columns of the matrix). Activities falling in one or
more "elements" of this matrix can be proposed to SiE-WG for possible sponsoring. Only
communication overhead costs (such as expenses for exchange of scientific people between
research institutions, meetings, etc.) can be covered.
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CHOOSING SIMULATION SOFTWARE FOR FLEXIBLE JOB SHOP ENVIRONMENT

Janusz Niwinski
Danube Hydro Austria
Parkring 12, A-1010 Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT

The realization -of a JIT in flexible manufacturing is usually connected with the ability to effectively translate the workings of the decision making processes into the job shop. The success in carrying out such tasks depends in many cases on availability of proper (job shop and user conform)
tools. Properly employed simulation via its forecasting abilities can serve as a base for developing
such cooperation. In this paper some of the features of the simulation systems are seen through the
scope of ,,on-line" job shop experiments.

INTRODUCTION

A simulation system should not simply be investigated as a concoction of various routines and
functions. It must be also scrutinized and seen as an existing developer's philosophy, which has an
important impact on its usability and future extendibility. Such information could be found in the
analysis of software development and ripening process, the vendor attitude toward the users, universities and operating cases. First, after gaining a given portion of background knowledge about
the overall system environment, a case or application related examination should be conducted.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SIMULATION SYSTEMS (SYNTAX)

The first stage of system scrutiny ought to be an examination of its construction and syntax. Already this stage can decide if the further checks of the system are necessary and can further save a
lot of work done for detailed investigating of non-applicable systems. Within these analyses at least
the following elements have to be scanned in detail:
- the number and the type of offered functions,
- conditions of the treatment of the discreet and continuous systems,
- number and names of the system variables,
- linking of external functions,
- form and functions of the debugger,
The simulation system should support simulation of all the activities and situations that arise in
the manufacturing environment. The multitude of aspects under which flexible manufacturing
causes, together with the decision making processes, the number of the involved cases to be
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analyzed as the subsystems rapidly grow. This causes requesting of availability of case dependent
functions, which can not be included in standard software. Offering such special functions by the
vendor would be connected with additional costs of the base software and endanger the system
readability, this would often result in the canceling of the venture. To avoid this, a simulation system should support definition of user specific functions .
Although the logic of the material flow in the manufacturing environment can be usually described by discrete elements only, it could be advantageous to employ elements of continuous systems. The availability of this option is especially important it the simulation model should be used
for automatic monitoring of the facility performance, where continuous processes can be used as
triggers for predefined activities.
In many simulation systems variables are referred to through numbers, not names. It is in many
cases advantageous for the software vendor, because he/she can use it for direct variable referencing, but it is very difficult to handle in model building and application. This feature is often accompanied by the non-extendibility of the variable sets. Both restrictions lead to the necessity of employing various tricks and external defined structures, this can cause additional errors and growing
modeling costs. To avoid this, a good simulation software should use mnemonic variable names and
allow user to define his own variable set and give them his own names.
One of the more important features of a good simulation system is its openness. It allows the user
to write and employ in his simulation model problem specific functions. These can be coded in one
of the standard programming languages (C, FORTRAN, ... ) and integrated with the system. User
defined routines should be callable not only before and after but also during simulation experiments.
They should be able to be triggered by both external and internal events and states and treat the external situations as model internal ones. It would not only allow the real model-user interaction, but
also support the integration of the model with the real elements of examined facility.
In a flexible job shop changes in the model can occur very often. Usually there is no time for

long tests of implemented modifications. In such an environment the debugger can not be a kind of
external module requiring a lot of additional procedures and preparations. It must be an on-line element of the simulation system (developed model) allowing its activation any time, without lowering
the overall experiment performance.
INPUT

In flexible manufacturing simulation models should be used direct in the office of the job shop
supervisor. It means that it will be used by a person which not necessarily is a computer professional or 'freak'. The quality of the implemented input procedures will decide ifthe tool will be accepted and if its potential can be utilized. The completely different from the standard application of
the simulation user profile causes that the input functions have to be examined very scrupulously.
In addition to the ,,hard-coded" parameter values, there must be a possibility for interactive
changes of the model and experiment parameters before the simulation run. It has to be
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accomplished without any changes in the model (experiment) source code, which would required
additional compiling and linking. The initialization of the experiment parameter must be possible
using one of the following methods:
- interactive input of the model parameter,
- initializing of the experiment with the parameter file,
- acquiring data from the external systems.
These options are not as obvious as they should be. In many older but still widely sold and used
simulation systems they are still not fully implemented. Some of them support just the second option, which was enough in the experimentation of facility planning.
Simulation parameters are seldom available in the form of direct numerical values and have to be
computed using various mathematical functions. The searched simulation system has to include
typical distribution functions and the appropriate solutions for random number generation ability
being available (callable) before and during experiments. These functions should support both the
manual (user) as well as the automatic (model or external system) processes of input generation.
To support the on-line controlling and monitoring of the flexible job, the employed simulation
system must offer an on-line interface with the external system. It should guarantee, that the external events (coming from user, MPR, data collection systems, data based, etc. ) can be received and
processed during experiments in ,,real time". This feature must embrace not only signals for start
and stop of the experiment, but also for the input and change of model internal parameters.
OUTPUT

The usefulness of the simulation model is based upon the quality of the decisions and prediction
about simulated processes. This causes that the quantity and quality of the analysis together with
evaluation and presentation features decide about the employment of the simulation tool.
A selected simulation system should support the computation of standard statistics and present
them jointly with the system and model parameter in form of diagrams, plots, histograms, etc. Computed (collected) data should be stored in user defined structures (files, databases). It must be possible to store the graphical depictures of the analyses and rework them using other software tools. In
addition to the standard output forms, user must be able to define his own case dependent output
forms and formats.
The quick development taking place in the software area brings about a wide range of various
tools for data handling, analysis and presentation. This availability, together with the expansion in
network technology allows for the employment of distributed specialized work places. In order to
utilize such a system the simulation model must support on-line and off-line data transfer with such
external data handling tools. This demand becomes an additional high priority when the simulation
system has to cooperate with the MRP/MRP II and data collection system, conducting real time
analyses of manufacturing processes.

5
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ANIMATION

In the past, animation was mostly seen just as a nice but not very useful feature of the simulation
packages. This meaning led to certain underestimation of the value of this tool and a low profile of
offered solutions. In standard applications of facility planning without time critical processes,
simulation studies could afford long and detailed studies based only on numerical data. In flexible
JIT manufacturing decisions have to be made very quickly. There is seldom time for long extensive
analysis of numerical results. In such cases animation becomes an almost ideal tool for fast estimation of the expected results. In the following some important elements of animation are shortly discussed.
The quality of. the animation screens should reflect state of the art of computer graphic. The
quality of the animation shows the value this tool has for the software developers. It lets us predict
the developments and status it will have in the future extensions and updates of the system. Depending on the used hardware, the following characteristics of the animation should be investigated:
- art of employed graphic (raster, vector),
- resolution of the picture,
- number of the col ors,
- employing transparent and solid objects,
- multi frame picture preparation,
- offering multi layer animation,
- offering multi window animation.
Because the animation picture includes a set of elements that are not normally used in a standard
graphic application (dynamic diagrams, AGV-systems, ... )the searched simulation package should
include an integrated graphic editor. This editor must offer a possibility of importing (exporting)
animation elements from other highly specialized external graphical packages. It allows for the use
of already existing graphical elements (CAD), reduces the training costs and should cause, on the
vendor side, the reduction of development costs and the price of the simulation system.
The complexity of analyzed processes of flexible manufacturing makes, in many cases, the animation picture too small for observing all of the selected elements. This problem can be solved by
employing zoom or/and multi window animation. Both of the solutions have their advantages and
disadvantages and it is a heavy task to weight them properly. Zoom-option based mainly on vector
graphics is much faster but has to cope with problems of filled areas and requests positioning of all
the elements on one picture. Multi-window options can use simpler (raster) graphics allowing elegant presentation of the modeled elements in freely defined multiple windows
In flexible manufacturing dynamic interaction with the model is one of the most important elements. It allows for a proper control of the experiments (changing speed of the animation, changing
scale of the picture, switching between various windows of the data presentation, stopping and initiating experiments, etc.). In addition to monitoring functions it must support input (change) of selected model parameters. For this purpose a simulation system should support employing switches
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in the animation picture which will trigger, during experiments, user defined functions and processes.
A proper analysis of the system can seldom be done based just on summary statistics collected
during simulation experiments. In flexible manufacturing, there is hardly enough time for such
tasks . Many decisions can be met already during simulation experiment as a result of the understanding of changes of selected system parameters. For this reason a searched simulation system
should support presentation of not just temporar)r status of chosen elements, but also their time dependent diagrams (Gantt diagrams, plots, etc.).

PERFORMANCE

The best analyses of a dynamic manufacturing system are worthless, if they are too late. One of
the important characteristics of the simulation tool is a good performance. The performance features
are very difficult to judge for their case dependence. The only way is it to let thS! vendor solve a
typical problem of the future employment and measure the counts. In general, independent from the
hard- and software the simulation system is running on, one of the main factors of the performance
scores is the language and art that the simulation system is implemented. The first simulation languages have been implemented in FORTRAN and many of them use till now FORTRAN libraries,
FORTRAN compatible structures and FORTRAN methodology. Unfortunately, the performance of
such systems represents not always the latest state of computer science. For this reason, a searched
system should be C-based, the performance should go together with the openness and extendibility
of the simulation models
INTERFACES

The ,,must feature" of the simulation in the flexible job shop is the communication with the external systems like MRP/MRP II and data collection systems. It should also be able to exchange
data with other software products like spreadsheets, data analysis and presentation tools, word processing, data bases, etc. This communication has to be realized not only off-line before and after
simulation experiment, but also on-line during simulation runs. The hardware and the software platform of the simulation system must support such interfaces and the system has to make use of them.
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE PLATFORM

The availability of the system (number and type of the hardware and software system where it is already ported) can be a one of the meaningful characteristic of the product; Its dissemination,
portability and the customer acceptance. It allows models developed on one hardware (software)
platform to be used on an other one, and for new developments and updates expected in the future.
The portability of the models reduces the initial investments allowing for testing models on relatively simple and inexpensive machines, transferring later already examined solutions on the real
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work stations. The implementing of the software on the GUI (Graphical User Interface) is at the
time the must condition for searched simulation system.
PRICE AND SERVICE

Prices for simulation packages lie between $500 US and $ 150 OOO US. The pric.e alone says
nothing about the usability of the product. Price should be examined with the other elements of the
simulation system and its environment, which can cause future time and money expenditures:
- ease of use and ease of learning,
- quality and language of the documentation,
- on-line help and tutorials,
- cooperation with the universities,
- customer support,
- training,
- site of technical support (hot-line),
- updates and enhancements,
- user groups and newsletters,
Properly weighting of these elements can allow estimating purchase price and future costs of the
software. An important element are the user groups. Any leaflet, a promise or prospect can have the
value of the direct contact with other users.
CLOSING REMARKS

Selecting a proper simulation software is a very complex and heavy task. The named above characteristics comprise just a few general elements important in on-line simulation on the flexible job
shop floor. The conditions named in this paper should show the direction where the examination
should be concentrated and can be identified with the words: - 'User-friendly' , 'Fast' and 'Open'.
If after tests (not demos and presentation) an appropriate ('UFO') system can be traced, it should be

taken and used extensively. The advantages of appropriate simulation methods in the supporting of
decision making in the flexible job shop will soon pay back the investment and secure the competitiveness of the company.
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Results of the EUROSIM Comparison "Lithium Cluster Dynamics"
- Trends in Continuous Simulation Software
F. Breitenecker3 and I. Husinskl
Dept. Simulation Techniques, fbreiten@email:tuwien.ac.at
b Computing Services, husinsky@edvz.tuwien.ac.at
Technical University Vienna, Wiedner HauptstraBe 8-10, A - 1040 Vienna

a

This contribution summarizes the solutions of the EUROSIM Comparison on Simulation Software
"Lithium Cluster Dynamics". The EUROSIM Software Comparisons (up to now eight) and the solutions
sent in are published in the journal EUROSIM Simulation News Europe (SNE). Based on the results
some developments and trends in continuous simulation software and related problems are briefly
sketched.

1. THE EUROSIM SOFTWARE COMPARISONS

EUROSIM, the Federation of European Simulation Societies, started in 1990 the publication of the journal
EUROSIM Simulation News Europe (SNE), a newsletter distributed to all members of the European
simulation societies under EUROSIM's umbrella and to people and institutions interested in simulation.
SNE is also part of Simulation Practice and Theory (SIMPRA), the scientific journal of EUROSIM.
The idea of the journal SNE (circulation 2500; edited by F. Breitenecker and I. Husinsky, ARGE
Simulation News (ARGESIM) , Technical University of Vienna, Austria; three issues per year) is to
disseminate information related to all aspects of modeling and simulation. The contents of SNE are news
in simulation, simulation society information, industry news, calendar of events, essays on new
developments, conference announcements, simulation in the European Community, introduction of
simulation centers and the comparison of simulation software, hardware, and simulation tools.
The series on comparisons of simulation software has been very successful. Based on simple, easily
comprehensible models special features of modeling and experimentation within simulation languages are
being compared (in case of continuous simulation):
• modeling technique
• numerical integration
• plot features
• event handling
• steady-state calculation
• parameter sweep
• submodel features
• frequency domain
• optimization
Eight comparisons (4 continuous, 3 discrete, and one special comparison for parallel simulation software
and hardware) have been set up. The continuous comparisons are: "Lithium-Cluster Dynamics"
(Comparison 1, 11/1990) - stiff systems, "Generalized Class-E Amplifier" (Comparison 3, 7/1991) electronic circuits and eigenvalue analysis; "Two State Model" (Comparison 5, 3/1992) - high accuracy
computation; and "Constrained Pendulum" (Comparison 7, 3/1993) - concentrating on state events (for
more details and a summarizing table see the paper on the parallel comparison in these proceedings). The
series will be continued.

2. THE EUROSIM COMPARISON Cl "LITHIUM CLUSTER DYNAMICS"
EUROSIM comparison 1 (Lithium-Cluster Dynamics under Electron Bombardment) has been performed
by 26 simulation languages or simulators. This comparison is based on a stiff third order system of ODE's
describing the concentrations j(t), m(t), and r(t) of molecule agglomerates ( F- , M - and R- centers) of
alkali halides under electron bombardment:
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dr I dt
dm / dt
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= - dr r + kr m f
= drr-dmm + k1J-krmf

F-center

~\-~nte r

?

df I dt

=, drr + 2 dmm - krmf- 2 kif- 'J"f + p

\

kr = d",n = l, kf = dr = 0.1 , 'J"= 1000
r(O) = 9.975, m(O) = 1.674, r(O) = 84 .99
Three tasks or had to be performed :

LANGUAGE
ACSL
DESIRE

MATLAB
MATRIXx
mos is
NAP2
POWERSIM
PROSIGN

SABER
SIL
SIMNON
SIMULINK
SIMUL_R

STEM
TUTS IM
XANALOG

l~-center

Fig. 1: Comparison], physical background

i) test and comparison of integration algorithms ( t E [O, l 00) ),
ii) parameter sweep of
100, ... 1-0000 ) with log plots, and
iii) steady state calculat1on for p = 0, p = 10000.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
equations (ODEs)
equations (ODEs)

equations (DAEs) (*)
graphical blocks (sub models)
port diagrams (graphical)
equations (DAEs) (*),nodes I
ESACAP
branches, arbitrary expressions
equations (ODEs) (*)
ESL
graphical blocks (sub models)
graphical blocks
EXTEND
graphical blocks (sub models)
FSIMUL
blocks (elementary) (*)
HYBSYS
equations
IDAS/
graphical(ORCAD, ...)
SIMPLORER equations (Description Language)
by dialog (Windows) (*)
I Think
graphical blocks
DY NAST

F'-center

·R-cen t er

1t (

REMARK.S
CSSL-language with rich structure; 2 solutions
combination with neural network. simulation; interfaces to
C and Turbo Pascal
semi-symbolic analysis for linear systems;
documentation environment based on AutoCAD or TeX
for PC version
"European Space Agency Circuit Analysis Program" ;
based on numerical algorithm for circuit analysis
interpretative and compile mode; graphic postprocessor
continuous and next event modeling; mainly Macintosh,
"Control Engineering" - optimisation features
"Hybrid Simulation System" ( 1980 TU - Wien)
interpretative simulator; direct data base compilation;
specialized for electronic circuits and control problems;
based on Windows

modeling based on system dynamics; no slot to other
modeling or programming languages
equations (MATLAB functions)
tool for mathematical and engineering calculations
graphical blocks (*)
interactive matrix-manipulation; using UNPACK and
matrix manipulation
EISPACK
equations
"modular simulation system" ; CSSL-type on C basis;
features for parallelization on MIMD-systems;
blocks (electronic circuits)
specialized for circuit simulation
graphical blocks description
based on System Dynamics formulation
equations (ODEs)
"Process Design": combination of modeling techniques;
interfaces to C, Fortran, Modula2;
graphical blocks (sub models)
variable number of input and output parameters
application-oriented components
equations (ODEs)
specialized for analogue circuit simulation
simulation of discrete and continuous systems; free format
equations (ODEs, DAEs)
simulation of discrete and continuous systems; real-time
equations (ODEs) (*)
features ; connecting systems; direct data base compilation
macro function. sub models
based on MATLAB; special integration-algorithm Linsim;
graphical blocks (sub models)(*)
no limits for number of states and variables; 2 solutions
equations (MATLAB functions)
simulation of discrete and continuous systems; open
equations (ODEs) (*)
bond graphs (graphical preprocessor) system, based on C; runtime interpreter; combined
blocks (graphical preprocessor)
simulation
"Sim. Tool for Easy Modeling"; basis on Turbo Pascal
equations (ODEs)
''Twente University of Technology" (NL); simulation of
graphical blocks, bond graphs
discrete and continuous systems
equations (ODEs) (*)
sophisticated linearization, real-time features
graphical blocks (sub models)

Table 1: General f eatures of simulation languages
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First it has to be noted that all simulation languages fu lfilled the tasks with sufficient accuracy. Table
gives an overview about simulation languages and simulators, where solutions were sent in (column 1).
The simulators can be divided roughly into three groups: equation oriented languages, (graphical) blockoriented languages, application-oriented languages. The table indicates these different modeling techniques
(column 2). As some languages offer different modeling approaches, the one used in the solution sent in is
marked with an asterisk. Special features and essential properties are remarked in column 3.

3. RESULTS AND EVALUATION OF THE COMPARISON
I . .

Eigenvalue analysis of the linearized model
results in three eigenvalues being negative real
numbers. At t = 0 the eigenvalues are -0.00898,
-11.06, -1005.66, at t = I 0 the values are -0.0978,
-1.0 18, -1003 .4 . Dividing the absolute value of
the biggest eigenvalue by the absolute value of
the smallest eigenvalue results in a stiffness
factor. At t = 0 this factor is approximately
120000, at t = 10 the factor is about 10000.
Figure 2 shows this stiffness changing over the
time (logarithmic scales): fast transients happen
at the very beginning of the simulation,
afterwards the system is relatively smooth.

·I

·l

----..:1.!"

.)i.-..::======::===--~--=:::..
0

Fig.2: Results j (t), variation of 11

3.1 Task i): Test and comparison of integration algorithms
It is relatively difficult to compare the results of this task. Although most languages offer exact CPU-times
for the different algorithms, these results suffer from side effects like 110-time, straight-forward or tricky
modeling, well tuned algorithm parameters (model-dependent! ) or standard values, etc. Therefore, for the
comparison of the algorithms the relation between the different algorithms is more significant than
absolute CPU-times (normalized to Euler algorithm).
Table 2, summarizing these results, is mostly restricted to three algorithms: Gear stiff algorithm (variable
stepsize, variable order), Euler algorithm (fixed stepsize) and Runge- Kutta algorithm (RK4, mainly fixed
stepsize), because these algorithms all work "well" (in case one or more of these algorithms are missing,
preferably results of Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg and Adams-Moulton algorithm are given).
Table 2 generally shows that the Gear algorithm is the best one for this model because of the stiffness of
the system . Unfortunately some reports do not indicate which order the Gear algorithm had to choose in
order to fulfill the constraints on the relative or absolute errors, resp.
Insight into these questions offers for instance ESACAP, which compares different BDF-algorithms
(Backward Differential Formulas, the predecessors of the Gear algorithms) on the basis of number of steps,
function evaluations, calculations of the Jacobian matrix, etc. Furthermore, the most efficient Gear
algorithms or BDFs are offered by languages (DYNAST, ESACAP, SIL) using model description on basis
of DAEs (Differential Algebraic Equations) - by reformulating the model in implicit form.
The classical RK4 algorithm works well, if an appropriate stepsize and an appropriate relative error is
chosen, being approximately 10 times slower than the Gear algorithm . RKF algorithms (Runge-KuttaFehlberg) speed up the integration time using stepsize control.
It is known from theory that the Adams-Moulton and /or Adams-Bashforth-algorithms are not suitable for
this kind of systems; but it is astonishing that they are really very slow.
Another astonishing phenomenon is the result of the Linsim algorithm of SIMULINK, which is twice
faster than the classical Gear algorithm. This algorithm extracts the linear parts of the models and
calculates the linear dynamics via power series, the nonlinear parts are integrated in the usual manner.
Three solutions sent in showed that it is worth thinking over a model before simulating it. The authors
made use of the fact that fast transients happen only at the very beginning. Consequently, the second
ACSL solution choose exponentially spread sampling points, resulting also in related stepsize (also better
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suited for log plots). The DESIRE .solution and the first SIMNON solution performed this exponential time
shift directly in the model equations (logarithmic time transformation). As a consequence, the integration
algorithms became (much) faster, the system became nearly non-stiff.

3.1 Task ii): Parameter sweep and log plots
The second task should test whether a simulation language offers features for parameter sweeps. Table 3
summarises the results in column 2, where it is tried to distinguish between parameter loops in the model
description and at run-time level. In case of graphical model description model frame and experimental
frame are mixed, so that this distinction becomes difficult.
Furthermore, it turned out that the additional requirement of a logarithmic parameter sweep and
logarithmic plot was no further challenge: if parameter loops are available, different increments can be
used; if the parameter sweep has to be formulated in a "manual" way, the logarithmic sweep is also simple.
The third column in table 3 therefore indicates only, whether logarithmic representations are supported
directly ("standard") or not ("manual" transformation).
LANGUAGE
ACSL

SNE-NR COMPUTER
CJ-NR
SNE-1
PC 80287112
Cl-3

ACSL

SNE-5
Cl-17

DESIRE

SNE-4
ClSNE-3
c 1-12
SNE-1
Cl-I

DYNAST
ESACAP

ESL

SNE-2
Cl-8

EXTEND

SNE-5
Cl-15
SNE-1
Cl-4

FSIMUL

HYBSYS

SNE-2
Cl -7

IDAS

SNECl-25
SNE-5
Cl-16

I Think

MATLAB
MATRIXx

SNE-3
Cl-10
SNE-10
Cl-19

ALGORITHM

STEPSIZE
ACCURACY
Adams-Moulton 5.E-3 iss
Gear
5.E-3 iss
RKF 415, VS
5.E-3 iss
Micro VAX/
Euler
I .E-5 I 2.E-1 SS
Sun4
RK4
1.E-5 I 2.E-1 ss
Gear
l.E-8 ae, 1.E-5 iss
PC 80387116
Gear
l.E-5 ae, l.E-6 logiss
Sun 4c
Gear
l.E-5 ae, l.E-6 logiss
PC 80387
Gear-Newtonl.E-3 re, l.E-5 iss
Raphson
l.E-6 ae, l.E-5 iss
PC 80387
BDF lo, vs
l.E-3 re/ l.E-7 re
BDF 2o, vs
l.E-3 re/ l.E-7 re
BDF 3o, vs
l.E-3 re/ l.E-7 re
l .E-3 SS
PC 80387 SX/16 RK4
Adams Bashforth l .E-1 iss
Gear
l.E-1 iss
Macintosh Ilfx
Euler impr.
12000 ns I 10000 ns
Trapezoidal rule 30000 ns/ 20000 ns
PC 80387 /25
AB 2o, vs
5.E-4 iss/ l .E-3 iss
implicit Heun
5.E-4 ss/ I .E-3 SS
RK4
5.E-4 iss/ l.E-3 iss
DECStation
ABM
1.E-5 iss
3100/ 16
Euler
l.E-4 SS
RK4
2.E-4 iss
Pentium
Euler
minss=0.002
60mHz
Trapezoidal
mss=0.01
Macintosh Ilfx
Euler
l.E-4 ss/ l.E-3 SS
RK2
l.E-4 ss/ l.E-3 SS
RK4
l.E-4 ss/ l.E-3 ss
PC 80387
RKF 2/3
l.E-5 re
(PS/S80)
RKF 4/5
l.E-6 I l.E-7 re
PC 80486/33
Euler
l .E4 equ. time points
RK2 / RK4
I .E4 equ. time points
Sun 4140
Euler
l .E4 equ. time points
RK2 / RK4
l .E4 equ. time points
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COMPUTATION TIME
OTHERS
I (155 .055 sec)
0.022
0.355
I (8.43 sec) I 0.056
1.981 I 0.101
0.236 / 0.018
10 sec
1.7 sec
0.506
1 (4.45 sec)
I l 8ns,237f/I 0271ns,20547f

53 ns, I 05f/ 316 ns, 632f
51 ns,102fi'l85 ns,370 f
0.571
1 (21 sec)
0.01
1 (I sec) I unstable
2.3 I unstable
0.556 I unstable
0.973 I unstable
1 (187 sec) / unstable
1.983
1 (8.47 sec)
l.099
1 (8 sec)
l
I (420 sec) I unstable
1.286 I unstable
l.714 I unstable
739 sec
563 sec I 752 sec
l (90.3 sec)
l.468 I 2.411
I (8.19 sec)
1.442 I 2.322
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LANGUAGE

SNE-NR
Cl-NR

mos is

SNE-12
Cl-22

PC 486/33

NAP2

SNE-1
Cl-2
SNE14
Cl-25
SNE-3
Cl-13
SNE-11
Cl-20

PC 80387
Norton Cl 25,6
PC 80486/66

SNE-2
Cl-9
SNE-12
Cl-23

PC 80387

POWERS IM
PROSIGN
SABER

SIL
SIMNON

SIMNON

SNE-11
Cl-21

COMPUTER

not given
Sun
SPARCl0/402

PC 80386/25

PC 80386/40

-

PC 80486/66

SIMULINK

SNE-3
Cl-11

Sun4

SIMUL_R

SNE-1
Cl-5

not given

STEM

SNE-5
Cl-18

PC 80287/20

TUTS IM

SNECl-24
SNE-2
Cl-6

PC 80387/16

XANALOG

PC 80287 /16

EUROSIM '95 - LA TEP APER VOLUME

ALGORITHM

STEPSIZE
ACCURACY

COMPUTATION TIME
OTHERS

Euler
RK4
Adams Moulton
Stiff Alg.
mod. Gear, vs,vo

l .OE-3 ss
1 (2.3 sec)
l .OE-3ss /l .OE-4 ss
1.783 I 17.957
l .OE-4 ss, l .OE-8 mae 1.122
l .OE-4 ss, l .OE-8 mae 0.039
l .E-5 iss
4.56 sec

Euler
RK4
Simpson 2o, vs
AB 4o, vs
Gear 1o/Gear 2o
Gear 2o/Gear 2o
Trapezoidal rule
Stiff alg., vs, vo

l .OE-3 ss
vs, l .OE-3 iss
l.E-3 mss
2.5.E-3 mss
vs
5.E-4 ss/LE-3 ss

Euler
RKF23
RKF45
Euler
RKF23
RKF45
Euler
RKF23
RKF45
RK 5, VS
Gear
Linsim
Euler
RK4
Euler implicit
RKF l/2o, vs
RKF 4/5o, vs
Gear, vs
Euler
AB
RK4
Euler
mod. Euler

VS

l .E-2 re/ l .E-4 re
l.E-6 re/ l.E-10 re
l.OE-3
vs, l.E-6 re
vs, l.E-6 re
l.OE-3
vs, l .E-6 re
vs, l.E-6 re
l.OE-3
VS, l.E-6 re
vs, l .E-6 re
l.E-2 re, l.EO-.E-4 ss
l.E-2 re, l.EO-.E-4 ss
.E-2 re, l.EO-lE-4 ss
l.E-3 ss, l.E-5 re
2.E-3 SS, l.E-5 re
l.E-1 ss, l.E-3 re
l.E-6 re, l.E-3 ae
l.E-6 re, l.E-3 ae
l.E-6 re, l .E-3 ae
5.E-4 mss
5.E-4 mss
l.E-3 ss I 2.5.E-3 ss
l .E-3 SS I 2 .. E-3 ss
l .E-3 ss I 2 .. E-3 ss

1 (32 s)
1.2
l (470 sec)
0.434
1 (0.75 sec)/ 0.44
l (47.3 sec)/ 0.448
·0.016
0.231 I 0.351
0.491 1 (11.43 sec)
1 (23 sec)
0.913
0.652
I ( 31 sec)
0.39
0.264
1 (9.8 sec)
0.398
0.276
1 (10.4 sec)
0.034
0.018
1 (not given)
1.9
0.22
1 (18.84 sec)
0.574
0.027
1 (44 sec)
1.114
2.744 I 88 sec
I (82 sec) I unstable
1.439 I unstable

Legend: ss ... stepsize; iss ... initial ss; log (i)ss ... logarithmic (i)ss; mss ... max. ss; re ... relative error;
ae ... absolute error; ns ... number of steps; f ... function evaluations, vs ... variable ss; vo ... variable order;
4o ... 4th order; etc.; RK4 ... classical Runge-Kutta; RKF ... Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg;
AB(M) ... Adams-Bashforth(-Moulton); BDF ... Backwards Differential Formulas

Table 2: Results of task i): test and comparison of integration algorithms

3.3 Task iii): Steady state calculation:
The third task should check which languages offer features for steady state calculation. The model is
simple enough to calculate the steady states analytically, so all results could be compared with the exact
values (p = IOOOO:fs = 10, ms= 10, rs = 1000; p = O; fs =ms= rs = 0 ).
Languages with steady state finder (column 3 of table 3 ,"trim command, iteration") calculated the results
for both cases with sufficient accuracy. Usually the iterative solution of the steady state equations started
with the initial values for f, m and r.
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Languages without a steady state finder ("longterm simulation") simulated over a long period stopping
when derivatives are nearly zero (approx. at t = 100), getting as accurate results as the steady state finders.
LANGUAGE
ACSL
DESIRE
DYNAST
ES ACAP
ESL
EXTEND
FSIMUL
HYBSYS
IDAS
I Think
MATLAB
MATRIXx
mos is
NAP2
POWERS IM
PROSIGN
SABER
SIL
SIMNON
SIMULINK
SIMUL_R
STEM
TUT SIM
XANALOG

PARAMETER VARIATION
manual variation at runtime
parameter loop in model description
manual variation in model description
parameter loop in model description
parameter loop in model description
manual variation in graphic model description
parameter loop in graphic model description
parameter loop at runtime
manual variation in model description
manual variation in graphic model description
parameter loop in model description
manual variation in model description
parameter loop at runtime
manual variation in model description
parameter loop in model desrc.(co-models)
parameter loop in graphic model description
parameter loop in model description
parameter loop at runtime
parameter loop at runtime
manual variation in graphic model description
parameter loop at runtime
manual variation in model description
parameter loop at runtime
parameter loop in graphic model description

LOG.
standard
manual
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
standard
manual
standard
standard
manual
manual
standard
standard
manual
standard
standard

STEADY STA TE CALC.
trim command, iteration
not given
long term simulation
long term simulation
trim command, iteration
long term simulation
long teITil simulation
trim command, iteration
long teITil simulation
long teITil simulation
trim command, iteration
trim command, iteration
trim command, iteration
long teITil simulation
not given
trim command, iteration
trim command, iteration
trim command, iteration
long teITil simulation
trim command, iteration
trim command, iteration
trim command, iteration
long teITil simulation
trim command, iteration

Table 3: Results of tasks ii) and iii) : Parameter sweep and steady state calculation

4. TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS
The results of this comparison also allows a view on developments and trends of simulation languages and
simulators. In the following some trends are listed, but also the problems which may arise:
Developments:
Problems:
• Implicit model descriptions
• Loss of input-output relations
• Submodel features
• Conflicts with macro features
• Graphical model descriptions
• Loss of segment structure
• Overhead in generated equations
• Graphical preprocessors
• Overhead for about 80% of problems
• Sophisticated integration algorithms
• State event handling
• Dependent on modeling technique
• New analysis methods (formula manipul.)
• CSSL structure too weak
• Separation of model and experiment
• Interpreters not powerful enough
• More powerful runtime interpreters
• Documentation with model
• Loss of speed, esp. on PC
• Windows Implementations
In general, it is interesting, that
• Big enterprises tend to develop their own language, which are marketed, too
• Universities and institutions develop also new languages, which partially are successfully marketed
• In continuous simulation on the one side CSSL standard - languages become a common denominator
for modeling, on the other hand a block-oriented graphical description based on control technique is
frequently used.
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Results and Experiences derived from a Comparison between Simulation
Systems
J. KluBmann 1, J. Krauth 1 and R. Splanemann 2
Bremen Institute of Industrial Technology and Applied Work Science at the University of
Bremen (BIBA) 1, Degussa AG 2

0. Abstract

This paper investigates if different simulation tools produce the same results when applied to the
same system Two comparisons have been carried out using the same test m6del of an assembly
system First a number of researchers carried out simulation experiments independent from each
other, only on the basis of a written model definition. The results varied considerably, partly due to
unclear model definition. In a second step a smaller number of tools has been compared by the
authors themselves, thus excluding misunderstandings of the model definition. In this comparison
the tools produced identical results once the models had been made really identical But it was
difficult to produce exactly identical models using different tools. Each tool has its inherent
assumptions on "normal" behaviour, and if these assumptions are not known to the modeller, he is
likely to generate a model with slight errors.

1. Introduction
Nowadays a wide variety of simulation tools is available on the market, especially in the
field of material flow simulation in manufacturing systems. They all claim to be precise, but
they all claim to be different. Hence the question arises: If used to simulate the same system,
will they produce the same results? This question actually implies two questions: First, is it
possible to create identical models using different tools? Especially with the modern
comfortable tools which require no more programming but offer ready-made building blocks,
this seems to be a problem. Building blocks are certainly very comfortable for quick and easy
modelling, but they limit flexibility. So it is not clear if different simulation tools allow to
generate identical models at all. The second question then is: In case the models can be made
identical, do the tools then produce the same simulation results? Apparently these questions are
very critical for the credibility of simulation.
The answer to both questions is "Yes, but..." In principle we can trust simulation results, but we
have to be careful This result is not surprising, but we feel it is often ignored in practical
applications.
The paper is structured as follows : The next section describes the test system which is a
simplification of a real assembly system. Section 3 reports on the result of a "distributed"
comparison carried out by a number of researchers who each had only the written definition of
the test system. The last section 4 represents own experiences of modelling the test system
with three, different simulation tools and draws some conclusions about it
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2. The test system
We published the following test system definition in the journal "Eurosim Simulation News"
in 1992 [ 1] .and asked all interested persons or institutes to send us their solutions.
The test system consists of 7 assembly stations and a load/unload station all linked by an
automated flexible conveyor system. This system is sketched in figure 1. An inner rectangular
conveyor circulates clockwise and transports pallets on which the products to be assembled are
fixed. The inner conveyor connects 8 subsystems as shown in figure 2. Each subsystem
comprises one of the eight stations (assembly or load/unload) Ax, a buffer conveyor B2 of
variable lenght in front of the station. a one-place buffer behind it, bypass conveyor B 1, and
two connecting elements Sx and Sy. Here B 1 is part of the inner rectangle. A pallet corning
from the left can either be shifted to B2 in Sx or move along on B 1. It is shifted to B2 if the
following two conditions are satisfied:

a

• the product on the pallet has not yet undergone the operation(s) carrfed out in station Ax,
• there is enough space on the conveyor B2 in front of station Ax.

Figure I: Flexible assembly line as test system
Finished products are taken from pallets and replaced by unprocessed parts in station Al.
The sequence of operations the products undergo is arbitrary with the only exception that A2
has to be the first or the last station. All three stations A2 perform the same operations, hence
only one of them has to process each product. Station A6 functions as a substitute of stations
A3 , A4, and AS. It performs all of the missing operations of these three whenever a product is
being processed in A6.

I

mI1

Sx t

B2 1Ax
illill
I
f-----t--!--i Sy

Bl

-

Figure 2: Subsystem of the flexible line
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The processing times and the buffer sizes in front of all stations as well as the lenght of the
respective bypass conveyors are given in table L

A2
1.6
!
0.8
l
..............................·-····---......................................................·-·r···-··--··-····-···········································
........ I ..··································-···········-·······
~

. . . . . . . . . . . . .~-~
. . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ??.20. . . . . . . . ...!......................................1.6
~.:.~......................._....I.............................~:~ .......-............
A4
I
0.8
l

A5

I

A6

20

l.6

30

2.0

I

0.8
1.2

Table I: System parameters

After publishing this model defmition we received a letter pointing out some ambiguous
details of the definition. So we published a second. more precise definition in the following
issue of Eurosim Simulation News [2] which we do not repeat here.

3. First Comparison

In the first comparison many scientists were involved, and their communication was very
limited. The result has already been documented in Eurosim Simulation News [3], so we only
repeat a sununary here:
Table 2 (on the next page) gives the results obtained with 19 different simulation tools for a
simulation rime of eight hours. All tools have been applied by different researchers. The table
shows a surprising diversity of results.
From this table it is impossible to tell to what degree the diversity of results is due to
different understanding of the model definition or to errors in either the model implementation
or the simulation software itself. From some researchers we received a note afterwards that
they had misunderstood the model definition.
One ambiguous point is the question wether the time needed to feed a pallet into a station is
part of the processing time or not. In case it is the bottleneck stations are A2, A3. A4, and A5,
and the maximwn number of products that can be processed in eight hours is 1440 because in
this case every 20 sec. a product can be finished. In case it is not the bottleneck are stations A2
with a processing time of 6 1.3 sec., hence every 20.4 sec. a product can be finished, and
therefore the maximum number of products is 1411. Most of the results o brained are close to
one of these numbers.

I

I

I
I

I

I
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POSES

University of Chermnitz
(D)

Ges. f. ProzeBautom. &
Consult.. Chemnitz (D)

1462

TAYLOR

F&H. Dilsseldorf (D)

F&H. Dilsseldorf (D)

1441

EXTEND

Imagine That San Jose
(USA)

University of Roscock

1440

SLAM U

Schroder Gm bH.
Dtisseldorf (D)

Al c. Turin (I)

1440

SI!\.1PLE-mac

AESOP. Stuttgart (D)

Unseld&Parmer. Vienna
(A)

1439

WITNESS

AT&T Istel. Dtisseldorf
(D)

BIBA. Bremen (D)

1439

DSIM

University of Vienna (A)

University of Vienna (A)

1425

CASSANDRA

KFKJ. Budapest (H)

KFKJ. Budapest (H)

1415

MICROSAJNT

Rapid Data. Worthing
(GB)

Micro Analysis and Design.
Boulder (USA)

1411

GPSS/H

Dr. Staedler GmbH.
Niimberg (D)

University of Michigan
(USA)

1409

SIMFLEX/2

University of Kassel (D)

University of Kassel (D)

1409

DESMO

University of Hamburg (D) University of Hamburg (D)

1408

DOSIMIS-3

SDZ. Doronwtd (D)

IML. Dortmwtd (D)

1408

SIMUL_R

Simutech. Vienna (A)

Simutech. Vienna (A)

1405

EXAM

Russian Academy of
Science. Moscow

Russian Academy of
Science. Moscow

1404

University of Magdeburg

University of Magdeburg
(D)

1384

(D)

MOSYS

IPK. Berlin (D)

IPK. Berlin (D)

1346

SIMAN

Dornier-System GmbH.
Friedrichshafen (D)

CIMulation Centre.

919

Chippenham (GB)

PC SIMDIS

TOMAS

DVZ. Neubrandenburg (D) DVZ. Neubrandenburg (D)

884

Table 2: Simulation results wirh different simulation systems

What was particularly remarkable about this first comparison was the little feeedback we
received after having published the model definition the first time: Only one researcher asked
for clarification of several ambiguous points. These are pointed out and clarified in [2]. All
other researchers seemed to understand immediately what we meant. But the diversity of
results proved that their understandings deviated from ours, and also from each other. When
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we had published the clarification, nobody else asked for any more information, even though
there were still many points unclear.
What does this mean? It is obviously very difficult to define a model in an unambiguous
way. And it seems to be equally difficult to even notice where there are ambiguities. When one
person defines something very precisely, and another person understands him perlectly well, it
does not necessarily mean both have the same understanding. And it may take a very long time
until they notice they have not. We believed our first - and even more our second - definition
was clear.enough to build a model, and the majority of researchers thought so, too. But what
we defined and what they understood was not always the same. At least in some cases we
definitely know differences in understanding the model definition.
With respect to simulation this implies there is always a risk of misunderstanding when a
simulaticinist and an engineer cooperate and communicate about a model. This risk can of
course be avoided when the engineer builds the model himself. But in order to enable him to
do so, the tool must provide him with constructs he understands. Nowadays a considerable
number of simulation tools provides such domain-specific building blocks as - in the case of
manufacturing simulation - machines, buffers, conveyour, etc. Their dynamics are predefinded,
so the user does not have to define them any more, he simply selects and combines them. But
as we shall see below, this creates a new source of misunderstanding.

4. Experiences derived from a second Comparison

In the next step our aim was to exclude all sources of misunderstanding. Therefore we built
the models on our own, using three different simulation systems: Dosirnis-3 [4], Simple++ [5],
and Witness [6]. These tools are frequently used in German manufacturing industry. They are
particularly suited to model manufacturing and assembly systems, they support graphical
modelling, and they provide the user with pre-defined domain-specific building blocks.
First simulation runs showed small differences between the results of the different
simulation systems. A very detailed validation process proved that the three modelS were not
identical. With each of the tools we had made some mistakes in modelling, mainly based on
misunderstandings of the functionality and the behaviour of the pre-defined building blocks or
modules the simulation tools provide. The detailed problems in modelling with the three
simulation systems is published in [7]. In the following we represent the results and conclusions
of this comparison.
The same results have been achieved with all three simulation systems. As well with all
systems small mistakes first showed a little impact on the result. The mistakes happened mostly
by modelling the distributing and connecting elements Sx and Sy. The reasons for all the
mentioned mistakes are misunderstandings of the detailed behaviour of simulation system
building blocks.
We assume the same results could also have been obtained using any of the other tools
involved in the first comparison - or at least with the majority of them. It may be easy with
some of them, and more tricky with others. But this does not mean some are good and some
are bad. It only means they have primarily been designed for different purposes, by designers
who had different perceptions of what a "normal" manufacturing system does.
The problem is that the user is quite often not aware of these differences in details. He
himself has his own understanding of "normal" behaviour, and he tends to assume these
comfortable modem simulation tools provide him with precisely the building blocks he expects.
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Why should he think a "conveyor " block e.g. does not behave the way the conveyors he
knows behave in reality? Unfortunately this assumption is often wrong. And - even worse - the
exact description of the dynamics is often not available in the manual.
One solution of this problem is of course to make users aware of the potential cliv~rsity of
builiding block behaviour, and to document precisely the behaviour of all building blocks in the
manual. Another solution might be to provide the user with techniques to define his own
building blocks. These techniques how~ver have to be very simple, otherwise we would be
back at simulation languages or even programming languages. Moreover the verification of
user-defined blocks must be supported because he is likely to make mistakes, he will probably
not test and validate them with sufficient rigour, and he is likely to use his own blocks again
and again. And finally, we expect that user-defined building blocks will be documented even
less, and therefore they will only be useful for the author himself, and after.some months maybe
not even for him. Hence simulation tools which allow the user to define his own building
blocks have to provide solutions for these three subsequent problems of comfort and
simplicity, of correctness, and of documentation.
A prototype of such an advanced simulation tool. allowing for user-defined building blocks
and providing some techniques for rigorous verification, has been described in [8]. Petri nets
have been used to define or modify application oriented building blocks. The mathematical
theory of Petri nets allows for some rigorous testing of user-defined blocks, thus supporting
their verification and validation to some extent. To our knowledge not much has been done
since then to investigate further possibilities of validation support. However, more recent work
towards tools which enable the user to define his own building blocks can be found in [9] and
[10].
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These pages suggest a control architecture with integrated supervisor for homogeneous
or hybrid hierarchical structures. This approach is more and more frequently used to increase
the efficiency in industrial plant exploitation. The supervisor is outlook like an intelligent system which takes the best decision even for a process intensely disturbed or with significant
uncertainty. A control structure with two hierarchical levels is proposed. The inferior level is
represented by a dynamic process connected at a multivariable controller. The upper level, the
supervisor, assures an efficient exploitation regime for the process.

I.INTRODUCTION
The development in control area has been fueled by three major needs: the need to
deal with increasingly complex systems, the need to accomplish increasingly demanding
design requirements and the need to attain these requirements with less precise knowledge
of the plant and its environment. Increasingly complex dynamic systems with significant
uncertainty have forced system designers to turn away from conventional control methods.
The capacity of control structures with integrated supervisor to take decisions for
complex processes intensely disturbed with a large degree of uncertainty suggests that
these structures may be good candidates for realize the real time adaptive control of
large-scale dynamic systems.
The supervisor is reprezented by a nonlinear multivariable model

z = J(G,y)

(1)

This model is used for the construction of quality condition I(y)

I(y)

= T[z(e, Y)J

(2)

where T is an algebraic transformation. The optimization problem associated is

(3)

maxyEDadm{J(y)}
with

is the admisible domain of process[2] .
The supervisor is a control system used for designing of optimal decisions. The
decision is transfered in a reference computed forme (r*=y*).
Dadm
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2.DESIGNING OF OPTIMAL SUPERVISOR
2.1.Designing of Non linear Supervisor
Generally, for industrial applications, the supervisor could be considerated by a
nonlinear model:

(4)
with f;(y)"for i=l:n nonlinear functions in y.

e could be estimated by least-squares method

e = ur n-1 IT z
For i( e,y) estimated the optimization problem is

(5)

maxyEDadm{I(y) = T[z(G,y)]}

(6)

Generally, this problem is solved by algorithms which use a recurrent relation
Yk+1

= Y(k) + akdk

(7)

Yo E Rn

The quality of every optimization method is related with the evaluation method of
dk. To facilitate the supervisor designing, a simple strategy of computing dk is proposed.
In a Hilbert space, the distance between two points, y and Yk, is defined by

(8)
where A is the metric matrix. The problem is to find yon the surface (8) which maximizes
the condition I(y). To solve this problem I(y) is approximated by a first order Taylor series
for the point Yk

(9)
where .6.y

= y-yk

and GI(yk)is the gradient of optimization condition I(y) evaluated for

The optimization problem given by

maxy{l(y) ~ l(yk)

+ (.6.y)TGJ(yk)

j .6.yT A.6.y

= d2 }

(10)

could be solved for the stationarity conditions imposed by the Lagrange's function

L(y,>-.) = .6.yTGJ(yk)- >-.(.6.yTA.6.y-d2)

(11)

The derivatives of L(y,>-.) with respect to they and).. are zero in the extreme points

fJL(y, >-.)
fJy

= Gl(yk) -

2>-.A.6.y

=0

(12)

fJL(y, >.) = .6.yT A.6.y - d2 = 0

( 13)

f))..

With (12) it can be written

.6.y = Yk+1 - Yk = 1>. A- 1 GI(yk )

(14)

2

and from this
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(15)
For a good choice of metric A all the gradient numerical optimization methods are
obtained. In performances termes , the choice of weighting factor for dk is realized in a
optimal manner if O'.k results like a solution to

(16 )
The stop condition for the optimization algorithm (when kEZ+ ) with respect to the
condition I(y) round about y*, is

(17)
or

(1 8)
or

(19)
For the presented methods a remarkable quality is the convergence speed which could
be appreciated by

.
llYk+i - y* II
1Im
= c
k-.+oo

(20 )

llYk - y*llP

With respect to the parameter p , two cases are considered:
c E ( 0, 1), p = 1 ===> linear convergence
c E (0, 1), p > 1 ===> superlinear convergence
(21)
In conclusion, all gradient methods are standed out by the evaluation modality for dk.
It is possible to considerate a different approach which express the optimization condition
in a canonical form by utilization of simple mathematical operations and maintains the
most efficacious search direction (the direction of gradient).
If the condition is expressed in a quadratic form and it is centered in the principal
axes of the space Rn then a possible research strategy is given by

(22)
where Ak represents hessian's eigenvalues of function I(y), with Ak > 0.
The length of step o:k is established by O'.k = Ak' 1 . It is possible to prove that the search
by the gradient GI(y) direction is continued until the intersection of principal axes.

2.2.Designing of Stochastic Nonlinear Supervisor
For the stochastic case, the problem (6) is given by
maxyEDadm(w){J(y)

= 8AT (w)f(y)}

(23 )

where G( w) and Dadm are defined for all realizations of random variable w in the events
space n. y*(wi) represents the solution of problem (23) for the realization Wi and I*(wi) is
the value of condition I(y ) for y=y*(wi)· It is possible to prove that y*(wi ) and I*(w;) are
random variables (i=l :m with m dimension of events space D). Although, the admissible
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solutions set is considered being non-empty for the realisations w; E
Therefore , it is possible to write

n.
(24)

where Dadm(wi) is the process operating domain for

Dadm(w) = {y

J

Wj

E

n.

Dadm could be estimated by

Ay :::S b(w); y '.'.: : O}

(25)

with A constant matrix and b( w) a random variable, or

Dadm(w) = {y J A(w)y :::S b(w); y '.'.::: O}

(26)

with (A,b) discrete random variables with the values {Ai ,b;}i=l:m· The problem (23)
admits a solution just for an equivalent reformulating in determinist terms. For this, two
from the most usual techniques , optimality stochastique conditions, are presented:

Minimal Risk Condition
The problem is

(27)

min{a} = minyEDadm(w){p(I(y) = fJT(w)j(y) <lo}

The equation (27) represents a problem which minimizes the risk a for I(y) having
values larger than a imposed value of condition, 10 .
The determinist equivalent for (27) is obtained from a procedure which is presented
below . The mean value of variable 0( w) realisations is:

(28)
and the covariance matrix is

V

= {v;j},

= E{(Oi -

Vij

(29)

mi)(Bj - mj)}

The problem

(30)

maxyEDadm(w){lm(Y) = mT J(y)}
had an optimal value in T;,.(y) = mT j(y*) where y* is the solution of problem (30).
Imposing I(y)<lo with l 0 =I:-n, it obtains

a= p{GT(w)f(y) <lo}= P {

EJT(w)f(~~r J(y)

<lo

yTVy

~y)}

=

yTVy

= <I>

{lo - mT J(y)}

(31)

JyTVy
where
<I>(t) =

f; lot

2
e_z2

dt

(32)

is the distribution function for z.
For <I> an increasing function and V>O the problem (31 ) is reformulated to

maxyEDadm(w) {

mTJ(y)- lo}
JyTVy

(33)
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which could be solved by well-known methods (gradient methods).

Imposed Risk Condition
This condition is defined by
maxyEDadm(w){J'(y)} p{J(y) = f>T(w)J(y) <I'}= ao

(34)

In this case, the risk is fixed at the known value ao and it is desired the determination
0f value y* (which maximizes the condition I'(y)). So, it is possible to write
ao = p{J(y) < J'} = p {

('JT(w)1/!ivr j(y) <
yTVy

J'

~y)}

=

yTVy

= 1> { !' - mT f(y)}

(35)

jyTVy

I' - mT f(y) = d
jyTVy

==::}

I'= mT J(y)

+ djyTVy

(36)

Now the problem (34) is written

maxyEDadm(w)

{I'= mT J(~) + djyTVy}

(37)

The problem (37) is determinist. It's solution could be obtained by utilization of gradient optimization methods.

3.STUDY OF A REAL CASE
3.1.Implementation Possibilities
Two implementation possibilities for an intelligent supervisor exists [3],[4].
1. The OFF-LINE implementation where the supervisor and the operating
system are disconnected. The process information are introduced by the human operator
and the decision will be transfered in the same manner.
2. The real-time implementation where the supervisor and the operating system are interconnected. In this case, the process information and the decisions of supervisor are manipulated during the process operating.
3.2.Supervised Control of a Pyrolise Reactor
A chemical reactor for ethylene fabrication by pyrolise of oil in continuous mode is
considered. The oil and the water vapors are the reactants. The pyrolise reaction is extremely complex and is developed in high temperature ( 840° C) and low pressure (4 bars)
conditions. The result of reaction is a multiconstituents mixture which contains the useful
products (ethylene) [l].
The control parameters for the lower level, represented by the ensemble of control
systems, are: y 1 -oil flow, yrwater flow, y3-reaction pressure and y 4 -reaction temperature.
The existent control devices assures the nominal functioning mode at the reference values
r 1 =1400 m 3/h, r 2 =450 m 3/h, r3=4 bar and r 4 =800 °C. The control objective is to maximize the ethylene production an hour.
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The qualitative parameter z is the ethylene concentration in the mixture at the output
of reactor. The most important disturbance (w) of reaction is the oil quality.
It is possible to imagine an information acquisition materialized by a measured experimental values collection { (y; , z;)};=1:M for the control model identification. The acceptable
structure of control model is
(38)
Using the IDE part of program IDEOPT (a software for control model estimation and
optimization developed by us) and the least-squares identification method , the obtained
model is
i( G, y) = 0.138* 10 2 +0.573*10 - 3y +0.129*10- 2 Y2 1 -0 . 365*10- 2 y3++0 . 365*10 2 y +0.29*10- 3 y~(39 )

4

1

The quality condition is given by the ethylene production an hour

J(y ) = Y1i(G, y)

(40)

Using the OPT part of program IDEOPT the optimization problem is solved:
(41 )

maxyEDadm {J(y) = Y1i (G, y)}

The result is

y; =

1569. 7 m 3 / h ,

Y2

= 443. 7 m 3 / h ,

y; = 4.49 barr ,

y~ = 825 .6 ° C .

( 42)

The ethylene production an hour has the maximum value I(y*)=427.79 m 3/h.
Considering T(y) the mean computed value of ethylene production an hour (T(y )=409.69
3
m / h) it is possible to evaluate the relative increasing of production
T/ =

I (y*) - Imed (Y) = 0.044
Imed(Y)

(43 )

So, the supervisor had improved the process performances with 4.4 % comparatively
with a normal exploitation.
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Conservativc> Agc>nts m GA-dcc<'ptive Garnes
H. Dawicl

*

:\. l\1clilmarn1

In this paper Wf' analy;;,<~ tlw learning hchavior or gc11ct.ic a.lgoritltms ( GAs) _in a special
class of cvolt1tionary ganws. \Ve restrict our at 1<'n1ion to sitt1a1 ions wherf' the <'quilihrinm
strategies have cornparat iH'IV small fitness values in t.he case of random populations. Due
to this deceptive game s1riwt urc adaptive systerris like a CA \Nill have problems with attaining f'quilibriurn states. \Ve narnc this class of evolutionary games ''CA-deceptive''.
Various sirrndations in C:/\-dcccptivc games are presented and discussed. Finally we
demonstrate that th<" convergence prohlc:rns of C;\s in GA-deceptive games may he overcome by inserting conservative agents i111o the population.

1. Introduction
As the Nasl1 equilibriurn concept is not <1hlc t.o <'xplain wl1_,. the players will coordinate
on a certaill equilibrium. 1na11y ganw theorists liavc shifted 1licir attention to t.lw field
of evolutionary game thcon-. A l<trg<' 11urnlwr of different models of learning have been
proposed and their co11v<'l"l~e11cc lwh;wior lws hccn ;111;ily;;cd. In this paper we restrict our
attention to models, where <'<1ch plavcr represents'' whole popitlntion of individuals competing against tltc rnerrilwrs of another popul;t1 io11. 111 contrary to tlw standard learning
models of <'volutionary game theory which ar<' in gcrwral rrwa.n ,·aluc models we represent
each member of the pop11lat.ion explicitly by a bina.ry s1 ring and model the learning with
a simple genetic algorithm (sec Coldlwrg [I]).
GAs have been used in s<'vcral rnodcls 1o dcsnilw iri1na.c1 ing pop1d;1tions in economic
or game theoretic sit11;.1tions. \Ve rder to Dawid and l\lcltlrrrnnn [2,:~]. Dawid [1] or Holland and Miller [.5] for a11 extensive review of papers dealing with tlic hchavior of GAs in
economic s_vstc:rns ..l\1any of these models have shown tl1at C:As arc well suited to describe
the evolution of a pop11latio11 of i1i1eracti11g adaptive economic agents. Besides this empirical work also some ar1alyt.ical res11lt.s have lwcn derived to charactcri;;e 1lw behavior
of GAs in economic sys1<'111s (lhwid [G]. Dawid and Hornik [7]).
All these res11lts. empirical a11d analytical. deal with si111atio11s whcrc the payoff of a11
agent is d<>tcnni11ed hy th<' iutf~raction with other agcT1t.s in his own population. In this
paper we J"('strict our attention 1o situatio11s whcr<' t.wo populations interact with each
other but no interaction happens within the populations. \Ne rnodel such a situation by
assuming that each agent plays an cvol11tio11arv ganw against 1he mean strategy of the
other population. A similar sd11p was used in Dawid and !\folilma11J1 [:~]. llnforlunately
the theoretical results are 1101 direc1ly applica.hk i11 this case aud tlwrdorc we have to

rely on sinlllla.tion results. ,\s dernunslrakd i11 Dawid a11d l\lclilrna1111 [2] fur utw popula*This r0s<>arcl1 wa." supported by t.lw 1\11:-;tria11 Science Vo1111datio11 1111der ( '011tract No.
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contests 1,vc introd11cc· <1p;cnt s wi1l1 difTni11 g nd;-1.p1a1i o 11 s1rc1tcgics nnd s l1 ow in which
situations ;i lt'<'l erogc11 co 11s pop1il;-1t.ior1 st ruct.111·<· impro ves tl1c learni11g i11 1wo popu lati on
contests.
The pape r is organ ized as foll ows. In Scc1 io 11 ~ W<' d <'scrihe 1 lw used ;-dgorit hrn, i11
Section :3 we presf'ut. s irn11l <ll ions with d ifferen t pop1ilat ior 1 s1.rnct ures a.11d wc grvc sorne
co nc ludin g rcrna.rks ill Scc1io11 ·I .
tion

2. A Genetic Model of an Adaptive Population
We consid<-'r a sit.n atio n wl1cr<' two pop11 lat.i o11s pl n.v a n cvolut io narv gant(> again st ea.eh
oth e r. Thf' ganw is defi !l<'d h_,. t I1c set of !lll r<· s tra 1cgics f \\'it. Ii / f I = m a.nd th e pay off
matrix /1 = [a;;Ji ..1Ef· \Ve d e11 ot <' tlw two pop ulat.i olls hy P' <1.nd P 1 . 'Ne assume that
bo t h pop11l;d.io11 s consist o r II <1 gc n1 s. f·:ac li agc11t plays a rni xcd strategy E _3. nl' where
.6.m = {s E lff"' : .'j; '2: 0, '£ ,0 s, = 1} is t.hc sirnpl('x in th e IR"'. Each agc-•nt is repr<>s<"nLed
by a binary sf.ring of lc11µJft I \\' l1i cli ('flCOdcs t.11<' Tlli xed st ra.t.cgv of the age nt.. Let n be
the set of a ll bin a ry stri!lgs wit Ii lcr1gtl1 / tlwn there is a llll iq uc rnappi!tg s: n-+ ~ m su ch
that s( !.: ) is the mixed st. rn1<·gv of <I ll age11l r< ' pr<'S( 'flLecl by a s triu g /,- E n. Let furt.h e r
</>i E ~r, r = :!. 1, i = I, 1 lw 1lw sLa.t.c of P 1 (i.<·. <> ~ is tltC r('la.1 iv<' fr('q1wr1c y of th e strin g
kE
in P1 ). \Ve rnll the sl rakgy s ' E -3. with
,'j

n
.c;i = 2: <P~.s( /,· )

111

( 1)

kEn

the populat.iori s1rat.cg;_\ of f J'.
The fitn <'ss of t.ltc b ir1;.1r\· s1 ri11 g /,· E !1' is g i,·c11 l)y 111<' pavoff'

using strat egy
s(k:) receives wlwr1 plavir1g <1gai11sl 1 lw pop1il;i1 ioll st rn1cgy s" wit 11 j =/: i. Tit<' fitrwss of
a. string/,: in fJ ' depends t l111 s 011 1.lw s1 <it<· of fJ 1 illld W<' get t.lt e followi11g l'onr1ula for t. hc
fitn ess fun et ion s f1, f2:
kE~L

i,jE: {1.:2 }. i=fj.

a.II age nt

(2)

Consid er ;1 sce nario w l1<'.r<' 1lw sa11w ga rne is r<'pcat cd ly play<'d hetwee11 t h<' members of
the two po p11lation s. Tlw adapt ivc c·co r1 o rni c age nt s (or 1.<'chllicall_v sp0aki11 g th e binary
strings representing tit<' age11\s) will pro ba bly c l1angc t lteir s t ratcg ics from period to p<'r iod
in order to react to obtained i111'orn1at ior1 s11ch as tlw ow n p<i.voff, the payo ff of ot her agents .
strategy r0co111n1endat.io11s frorn o1lwr age nts or just. rww ideas. \Ve model t:ltis changing
of stra.tegi<'s hy a ppl yi ng 1l1 c 1.hn·<· standard o perato rs (sec Coldlwrg [1]) proportional
select ion, Oii<' point crosso\'<T ;rnd 1rnr1 <1t ion t o t lw bin an· popula1 ion T he two po pnl at ion s
are initia]i ?;0d ra.ndornly a11d al'tcrwa.rds tlw tltr'('(' opnators are applied again and again
UTl t jJ a giVC'll 11\lnllWr or itcra1iO ll S i1 as bee!I rcaci!<'d . '.'-Jo t.c I.hat I il C fii.ll('SS values or a !J t.lie
strings have to he ca.lc 11latcd <lIWW i11 eac h peri o d as the sta te of the op posed pop ulati on
chan ges in general from 1wriod to \Wriod.
Two diffe re11t argurrwr11s rnav be 11 sed Lo just.if\ I his procedure. 1\ technical justificatiou li es in tit<' fact. t ltal. C ;\ s l1a\'(' j>rOV<' ll to be quit.c s 11 cc<·ss f11I in so lvi11g complex
optimizatio11 problem s a.11d t.lien>l'ur(' il 111<1Y b(' <1ss11111<·d 1lial 1.l wy <tl'< ' W<'ll :rn ikd to find
good "solul io11 s" o f suc h i11ln<id.iv<' problc·111 s loo . 011 t lw o t l1<'r ha nd cac l1 operator m ay
be interpre ted in an cco!lornic w ay and tlw whol<' a lgorit.11111 rna.v tlwrdo re be seen as
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a.n f'conomic model of <tdapt iv(' learning. Tlw illlplicit ratio11alitv assurnpfions which arc
implied hy this appro<1cl1 ar(' disrnss('d in sO!ll(' dc1 nil in Daw id [/I].

3. Conservative Agents
One of the main a.dvantnp;cs or tlw IJS(' or population l('arni11g models like genetic algorithms in contrast to ''nwan vahw'' rnockls lies i11 the fact that \V(' arc able to consider
situations wl1cre the diff<'f'('lll agc11ts i11 tlic pop11lat ions l1a.\T difrcH't1t karni11g rules. A
very simple differC'ntia.tcd l('arning lwliavior is t.IJ(' case wlwrc sorn(' of tlie a.gents do not
adapt their strategics at al I wlwr('as all 1lw other a,e;t'til s npda.t(• their strategy according
to the procedm<" dcscrilwd in sect ion 2. \V(' call the agents wlio use their initial strategy
also in all following periods ''conservative agents ... Tccl1nica.lly spca.king a conservative
a.gent corresponds to a string \\'liicl1 is dircctlv tr<111sferred l'rom the pop11la.Lio11 a.1 time I
to the population at time I+ I witlio11t any application of genetic opera.I.ors. Nevertheless
this string may be sclec1<'d into tlw rnati11g pool <1.11d thus <1 copy of Iii<' string rnay enter
the ''ordinary" population. \\'ith otlwr words. <t conservative agent is unaff('cted by his
surroundings. However lie himself ca11 inll11<·11n· t Ii<' other agents in l1is population.
Conservative agents liav(' alr('ady be<'n used in sirnulations wlinc a so called ''CA<leceptive" gam(' is play('d wit lii11 on<' populat io11 ( S('(' lhwid and l\ldilma11n [2] ). A game
is ea.lied "C/\-df'Ccptiv('" if some f'quilil1riurn str<1t('gi('s 11;1\'(' a n•rv low fitness cornpar<'d
to sornf' 11011 ('quilibriurn strategy wlwrwvcr 111;.dclwd witl1 a random population. In such
games a C:1\ \\'it.hout 11111t<1t ions will lt;1v<' considn;.d1I(' problems in l('arning an equilihriurn.
The mixed slratcgies \vliicli attacl1 a l1igl1 W('igl1t to tlw initially low earning equilibrium
strategies are ('xtinctcd d1w to s('l('ction effects ;rnd car1 1101 he rdaincd afterwards wh<'ll
they becOTll<' iiigh ritJH'SS strategies. lloWf'\'('J" i11 l>awid and J\lc!Jlrnann [2] it is shOVv"ll
that the insertion of only 011<' co11scn·at ive ag('11t lor each p11n· stra,1.cgy will overcome t.l1c
problem and h~ad to the co11vng<•11c(' of the C1\ to an cquilihriuni. In tlw one population
setup th<' i11trocluctio11 of a snmll nurnlwr of conservatives has a11 dfect si111ilar to the
introduction of a small rnntatiou prolrnbility. The <'COll<m1ic int.<'rpretatio11 is however
quite different. /\ higl1 nurnl)('r of conservative agc111s charact<'rizcs a pop11latio11 with <1
small propensity to adapt. t.o new circ11rnsta1H«'s, whereas a positive rnu1ation probability
means that U1c poplllation is i1111ovativc and tl1at sorn<· ag<'nts use stra1cgics whose df<'cts
are not known to tlwlll.
In the present pa.per we deal with two population contests. \:Ve will 11sc again a GA<leccptive game to illustra1<' t.lw effect of the conservative agents in this sctup. Consider
a symmetric:) x ;) normal form garne with pavoff matrix

A=

')

0

~

()

(

:\()

1.5 )
I
.

0

The unique N<ish equilibrium or this game is t lw sy1rn11ct ric eqnilibrittrn ( ( 1. 0. 0). (I. U. 0) ).
In our simulations W(' use I lw following ;.1ss11rnp1 iotts. Both pop1tlat ions co11sis1 of 100

bi11a.ry strings of lcngt!t I =

I~.

Tlr<' first. scrnnd

d11d

arc the bi11arv rt>presentalio11s of three integns /.· 1 • k 1 •
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Figure 1. The pop11lat ion st.rat.cgies s 1 and .~ 1 in a simulatio11 witl1 a Ci\ with pararnc t.er
valuesn= 100. l= 12. \=I andp=O.

strategy encoded by 1he string /,· is give11 hv

s;(k)=

k; +.001
.
k, + k2 + k:i + (l.t)(J.1

si

Obviousl y only a fiui1(' subset. of
can he repwsented with this kiu<l of coding. If
we initia.liz<' a pop11lat ion of strings l"illldornJv (he <->Xpect.ed population strategy is m
~(L L l) . Tlwrefort' the st-'c011d p11rc stra.tc>gy has a fitnes s of 12 which is much high e r than
the fitn ess 1. 167 of t.hc first pure strat.<'gy. Thus t.he considered game is GA-deceptive.
In figure l we show the t ra.jt·ctorics of the two population strategies .Zi: and /if. [ t can
be seen quite clearly th a t the equilibrium is not reached. The population strategy of P 2
approaches the third pure st.rategy mow rapidly t lia.u P 1 . When .;; 2 gets closf' to (0 , 0 . 1)
the strings in P 1 which att ach more weigli1 to the first stra.tegy get a high<'r f1trwss and
.5 1 "turns a.round". Th ere ar<' however no more strings in the population who t'ncode a
mixed strategy which puts a high weight. to the first. pure strategy. Thus .<i 1 gets stuck at
s1 = (0.37.'>. o.:)7.J, .25 ). \Jot<· t.ha1 (0. 0. I) is Uw best reply to this mixed strategy, which
means that t lie second popu Iat ion acts opt i rnal 1mdcr I. he given conditions. \V<' get a very
asymmetric sit uation ,,·lwr<' t.lw agc ut s i11 t.lw first porrnlat.io11 gt't a mean pa.yoff of 0.7
whereas the mean pavoff in the second population is n.5.
If we add now one nlnserva.t.iv<> age11t. for each p ure st rat.<'gy t.o hoLh popula.t.io11s t.he
situation d1anges completely and the asymmetry disa.ppea.rs. 'vVe s how suc h a s imulation
in figure 2. Similar to t lw case of one pop11latio11 co11l<'s ls the conservative agents play
the role of " const.an1 rn e111ory and pr<'vcnt t.he com plet <' loss of ccrt.ai n ge11et.ic rnat.erial.
In this simulat.iou, pop1il;1t.io11 I approa.dws the third pmc strategy more rapidly than
population L When .~ 1 is 11ea.r (0. 0. l) t.hc first pmc strategy is again Llw strategy with
the high est fitness in P2 . Tlw conserva.tiVf' agent plaYi11g this pure strategy spreads now
rapidly in F 2 and due I o nossoV<'r <'lff'ct.s also some 1nixed strat<>gies with a high weight on
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c .\

Figure 2. The population st.ratcgi<'S ,;; 1 ;1nd ,;; 2 i11 a simulation with a
with parameter
values n = 100. I= L2. \
I, I'= 0 and one conspn·ati\·p agent for <'<tch purp strategy
in both pop1dat.ions.

the first pure strategy app('ar. Pi na il\· s 2 approaches ( l. 0. 0) and stays near this strat<'gy.
As ( 1, 0, 0) is a best wrly to itself the first pure strategy is now also the strategy with
the highest fitness in P 1 and .;; 1 approa.c hes ( l , 0. 0) as well. The system is now near the
unique Nash equilibrium wlwrc a.ll a.g<'nt.s act optimal. \Ve like to emphasize that in this
model the addition of mutations did in some cases not lead to the rnnvergence towards
the equilihriurn. Due to spa.cc constraints W<' arc howe\·er not able to compare the two
approaches in more det.ai I.
Let us finally consider a case whe re conservative a.gents a.re present only in one of the
two populations. In figur<' :1 we show a simulation where only P 2 contains conservative
agents. Again both pop11lat.io11 slrntegies evolve towards the third pure strategy in the
beginning, liowf'ver the second population is able to a<lapt to t.he changing <"nvironment
as the first pure strategy lwconws optimal. The first population has completely lost all
the genetic material ne<'ded to gPt to ( L 0, 0) and convc>rges to .S- 1 = (0.3:~, 0. 0.G7) . The
conservatives help the agents in th<' second population to get a mean payoff of about 1.65.
whereas the mean payoff of tlw first population is only O.GG.

4. Conclusions

In this papPr

haw us<'d a simple genetic a.lgorithlll to model t.wo populations of
adaptive <~conomic agents who r<'cein· some paYoff by interacting with agents in th e other
population. Our results m;w i11dicat<' that conser\'atiH' agents a.re helpful for a population
and improve t lw learning lwhavior of all the agents in the popula.tion. How<'ver. we lik<:>
to stress that conservative agents 1nay have quite 1mi11te11dt>d effects i11 non C:\-dec<'ptive
games, where also a regular (;i\ wit houL mut at ions may find an equilibrium. [11 s uch a
case the addition of consen·aJiv<' ag<>nts may lead to oscillatory and ratlwr chaotic looking
WP
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Figure :3. Tl1c population st.rat<·p;it>s s 1 and
values n = I 00. l = I :L \ = I. /I = () and
in the scco11d population.

s

2

in a simulation wit.It a CA with parameter
conscrvatin· agent. ror each pure strategy

OTIC

behavior of hot.h popul a tion st.rategics . Th e dfcct of the conscn·ativc agents depends
crucially on the game whi ch is played and it should in our opinion be an inte rest ing task
to look for 0conornic cxpla11ations of the s11cc<•ss a nd failure oft.hi s kind of learning rule
in diff<'rent cnvironrrwnts.
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The ~trings that tie simulators together: the Message Passing
Paradigm as instantiated by PVM
W. Weisz
Vienna University of Technology, Computing Services, Dept. for High Performance
Computing,
Wiedner Hauptstrasse 8-10, A-1040 Wien, Austria

The distribution of cpu-intensive programs over a multitude of processing elements is
becoming more and more popular as the price of single- and multiprocessors is
decreasing. On the other hand the systems modelled by simulation involve generally
many activities that go on in parallel in real life. So it is quite natural that simulation
problems should be ported to clusters of computers.
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to solve a single simulation problem 3 different scenarios for using multiple
processors can be envisaged:
1. a master distributing the data to several instantiations of the same program and
collecting the results for final manipulation (Single Program Multiple Data),
2. differing tasks generated by one master are mapped onto the available processors,
3. tasks started independently on different computers (some may reside on the same
computer) make a rendez-vous and create links over which they communicate
(initial values, results, states, etc.), one of those tasks may assume a coordinating or
data-collection task.

All three models may be programmed usmg the message passmg paradigm as
provided by PVM.

1.1 A short introduction to PVM
The portable message-passing programming system PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine)
( 1) was designed to allow the linkage of separate host computers of the same or
different architectures running some Unix implementation and connected over a
communication network like Internet. The machines may be on the same desk or at
different sites spread over the whole earth globe. A single Parallel Virtual Machine
can be composed of a selection of workstations, vectorprocessors and multiprocessors.
Any PVM process on any of those computers can communicate with any other one, as
can processes running on a single host. The whole constitutes therefore a single
Virtual Machine which the user programs at the application level in FORTRAN, C or
C++ using language-level calls to the message passing library.
A Parallel Virtual Machine is created by starting a single daemon (pvmd) on each of
the participating hosts as a user process. The daemons control the communication
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between the "productive" processes, the startup of processes on remote computers and
the inclusion of running processes into the Virtual Machine. The individual processes
(including the pvmds) are called tasks, and each task is attributed a task-id (tid) that is
unique within a Parallel Virtual Machine.
In the following description verbs in italics indicate actions that have an equivalent
function in the PVM library. A process becomes a task when it is spawned from
within a Parallel Virtual Machine either from a PVM console (a user callable process
that allows the user to dynamically define and eliminate the participating hosts) or
from user-written tasks. Processes initiated from the Unix environment attach
themselves to the Parallel Virtual Machine, and, if successful, are returned the new
task's tid. If a program is spawned by another PVM program, the parent gets back the
tid of the child, and the child can retrieve ist parent's tid. The parent can then
communicate it to its other children using messages.

Tasks communicate by packing their information into messages that are sent to a task
with a specified tid or broadcast to a list of tasks or all the tasks that belong to a
group. The receiveing task retrieves the message and unpacks it. Finally the task exits
the Parallel Virtual Machine, or leaves it by just vanishing but this is bad
programming style and may produce some unnecessary overhead for the local pvmd.

2. DISTRIBUTED SIMULATIONS

With the tools supplied by PVM it becomes straightforward to use message passing as
a backplane to distribute a single simulation task to multiple hosts. Writing a PVM
program from scratch doesn't constitute a problem.
Most simulation packages are available only as binaries which do not allow to apply
any modifications to the code. But many of them allow the call to user-written
subroutines from the problem description script. If this user code can be a FORTRAN,
C or C++ program it can contain the PVM functions.

2.1 Parallelizing a single simulation algorithm

As described in detail in (4) a simulation program like MATLAB can call in its script
a function that spawns multiple identical slave processes. These may be a copy of the
parent process or a different program. Since PVM provides the tools to recognize
whether a program has a parent, it is easy to write a single program that can decide
whether it is the master or a slave.
The master program then divides the data or the computing interval and sends to each
child its share. The messages are received and processed by the slave processes which
finally return the resulting data to the master, which then does the statistics or
distributes new data to the child processes.
Some problems require the exchange of information between the computing instances.
In this case the master has to inform each slave of the tid of any of the other slaves.
Then there can be a direct exchange of messages between the slave tasks, without the
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intervention of the master. The latter will only collect results necessary for computing
the statistics.
The master may also serve as the man-machine interface providing interactive
monitoring and intervention. The changed data are then forwarded to the respective
slave process.

2.2 Distributing a problem to differing simulators
There are problems that cannot be solved using a single simulator. For instance the
simulation of the behaviour of a system consisting of mechanical and electrical parts
(e.g. ABS breaks) needs the coupling of 2 different simulators (one based on ACSL
and the other on Simulink) which can run in parallel, each on its own host.
The theoretical concept behind this approach is the Model Interconnection Concept
(M/C) (2) which describes the development of a simulation model by using
independent submodels that interact in the course of the computation. This approach
can be directly mapped to the cooperative work of independent processes which from
time to time get in touch with each other and exchange information. The vehicle of the
transmission of information from one submodel to the other can easily be
implemented by using a message passing system.
In order to get through the whole problem in a reasonable time it is necessary that the
submodels are not to tightly coupled. If there is too much message exchange the
communication will dominate over the computing time, and it is several order of
magnitudes slower than the processor cycles. If there is much communication between
the submodels another paradigm is better suited: such a simulation model should be
implemented on a shared memory multiprocessor.
The Model Interconnection Concept served as the basis for the development of the
simulation package mosis (3) which has been implemented using PVM for interprocessor communication, and can thus be used on workstation clusters.
In this model there is still a master that spawns the submodels to some predetermined
processor and sends it the data as well as the tids of the other slave tasks it needs to
get in touch with. The submodels can be distributed to the hardware that is most
appropriate to its software implementation. Some submodels may even need hosts
with special features like interfaces to external systems (e.g. Hardware in the Loop or
Man in the Loop).

2.3 Coupling independent simulators
The most general view of the Model Interconnection Concept is to map the submodels
to really independent processes that start up independently and only in the course of
the computation try to connect to other simulators running somewhere else.
Such an approach as awkward as it is at first glance may present important
advantages. First it allows to start submodels that need some time to build up their
database before they can meaningfully communicate with other tasks. Such a process
can be started on an available host even so there are not yet enough resources to start
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the whole model. By the time the initial database is created the other tasks may have
had the chance to start.
Whenever the appropriate time has come each simulator will enter the Parallel Virtual
Machine. Then it signals its presence and its tid to the others whiCh may in turn
communicate their whereabout to the newcomer. Finally the exchange of data between
any two of them or through broadcasting can start.
Another scenario where such an approach makes sense is the case of hosts distributed
over a large distance. Since in large networks the chances that intermediate segments
may be down are not so low, programs that can be self-sufficient over a certain time
period may run independently, and only contact the Parallel Virtual Machine when
they need to communicate. Thus failures in the network may have a much lower .
impact on the overall problem s_o lving, as if the complete Virtual Machine must be up
during the whole run.
The feature of PVM that allows this approach is the existence of Dynamic Process
Groups . An independent process can hook to the Parallel Virtual Machine by
requesting its tid. If this is successful, i.e. there is a pvmd running on his host, it may
then join a group. A group is defined by a name, i.e. a character string, attached to it.
If the current task is the first one making a request for this group, the group is created.
Tasks belonging to the same group may get in touch with each other, without knowing
the ones tid beforehand nor having any common ancestor who might pass the
information down. Any task that is a member of a group can broadcast a message to
all the other tasks in the group without knowing their tid. In this message it can
include its tid but even this is not necessary because the retrieving tasks may get this
information from the PVM system. Tasks that have retrieved the message can then
update their table of available simulators and may thus get in touch with any of them
whenever needed.

3. CONCLUSION
Using PVM the embarassingly parallel nature of most simulation models can be
mapped in a straightforward way onto programs that run on clusters of hosts, thus
reducing the time to solve a problem drastically.
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The Real-time Simulation of Multiframe System on Multiprocessors
Du tieta"'-, Huang Kedib, Zha Yabingb
.,._Dept. of Computer Science, bDept. of Automatic Control
National University of Defense Technology
Changsha, Hunan, P.R. of China (410073)

Abstract
The principles of processor allocation for the paralell simulation of
multiframe systems on multiprocessors are discussed in this paper. It
is
pointed that in order to decrease the overhead of interprocessor
communication, each subsystem of multiframe system should be parceled
into different processor(s) to be solved concurrently. The control flow
of multiframe system simulation is described in this paper:

key words:
multiframe system, simulation, processor allocation, numerical integration
In the applications of the real-time simulation of continuous systems,
since the varying rates with time of the subsystems of the physical
system are different each other, sometimes they differ very much, so
different integration step sizes are usually used for
different
subsystems to meet the requirements of the speed and accuracy and etc.
during simulation. Therefore, the simulation models with multiple frame
rates ( "multiframe system" for short) are built. The problems of the
parallel simulation of the systems with single
frame rate
on
multiprocessors were discussed in the other papers [l], here we are going
to discuss some problems about the parallel simulation of the multiframe
systems.
1. The control flow of multiframe system simulation
7.

Let M is the model of a multiframe system described by state equations
as follows:
M,~ft, U, X, Y, f, g}
X -f(t,X, U)
Y=g(X, U)
where t is the independent variable, U is a set of inputs, X=fx 1 , ···, Xn.}is
a set of state variables, f=ff 1 , ···, fn} are state transfer functions, Y is
a set of outputs, g are output functions.
For convenience, we assume that there are only two subsystems included
in M. Namely, system M can be decomposed into two subsystems: one is

{
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subsystem F that varies fast with time, the other is subsystem S that
varies slowly with time. It might be assumed that F has the state
variables XF=fx 1 , ···, xi} (l<i<n), the state equations are
X'F=fF(t, x, U)
and S has the state variables Xs=fxi+i, ···, Xn.}, the state equations are
X's=fs(t,X, U)
Therefore, M can also be denoted by
M : (t, U, X, Y, f, g}
x 1F=fF(t, x, U)
{ X'.=f.( t, X, U)
Y=g(X, U)
Let the integration step size chosen for F be tF when simulation, and
the step size for S be t 5 . R=t 5 /tF is usually an integer which is called
frame-ratio.
Following is the algorithm to solve M by numerical integration on
single processor computers [2].

Algorithm 1
I* t 0 is the starting time of simulation, txna.x is the finish time,
X(O) is the initial conditions of X at time t 0 ,
X(N) is the values of X at time tN, tN=to+N*ts (N=O, i, 2, ···) *f
for t =to to txnax step ts
begin
calculat-Xs(X(N), Xs(N+l), ts) f* calculate Xs(N+l) via X(N) *f
calculat-XF(X(N), XF(N+l/R), tF) /* calculat XF(N+l/R) via X(N) *f
for i =1 to R-1 step 1
begin
interpolation(Xs(N), Xs(N+l), i, Xs(N+i/R))
f* interpolation between Xs(N) and Xs(N+l) to obtain the
approximate value Xs(N+i/R) of Xs at time tN+i/R *f
calculat-XF(Xs(N+i/R) UXF(N+i/R), XF(N+(i+l) /R), tF)
end
end
In algorithm 1, different interpolation algorithms can be used. For
example, a quadratic interpolation based on X(N), X(N+l) and X'(N)can
be used.

2. The control flow of multiframe system simulation on multiprocessors
For multiprocessors, the algorithm 1 can also be used to solve M
theoretically. Given m processors, all the m processors are used to solve
the subsystem S at first, namely calculating Xs(N+l) via X(N); and then
the m processors are used to solve the subsystem F, namely to calculate XF
(N+i/R), i=l, 2, ···, R. In few words, compute the integral of S with the
specified numerical integration method one time at first, and then compute
the integral of F R times.
There is, however, too many overhead of interprocessor communication if
the two subsystems are solved by all the m processors successively. That's
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because:
1. It's shown from researches [1] that the times of interprocessor
communication is directly proportional to m when a task are parceled into
m processors to be executed concurrently.
It might be described as
following formula:
C=k(m-1)
(2-1)
where C is the times of communication, k is a coefficient (k>O). k is
relational to the number of equations in model and the data dependency
among the equations. C is a direct factor of the communication overhead.
2. Generally speaking, the data dependency is relatively strong within
each subsystem, whereas there is no sharing algebraic yariable (non-state
variables) between subsystems except for state variables. In fact, even if
there are shared algebraic variables, they will also ·be processed like
state variable, computedin a subsystem, and referenced in the other
subsystem by means of interpolation. Since the values to be referenced
for state variables is their initial values or last values,
therefore,
there is no data dependency between subsystems when the right-hand
functions of S and F are computed respectively. If they are computed on
two groups of processors respectively, no intergroup communication exists.
It's not difficult to draw a conclusion from the above two facts that
the overhead of communication will be less if the fast and slo\Y
subsystems are allocated into two different groups of processors . to be
solved respectively. In fact, if the number of processors allocated to the
fast subsystem is mi, and to the slow subsystem is m2 =m-m1 (mi, m2>0), then,
from equation (2-1) we have
Cp =k1(m1-l) +k2(m-m1-l)
Cs =k1(m-l)+k 2(m-l)
where, Cp is the times of communication for the case of the two
subsystems being solved on two groups of processors respectively, Cs is
the times of communication for the case of the two subsystems being ,
solved on the all processors successively. And we have
Cs
(k1+k2) (m-1)
-- =

Cp
ki(m1-l)+k2(m-m1-l)
Considering the case of ki =k 2, we have
· Cs
2(m-1)
-- =

> 2

Cp
m-2
So we have, Cp<Cs/2 when k 1 =k 2. Especially, Cp=O whereas Cs>O when m=2.
If ki= a k 2( a is a cop.stant), the similar conclusion can be drawn,
namely Cp<Cs.
So far, we can obtain the conclusion: to decrease the overhead of
interprocessor communication, the two subsystems
of the multiframe
system should be parceled into two groups of processors. to be solved
respectively.
Certainly, F and
S must be solved concurrently on different
processor groups, otherwise the goal to speedup simulation by means of
the techniques of parallel processing will not be achieved.
Here,
algorithm 1 is not suitable, because in order to compute XF(N+i/R) by
means of interpolation, Xs(N+l) must be calculated in advance, that means
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the slow subsystem must be integrated one time at first, and then the
fast subsystem are integrated R times. That is the sequence introduced by
algorithm 1. To solve F and S concurrently, XF(N+i/R) (i=l, 2, ···, R) must
be calculated on the other group of processors simultaneously as Xs(N+l)
are computed on a group of processors.
The values of Xs(N+i/R) (i=l, 2, •··, R-1) invoked in the calculation of XF
(N+(i+l) /R) must be obtained by extrapolations base on the values of
state of Xs before tN rather than by interpolations. For examples, the
linear extrapolators based on Xs(N-1) and Xs(N) or X's(N) and Xs(N)
can be used.
Following is the parallel algorithm to ·solve M on
multiprocessors.

Algorithm 2

f* The means of notations in the algorithm are identical with
those in algorithm 1 */
for t =to to tma.x step ts
par-begin /* solve the two subsystem concurrently */
begin
calculat-Xs(X(N), Xs(N+l), ts) /* computer Xs(N+l) via X(N) *f
end
begin
for i =0 to R-1 step 1
begin
extrapolation(X's(N), Xs(N), i, Xs(N+i/R))
f* extrapolation based on X' s(N) and Xs(N) to obtain the
approximate value Xs(N+i/R) *I
calculat-XF(Xs(N+i/R) UXF(N+i/R), XF(N+(i+l) /R), tF)
end
end
par-end

3. The allocation of processors in m ultiframe system

In the above discussions, m 1 and m 2 were implicitly assumed as integers.
In practical applications, however, it is not always true if the source of
m processors are shared equally by the two subsystems in accordance with
their amounts of computation, (denoted by QF and Qs respectively), then the
numbers of processors to be allocated for the two subsystem'S are
respectively as follows:
mF =m*QF/( QF+Qs). ms =m*Qs/( QF+Qs).
Here, mF and ms may not be integers. In such case, how to allocate
processors for each subsystem?
Let ms=m 1 + ex, m 1 =[ms], 0< ex <1, then
mF=m2+(l- ex), m2=[mF]
~n following discussions, we assume that m=4 for all illustrations. For
example, let ms=4/3, mF=8/3. Then the source of processor allocated for S
and F can be illustrated in Fig. 1. The dark part denotes S, andthe light
part denotes F.
It's shown from algorithm 2 that as S is integrated one time, F will
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be integrated R times. The identical computation tasks are performed each
time for subsystem F. Therefore, for convenience on control,
the
2
configuration of processors should be identical.
For instance, 2 3
processors are allocated to F each time. Otherwise, it will be more
difficult for processor scheduling.
The sketch maps of processor
allocation for R=2 and R=4 are given in Fig. 2.
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Let's explain the meaning of Fig. 2 for the case R=2.
to its
S is divided equally into 4 parts (Sl, S2, S3, S4) according
execution order, and F into 8 parts(FI, F2, ···, F8). The codes of F5, F6, F7, FB
are identical with those for Fl, F2, F3, F4 respectively. The
execution
flow of S is: SI is executed on Pl and P2 (Pi is the ith processor)
concurrently at first, secondly, S2 is executed on Pl, and then S3 is
executed on Pl and P2, at last S4 is executed on Pl.
The execution flow of F is: FI is executed on P3 and P4 concurrently at
first, secondly, f2, f3, f4
are successively executed on P2, P3, P4 '
simultaneously, and then F5 is executed on P3 and P4, at last F6, F7, FB
are executed on P2, P3, P4.
Both some code of S and some code of F are executed on P2 alternately,
therefore the processor is called "crossed processor" vividly. When R=4,
some code of S and some code of F will be executed on the "crossed
processor" alternately four times. The R pieces of codes of F to be
executed on the "crossed processor" are identical each other, but the R
pieces of codes of S are different from each other.
It seems that the loads on the processors will be more balanced if
a "crossed processor" i§ introduced, it brings, however, many other extra
problems, including:
* the control will becomes much more complicated which will brings the
extra overhead,
* the times of communication will increase considerably,
* implementation becomes much more difficult.
Now we discuss how much source of processors is lost, If the "crossed
processor" not be introduced to avoid the problems mentioned above.
Not introducing "crossed processor" means mF and ms must be integers.
Following algorithm. can be used to determine mF and ms.
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Algorithm 3
mF =m*QF/(QF+Qs), ms=m*Qs/(QF+Qs)
if ms<l then
ms =1, mF =m-1
else if ms>m-1 then
ms =m-1, mF =1
end if
else
ms=INT(m~+0.5), mF=m-ms
end if
If the processors are allocated according to algorithm 3, the situation
of the lost processor source is listed in Table 1.
Table 1
m-unused-p

m-lost-s

a-unused-p

a-lost-s

ms<l or mF<l

1

1/m

1/2

1/2m

ms>l & mF>l

1/2

1/2m

1/4

1/4m

m-unused-p: the maximum number of the unused processors
a-unused-p: the number of unused processors on an average
m-lost-s:
the maximum lost source of processor
a-lost-s:
the lost source of processor on an average
It is usually not true for the case of Qs< <QF or QF< <Qs, therefore, the
possibilities
of case 1 are relatively small. So, generally speaking, only
1/4m of the processor source is lost if the "crossed processor" not introduced. When m is relatively large, say, m=4, 8, 16 and etc., this sort of loss
can be ignored, compared with the inherent unbalancing of the loads during
task partitioning, and with the problems mentioned above. If m=2, however,
it is suggested to use algorithm 1 for double-frame system simulation.

4. Conclusion
To sum up, for the multiframe system simulation on multiprocessors,
algorithm 1 is suitable if m=2; when m>2, algorithm 2 is suitable, and two
different groups of processors should be allocated to the two subsystems
respectively, and the "crossed processor" should not be introduced.
The above discussion are set off on double-frame systems, the conclusion,
however, are suitable for multiframe system (the number of subsystems 'with
different frame rate is larger than 2). The algorithm mentioned above were
applied in PARSIM, a software tool for paralell continuous system
simulation on multiprocessors [l].
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This contribution deals with the "EUROSIM Comparison on Parallel Simulation Techniques"
("Parallel Comparison"). First an overview about the "EUROSIM Comparisons" (published in the
journal EUROSIM Simulation News Europe) is given, then the Parallel Comparison is introduced in
detail. In the following the results of solutions sent in up to now are discussed. The paper concludes
with a summary on the efficiency of the parallelization techniques used in the solutions.

1. THE EUROSIM COMPARISONS
EUROSIM, the Federation of European Simulation Societies, started in 1990 the publication of the
journal EUROSIM Simulation News Europe (SNE), a newsletter distributed to all members of the
European simulation societies under EUROSIM's umbrella and to people and institutions interested in
simulation. SNE is also part of Simulation Practice and Theory (SIMPRA), the scientific journal of
EUROSIM.
The idea of the journal SNE (circulation 2500; edited by F. Breitenecker and I. Husinsky, ARGE
Simulation News ( ARGESIM ) , Technical University of Vienna, Austria; three issues per year) is to
to dissemination information related to all aspects of modeling and simulation. The contents of SNE
are news in simulation, simulation society information, industry news, calendar of events, essays on
new developments, conference announcements, simulation in the European Community, introduction
of simulation centers and comparison of simulation software, simulators and (parallel) simulation
techniques.
The series on comparisons of simulation software has been very successful. Based on simple, easily
comprehensible models the software comparisons compare special features of modeling and
experimentation within simulation languages:
•
•
•
•
•

modeling technique
event handling
submodel features
numerical integration
steady-state calculation

•
•
•
•
•

frequency domain
plot features
parameter sweep
postprocessing
statistical features

•
•
•
•
•

statistical processors
control strategies
optimization
random numbers
animation, etc.

Seven Software Comparisons, four continuous ones and three discrete ones (a fourth discrete
comparison is in preparation) have been set up. Furthermore, a second type of comparisons, the
Parallel Comparison has been initiated.
The continuous comparisons are: Comparison 1 (C 1; Lithium-Cluster Dynamics under Electron
Bombardment, November 1990) deals with a stiff system; Comparison 3 (C3; Analysis of a
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Generalized Class-E Amplifier, July 1991) focusses on simulation of electronic circuits and eigenvalue
analysis; Comparison 5 (CS; Two State Model, March 1992) requires very high accuracy computation;
Comparison 7 (C7; Constrained Pendulum, March 1993) deals with state events.
The discrete comparisons are: Comparison 2 (C2; Flexible Assembly System, March 1991) gives
insight into flexible structures of discrete simulators; Comparison 4 (C4 ; Dining Philosophers,
November 199 1) involves not only simulation but also different modeling techniques (e.g. Petri nets);
Comparison 6 (C6; Emergency Department - Follow-up Treatment, November 1992) deals with
complex control strategies; C.omparison 8 (C8, locks on channels) will deal with variance reduction
methods.
Up to now, 100 solutions have been sent in . Table 1 shows the number of solutions for the Software
Comparisons as well as for the Parallel Comparison. The series will be continued

SNEO
SNE 1
SNE2
SNE3
SNE4
SNE5
SNE6
SNE7
SNES
SNE9
SNE 10
SNE 11
SNE 12
SNE 13
SNE 14
Total

Cl
Def
5
4
4
1
4

1

-

C2
Def
4
3
5

2
2
1

-

-

1
2
1

2
2

3
26

21

C3

Def
3
5
1

1

C4

CS

Def
3
1
2
2

Def
2
1

-

-

-

-

1
1

-

-

-

8

C7

Def
1
1
2
2

Def
3
3
2

-

-

4

6

1

1
13

C6

2
3
2
15

CP

Def I 1
2
3
1

7

Table 1: EUROSIM Comparisons, publication of solutions

2. THE EUROSIM COMPARISON ON PARALLEL SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
SNE 10 introduced a new type of comparison dealing with the benefits of distributed and parallel
computation for simulation tasks. Three test examples have been chosen to investigate the types of
parallelization techniques best suited to particular types of simulation tasks.
Each test example should be first solved in a serial fashion to provide a reference for the investigation
of speed-up factors. The examples should then be tested using the parallel facilities (software and
hardware) available. Performance should be assessed in terms of a numerical value found by divid ing
the time for serial solution by the time for the parallel solution (speed-up factor f) . Wherever
appropriate, serial solutions should be based on the same environment. Measurements of time should
be in terms of the total elapsed time for running the task. Information must be provided about the
method of parallelization or distribution of subtasks. If of interest, more than one solution for a
particular test example may be offered. Furthermore, a rough indication should be provided for the
program preparation time, especially for the parallel solution.
This new type of comparison addresses users of all types of parallel and distributed facilities. The
spectrum may range from simulation languages, via general purpose programming languages, to
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special parallel languages and from networks of workstations, via special parallel computers, to very
high performance computers.
The objective is to make comparisons of different types of problems and of methods for the
parallelization of simulation tasks. It is not intended that this should involve direct comparisons of the
(hardware) performance of parallel facilities.
TE-1 Monte Carlo Study. This first test example deals with damped second order mass-spring system
described by the equation
,,

?

m ax(t)/dF + k x(t) + d dx(t)ldt = 0, x(O)=O . l. x(O)=O, m=450, k=9000

The task is to perform 1OOO simulation runs and to calculate and store the average responses over the
time interval [O, 2] for the motion for subsequent plotting.
Figure l shows some solutions, figure 2 shows the hierarchical structure of this task (the tasks can be
distributed and simulated independently).
-

v~ N T E-c~~-=

~ uN s

Master

x(t,d)

x(t.d)

Fig 2: TE-1: Hierachical structure of tasks

Fig.I: TE-1 : Results of Monte Carlo Study

TE-2: Predator-Prey Dynamics. The second test example is concerned with coupled predator-prey
population models. Five predator-prey populations (v 1· v.z), (w 1· w.z), (x 1· x.z), (y J,y.z) and (z 1· z.z) are
interacting. The model equations are (all initial populations normalized to 1):
dv 1 I dt
dv2 / dt
dw 1 I dt

=
=
=

av v 1 - bv v 1 v2 - Cv v 12
-dvv2+evv1v2-fvv22+rv, rv =v2(gvw1+hvx1+JvY1+kvz1J
aw w 1 - bw w 1 w2 - cw w 12 + rw rw

= w1 (-gw v2 + hw x2 ),

dw2 ldt

= ... , etc.

The task is to solve the system within the time interval [O, 100] in a serial fashion and in an appropriate
parallel fashion and to provide the terminal values of each population.
Figure 3 shows some results in the phase plane, figure 4 shows the strongly coupled structure of the
tasks, if different processors calculate the five populations. It is expected that with this example little or
no improvement may be found through parallelization. Negative results are of considerable interest and
should not be discarded.
I

~

.,
...,

.

_

---- --

•
I

Master

- ,,,,•

•
I
I

-~~

-·~

"

•'

Fig.3: TE-2 : Some simulation results

Fig 4: TE-2: Strongly coupled task structure
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TE-3: Discretized PDE. The third test example is based on a second order partial differential equation
describing a swinging rope with length L fixed at one end and forced at the other.
uxx(t,x) = a uu(x,t),

u(O,t) = 0, u(L, t) = b exp(-d t) sin(w t) , u(x,O) = ux(x,O) = 0

Using discretization with the method of lines results in a weakly coupled system of equations:
?
.
2
2
k ad u/t) I dt = u;_J(l) - 2 u;(t) + u;+ 1(t), i =I, .. ., N-1 ; uz{O) = duz{O")ldt = 0
uo(t) = u(O,t) = 0, uN(t) = u(L, t) = b.exp(-d t) sin(w t), L=lO, a=2, b=I, d=0.2, w

= 1, k =L IN

·The task is to solve the system of equations with a discretisation N = 800 or more lines within the time
horizon (0, 30] in a serial and in an appropriate parallel fashion . As result the lines at x=9L/10, x=3L/4,
x=L/2, x =L/4 and x=L/l 0 should be stored for subsequent plotting:
Figure 5 shows results for some lines, figure 6 shows the weakly coupled strukture of parallel tasks, if
M different processors calculate NIM subsequent lines.

Master

c"'
--'-__J'T-T:f--t?-ek:::f'l~~m-':fr---X1.::::.:
N o-

'

Won<er 2
N

2nd

6

12

18

24

+,

''

e-..•

(NIM) lines

30

Fig.5: TE-3: Results for some lines

',
Worbr 3

(NIM~tiles

~
••• _. Wo<1a!r
Mth

MI

(NIM) lines

Fig 6: TE-3: Weakly coupled task structure

3. RESULTS OF THE PARALLEL COMPARISON
Up to now seven solutions have been sent in, briefly sketched in the following. Table 2 summarizes the
results quantitatively.
CP-1: Workstation Cluster I PVM, FORTRAN, C. The first solution was published already in SNE
I 0 as a sample solution and was programmed directly in the programming languages FORTRAN and
,,C", using the message passing system ,,PVM". The programs were developed on a IBM RS6000cluster (9 workstations) connected by a Token-Ring network and using PVM version 3.2.6. TE-1
resulted in almost linear speed-up, also TE-3 shows significantly speed-up (but only until to a certain
number of processors); TE-2 gave negative results (typical for compiling systems).
CP-2: Parsytec Cluster I SLIM. The second solution (University of Glasgow) used the continuous
system simulation tool SLIM (interpreter language) and a Parsytec Supercluster (Transputers working
with the PARIX operating system). By now, only TE-1 could be provided (Monte Carlo simulation,
master-slave approach, linear speed-up). The ,,parallel features" (sending messages from master to the
slaves) had to be implemented ,,by hand" as the SLIM system did not provide communication between
different models.
CP-3: Cogent XTM I mosis. The third solution again came from TU Vienna: The three tasks were
implemented within the parallel simulation language ,,mosis" developed there. The hardware used was
the 20-transputer system Cogent XTM with operating system QIX and communication system ,,Kernel
Linda" . mosis itself provides the the communication between the processors (simulation tasks) and can
work with different operating/communication systems. (Linda, PVM, PC's etc.). The models in mosis
are compiled to ,,C" and linked to the run time system.
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CP-4: Heterogeneous MP- System I FSIMUL_P.The fourth solution from Ruhr-Universitat Bochum
shows an interesting heterogeneous multiprocessor system, consisting of UNIX-based workstations
and PC-based workplaces (connected by means of a TCP/IP network), and of a digital signal processor
(DSP TMS320C40) and of transputers T800 (plug-in cards for PC - bus). As software the simulation
package FSIMUL_P, a supplement of the block oriented simulation language FSIMUL, was used. The
simulations were performed on the fast processors of the system. The results were quite fast, also for
test example 2 (non-compiling system).
CP-5: Cogent XTM I Linda, C. The fifth solution allows to compare parallelization on the level of a
simulation language with parallelization in a programming language. This solution was performed on
the 20-transputer system Cogent XTM with operating system QIX and communication system Kernel
Linda (as in CP-3), but as software C and the Linda System was used (instead of the simulation
systems mosis, see CP-3). This directly programmed solution is slightly better than the solution with a
simulation system, but the implementation took much more time.

SOLUTION
Workstation
Ouster I
PVMwith
FORTAN, C)
Pasytec Ouster I
SLThl
Cogent XTM/
mosis
Heterogenous
MP-System I
FSIMUL P
CogentXTM/
Linda (,,C")
CogentXTM/
SIMUL_R
PARALLEL
Workstation
Ouster I
MATLAB-PSI

MONTE-CARLOSTUDY (TE-1)

P = 8 (9), S=2,
/=4,9

PREDATOR-PREY
SYSTEM (TE-2)
I
I

P='S (6) I
S=2 I

b

I

5b

I

PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION (TE-3)
P • 8(9)
b
N-600,S-125 0.59
N-800.8-200 0.72
N-tOOO.S-Z!O 0.93

lOb I lOh I
o.77 I

0,05 I 0.21 I 0.39 I

4b
l.9
2.05
3.10

2b
1.10
137
2.05

8b
3.1
3.82
4.30

I; I~-~i I~-~! I~4'.~ I
1

P = 8 (9), S=2,
/= 4,4 (6,2)

I~5 Io.06 I: 0.19Sb 1106
I I I p: 0.30 : 0.61 :

p = 4 (5), s = 2
/= 3,67

I P I s I b I 2b I 5h I lOb I
I 5 (6) I 2 I 0.38 I 0.38 I o.83 I 1.32 I
I 3 (4l I 21 41 0.14 l 0.27 I 0.62 I 1.06 I

P = 8 (9), S=2,
/=7,8

:

(6)
S-2 :

h

ZOb

I~t~ ) Io~s Io~k9 I6]~ I~~~ I
6

p = 5 (6), s = 2
I; I~.~11~-~1 ~-~I
/=0,04
I; I~~ I~-~ l ~~i1 I~~ >1o§oI0~~ I 1~~ I ~j~ I
1

1

6

I I I I I

8 (9)
b
2ii
4b
8b
: N-800.8-200: 4.33 : 4.56 : 5.64 : 6.04 :

P = 4 (5), N = 800
/= 3,85
I

P•8(9)

I b

2b

I

4b

I

8b I

I N-600.S-1251 6.78 I 7.12 t 7.54 I 7.61
I N-800.8-200 I 6.88 7.21 I 7.62 I 7.70
p
11 (2)1 2 (3) I 4 (5) I 8 (9) I
I
I N-.soo.-.00 I I I 1.79 I 2.75 I 2.35 I

li I 2b l 4b I 8b I
I N"«OO.s-:?00 5.0fl 5.71 I 6.24 I 6.54 I

I l' - 8 (9)

Table 2: Results of seven solutions for the Parallel Comparisons (P - number ofprocessors,
S - number of states on each processor, h - stepsize, N - discretization of PDE.
f - speed-up factor)

CP-6: Cogent XTM I SIMUL _R _PARALLEL. The sixth solution again was performed on the 20transputer system Cogent XTM with operating system QIX and communication system Kernel Linda
(as CP-3 and CP-5). As software the C-based CSSL-type simulation language SIMUL R (with parallel
extensions) was used. The results show the typical behaviour of compiling languages: TE- I allows
linear speed-up with the number of processors, TE-3 shows significant speed-up until to a certain
number of processors (then decrease of speed-up), TE-2 gives negative results, because of the too fine
granularity of the models and because of the very fast serial simulation of the compiled models.
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CP-7: Workstation Cluster I MATLAB - PSI. The seventh solution shows that parallelization is also
possible within classical and commercial simulation tools. The authors developed and used a C++ class
library for transport independent interprocess communication between UNIX workstations in order to
implement the parallelized test examples in MATLAB . The simulations were performed on a cluster of
SUN classic workstations, connected via Ethernet, all running MATLAB. TE-1 and TE-3 yielded
similar speed-up results like the other solutions, but also TE-2 showed a speed-up: the reason is the
relatively slow interpreting processing time in MATLAB.
It has to be noted that the three test examples are are structurally different, they show hierarchical
structures, weakly and strongly coupled structures, and different granularity of substructures. In the
following the res~lts of the solutions sent in are compared by means of qualitative criteria, by means of
classifying influence factors.

In
•
•
•

general, the following factors influence the success of a parallelization:
processor hardware (Fl)
• programming language{F5)
communication hardware (F2)
• modelling software (F5)
communication software (F3)
• experimentation software (F6)

Table 3 tries to qualify these factors in terms of ,,s" - slow, ,,a" - average, and ,,f'-fast, for the seven
solutions sent in.
SOLUTION
Workstation Cluster I PVM, FORTRAN, C
Parsytec Cluster I SLIM
Cogent XTM I mosis
Heterogeneous MP- System I FSIMUL_P
Cogent XTM I Linda, C
Cogent XTM I SIMUL _R _PARALLEL
Workstation Cluster I MATLAB-PSI

Fl
a
s
s
a
s
s
a

F2
s
f
f
s
f
f
s

F3
a
s
s
s
a
s
a

F4
f

F5

F6

-

-

-

s
f
a

a
f
a

f

-

-

-

f
s

f
s

-

Table3: Qualification ofparallelizationfactors of seven solutions

4.REMARK
Together with the solutions to the comparisons, or independently, also software demos and test
versions of simulation software and related tools were sent to the editors. These demos and test
versions are available from the software server
<URL: ftp://simserv.tuwien.ac.at>
which is run by the ARGE Simulation News (ARGESIM). ARGESIM is a non-profit working group
at the Technical University of Vienna. The group offers the infra-structure for the editorial office for
SNE, for simulation courses, and publishes the ARGESIM Reports. etc.
ARGESIM also runs the EUROSIM WWW - server
<URL: http://eurosim.tuwien.ac.at>
This server offers information on EUROSIM, ARGESIM and their act1v1t1es (conferences,
development, projects, etc). Recent EUROSIM society news may be found there (from SNE), and
information about the Comparisons and their solutions.
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Real-Time Simulation and Control of an Uncertain Railway Bogie
T. Gajdar • and G. Kolumban b
• Department of Railway Vehicles, Faculty of Transportation Engineering,
b Department of Measurements and Automation, F acuity of Electrical Engineering,
TU ofBudapest, H-1521

ABSTRACT
Railway vehicles using conventional forms of wheelsets have limited performance, but the
application of active controllers to the wheelset guidance systems offers the possibility of
improved performance and stability. The authors investigated the usefulness of H""' active
control design applied to the wheelset guidance systems of a railway bogie having parameter
uncertainties. The obtained results from the linear computations are applied on a fully nonlinear
bogie system. After the computation took place the performance and stability results of
conventional and controlled bogie systems are compared.

INTRODUCTION

In the achievement of high speed railroad traffic the loss of stability, hunting motion and
inadequate riding comfort are usual phenomena. To reduce passenger discomfort and to
increase the safety aspects of railroad traffic many solutions are considered. One of the ways is
the use of special tracks, can be seen at high speed lines in France and in Japan, although this
solution is very costly and can only be done when new tracks are built. The other way to
increase safety and ride comfort is to use new advanced solutions in the construction area of
bogies, although this success is limited due to the already high utilization of technology.
Although by the application of active or semi-active controllers in the vehicles [1,2,3,4,5,6] is
promising. At the present paper the authors goal is to investigate the usefulness of active
controllers supplied at the bogie in parallel to the longitudinal guidance of wheelsets.
Concerning the safety and comfort needs, the parameter uncertainties play an important role,
because these are highly influence the dynamic properties of vehicles. These uncertainties are in
present due to production failures, inadequate maintenance and parameter changes during
operation. In real systems such as railroad bogies, many nonlinearities exist, such as the
nonlinear creep terms and geometrical nonlinearities, representing the real curvature of wheel
and rail profile. These parameters can also be concerned as uncertain within an upper and lower
limit, therefore its effect can be built into the control part.
The afore-mentioned phenomenon results in the need of robust control design, called as Robust
Linear Quadratic Regulator design (RLQR). The control problem can be solved as a direct
linear full or limited state-feedback problem, assuming that the required state variables are
available directly. Under real operational conditions the vehicle speed isn't constant, because of
the effect of traffic conditions, signalling equipment, central train direction, as it can be seen on
Figure I. The reason of the application of controllers is also the feasibility of practical utilization. Although the question remains, namely does the cost of installation cover the benefits
gained?
To answer this question one must think about the complexity of railroad traffic, such as
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• interaction of train and track, energy consumption, impact on environment and maintenance
costs.
Due to the afore-mentioned criteria the design specifications were
• to increase passenger comfort, which means reduced lateral acceleration, displacements,
relative velocities of the wheelsets,
• to take into consideration the effect of parameter uncertainties, such as to incorporate the
effect of contact geometry, and to assure the system against parameter deviations of the
wheelset guidance parameters. This consideration results in the application of Robust
Control Design.

Figure 1. Complex model of vehicle-controller-driver and its environment
In order to make a comparison of the controlled and conventional systems numerical analysis is
carried out. In the controlling phase the more practical limited state feedback method proposed
by Venhovens is applied, aiming less sophisticated measurements of state variables. As the
result of numerical calculations the system dynamic behaviour is evaluated on the basis of
nonlinear methods, such as by investigating the time histories, phase plane plots, etc. In the
calculations it was proven that the controlled bogie always gives better results in comparison to
the conventional system.

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF AN UNCERTAIN BOGIE MODEL
A simplified widely used 6 DOF bogie model (Figure 2) is used to design various control
strategies proposed in this study. To model the wheel/rail contact mechanics Kalker's linear
creep theorem is used. The generized equations of motion of a linear wheelset and bogie model
without to going into details can be found in literature [4,6].

Figure 2. Linear railroad bogie model
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The linear equations of motion of bogie in a general form expressed as follows (for details on
matrices, see [6]):
.
d
MX(t) = -KX(t )-Sx(t) + D8 /5/t)+ D02 <52 (t- V)+ Cu 1 ,
(1)
The state vector, x, of the bogie model can be expressed as follows:
XT

=[Y1 Y2 'fl1 'fl2 YB 'flB Y1 Y2 if1 if2 YB l;!B].

Equation 1 can be rearranged into state space form, which is more suitable for control purposes:
(2)

The measurable outputs of the bogie system are the lateral accelerations, lateral and yaw
relative velocities and displacements of wheelsets, which can be expressed as follows:
(3)

2.1. Modeling parameter uncertainties
The representation of uncertainties is based on the additive property of matrices, where the
state matrix A in Equation 1, can be separated into the nominal and the uncertain parts as
follows:
(4)
i=l

Since the uncertain matrices in Equation 1 are all of rank 1, Equation 1 can be written as
A

= A + L:1N T,

(

0

5)

where the matrices are given in [6]. Now the state space equation of the uncertain system can
be written as:
(6)

where B1 and B2 vectors are the disturbance and control vectors, respectively [4,5,6].
The goal of the controller design is to minimize the performance index and to make the
controller robust against parameter uncertainties ofbogie parameters.
The performance index of the robust control problem is given by:
T

J(u; ,d* ,u;,A, r) =

~; J[xT (Qo + ANNT)x+ u1;Rou2 - yu; "1 -AdT d]dt

(7)

0

The optimal robust controller, which minimizes the performance index given by Equation 7
concerning worst case disturbance can be written as:
1

u2 (t, y,A) = -R; BJ XHoolRLQR(y,A-)x(t),

(8)

where X H~i RLQR is the positive semi-definite solution of the following ARE:

XH 1RLQRAo +A:XH !RLQR +(Qo +ANNT )+
00

+ X Hool RLQR {

00

7 BIBIT +ALLT - B2Ro-I B2T)XHool RLQR = 0.
j

j
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3. NONLINEARITIES OF BOGIE MODEL
In the upper part of paper the RLQR controller design procedure is tackled based on linear
modeling. The effect of possible nonlinearities is reckoned with, by means of changing wheel
conicity given by its minimal and maximal boundary values.
To model the nonlinear contact mechanics, a lot of consideration must be taken into account,

Tq<Jliol rolmg<.n.ct ~ (FASTSlM)
T,.T,.M.• ( o .O.µ.a.b,pt l

Figure 4. Nonlinear contact mechanics
such as the nonlinear creep saturation curves and wheel/rail contact geometry, see Figure 4.
The sizes of contact ellipses are calculated according to the actual position of wheelsets, normal
loads and wheel/rail geometry [8]. The creep forces and moment are defined as the function of
creep ages, contact path and maximal pressure between wheel and rail. To model the wheel
profile the Hungarian K5 profile is selected, while to model the rail profile the VIC 54 profile is
used.

3. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
Based on numerical results obtained for a linear wheelset and bogie model [4,6] two feedback
gains are obtained for the LQR and H I RLQR controllers, after the two iteration procedure
for y and 'A (y=50 and /...=850). Due to the rather complicated nature of state parameter
measurement the controller was designed by only supposing the direct availability of the two
DOF wheelsets state parameters. The 9-10 rows of obtained feedback gain matrix for the
limited state feedback case by only taking into consideration the 2 DOF wheelset state
parameters at V=60 m/s, thus:
00

,..

-[-2.6751
0

K LQR

-

K R.LQR

=

[-3.4828
0

0

- 7.4188

- 2. 6751

0

0

- 9 .9226

-3.4828

0

0

0 0

-7.4188 0 0
0

0

0.0048

0

-0.1622

0

0 .0048

0

0

-0 .2243

0.0043

0

0 0 .0043

-9.9226 0 0

0

0

0

-0.1 622 0
0

0

- 0 .2243 0

~] x lo' ,

~] x lo'.

After the controlled bogie model based on linear analysis is set up the linear controller applied
on a fully nonlinear model. The model contains kinematical and geometrical nonlinearities
while the guidance parameters are linear. The parameter uncertainties are embodied as
changing contact parameters. Other unmodelled uncertainties can be considered, such as the
layer physics of contacting bodies, see Figure 4. After the numerical computations carried out
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the evaluation of computed data can be done by m eans of PSD functions, time series, phase
plane plots, etc. (see Figure 4 ).

-.J

•lr,

·L·. · ' f ,I/'":\ ·I &

.

~c....::_ l.2__~
)

Figure 5. Method of dynamic analysis
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As the aim to apply controllers was to suppress the vibrations and acce1erations of wheelsets
and bogie frame. Numerical simulations were carried out at V = l90 and V =300 km/h-s for both
conventional and controlled bogies. As it is feasible from Figure 6., where the lateral
accelerations of front and rear wheelsets and the controlled front wbeelset are shown, that the
response of controlled wheelset is mush smaller and no wh eel/rail contact occur.
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Figure 6. Lateral accelerations of the wheelsets ofbogie
.. 1
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Figure 7. Lateral displacements of front wheelset of bogie
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_~

___,____,,_

__

Figure 8. Phase plane plot of front wheelset at Figure 9. Phase plane plot of front wheelset at
V =190 km/h
V=300 km/h
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In Figure 7 the lateral displacement of the conventional and RLQR controlled front wheelsets
are shown: In Figure 8 and 9 the same wheelset phase plane plots are shown at V=l90 and 300
km/h. It is feasible from the Figures that in case of the conventional system hunting motion
develops, which as the speed increases going to be a chaotic motion, while the controlled
systems behave in a stable way approaching a stable focus or a small amplitude limit cycle.

Figure 10. Lateral acceleration spectrum of :first wheelset

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Based on the LQR and RLQR control strategies applied to a linear bogie model the obtained
feedback gains are used on a nonlinear bogie model. The optimal state-feedback controller was
determined by minimizing the an appropriate performance index. The linear controller applied
on a nonlinear bogie system gives satisfactory results in all velocity of travel, also in very high
speeds such as 300 km/h. For both controllers the system remains stable, the amplitudes of
motion are reduced and wheel/rail contact is avoided which is also feasible from the PSD
functions. In the future the modeling must be extended for a whole vehicle model and the
curving behaviour of vehicle with controllers must be also considered.
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3D-FINITE ELEMENTS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PROGRESSIVE FAILURE
IN LAMINATED COMPOSITE BEAMS
R. Luciano*, R. Zinno**
* Universita di Cassino - Via Zamcsh, 43 - Cassino - Italy

** ICITE-CNR - Via Tiburtina, 770 - Rome - Italy

ABSTRACT
Many models have been proposed to predict the first occurence of failure, but few methods are
available to analyze the subsequent behaviour of the structure in compcsite laminates. In this paper
a micromechanical approach is used to model the progressive damage of composite beams. It is
chal'acterized by two steps: individuation of the cracks in the damaged material by considering a
quadratic polynomial criterion of first failure, and evaluation of the actual stiffness matrix by using a
self-consistent micromechanical model. In order to model the progressive failure inside the laminated
compcsite structure, in this paper a finite element code is developed by using a three-dimensional
layer-wise constant sheal' elements (3DLCS). The fommlation of the propcsed elements is presented
and a validation of its numerical pedormance is provided by comparisons with experimental data.
The software here developed seems to be a promising tool for simulation of failure of more complex
structures by a simple model problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many experiments have been shown that the loss of stiffness in a compcsite material is mainly
due to the presence of microcracks. Several authors used the self-consistent method to study the
loss of stiffness for a brittle material with an anisotropic distribution of cracks (1 + 3). Laws and
Brockenbrough (2] developed several expressions for the evaluation of the change in the compliance
matrix of an orthotropic material in presence of different types of open cracks, in the special cases
of the penny-shaped and the slit cracks. In this paper a method is presented in order to determine
the orientation and the shape of the cracks in a layer of a laminated composite structure, and
the expressions developed by Laws and Brockenbrough are used to compute the stiffness of the
corresponding damaged material. The creation of a new crack is detected by using one of the classic
failure criteria [4].
Further, this methodology is implemented in a numerical code where a thre&dimensional layerwise constant shear element (3DLCS) is used to obtain the stress state inside the composite material.
This element, as shown in ref. [5], makes possible the analysis of a compcsite laminate overcoming
the implementation difficulties linked with the 2D-LWCS theories, but retaining their precise stress
calculation and, as the conventional 31).continuum elements, gives a very simple interpretation of
the degrees of freedom (dof) and the stress resultants. In particulal', the incompressibility constraint
makes the element capable to overcome the problem of the ill-conditioning shown by Ahmad [6] .
When the structure is characterized by the presence of several layers, if we choose to use one layer
of 3DLCS elements to model each lamina, the number of dof of the entire structure will increase.
Thus, in this work, it is proposed a method based on the concept of the cluster of laminae to model
many layers, along the thickness direction, by only one layer of 3DLCS elements. Finally, some
numerical comparisons with experimental data obtained by Greif and Chapen (7] are developed to
validate the propcsed method.
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2. MICRO:MECHA.NICAL MODEL
The reduction of the stiffness in each point P of an orthotropic material which characterizes
each layer of the laminated composite structure is evaluated in function of the density, the shape
and the orientation of the cracks in the volwne around P. For a cracked orthotropic material,
a closed form expression for the determination of the compliance matrix have been proposed by
Laws and Brockenbrough [2], by using the Self-coIJBistent method. In particular if we denote by
r• the compliance change of an orthotropic solid with initial compliance s 0 due to a unit density
distribution of cracks of type i, we can write the final compliance of the damaged material with
many similar cracks in the following way:

[SJ = [S°J + /.[f'(S)J;

(1)

where / 1 is the dimensionless crack density parameter. Since fi is evaluated in function of the
geometry of the crack and the final compliance of the damaged material, the eqn. (1) represents a
nonlinear equation in S . AB shown in (2], it is possible to approximate the computations to a single
iteration (e.g.: Taylor method}, so the expression (1} becomes fomntla.
In order to detect, in each point, the presence of a crack, a quadratic polynomial criterion can
be used. It can be written in function of the stress vector (u,, i 1, ... 6) as follows:

=

F1u1+F2u2+2F12u1u2 + Fuoi + F22~ + F-H~ + F66~ + Faa~ = /(u);

(2)

where if /(u) < 1 there is no failure and if /(u) 2: 1 there is failure. In eqn. (2} the stress
components must be written with reference to the material orthogonal directions (1,2,3), (1) being
the fiber direction and (3) the thickness direction. In this expression F,, F,,. and Fi;1o are the
components of the 2nd, 4th and 6th rank strength tensors, respectively. In eqn. (2) only the 2nd
and 4th rank strength tensor components (Fi and Fi;) were taken into account. The strength terms
associated with the shear stresses u 4 (= u 23 ), u 6 (= u 13 ) and u 6 (= u 12 ) F4 , F5 and F6 are taken to
be equal to zero, since the shear strengths are the same for positive and negative shear stresses. It is
also assumed that there is no interaction between shear stresses and normal stresses, thus F16 , F26 ,
etc. become zeros. The expressions of the coefficients Fi and Fi; for the Tsai-Wu and the maximum
stress failure criteria used in this work, are functions of the composite material strengths (XT, Xc,
YT, Ye, R, Sand T). They can be found in [4].
In the following we will consider only the following types of cracks: (a) cracks in the direction
perpendicular to the fibers, and (b) cracks pal'allel to the fi.bers and growing in the matrix. From
experimental. results the shape of the first kind of cracks is penny-shaped, while in the other case
the cracks have slit-aligned shape. In order to determine the orientation of the cracks, the principal
tensile direction of the stress field in any point in which is detected the presence of failure will be
considered. In particular, if the principal tensile direction mismatches less than 100 from the fiber
direction, the crack will grow parallel to the fi.bers, otherwise it will be considered orthogonal to
them. For each uncracked orthotropic ply, costituent the composite laminate structure, the Cauchy
stress tensor {u} and the infinitesimal strain tensor {e}, written with respect to the material axes
(1,2,3}, are related by the compliance matrix [SJ as follows:

(3)

{e} = (S]{o};

where the components of (S] can be written, as usual, in terms of the engineering constants.
Then, from eqn. (3) the Total Potential Energy of an uncracked body can be written, by neglecting the force per unit volume, as:

IT=~ f {u}{e}- f

Jv

Jsb

{t}{u}dSb =

-~V{u}[S]{u};

where {t} and {u} are the forces and the displacements on the body surface Sb.
On the other side, the total potential energy in a cracked solid is:
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1
fL, = -2V{7i}[S(u)]{u};

(5)

where (S(u)] is the effective final compliance tensor of the cracked solid and it depends on the value
of the actual stress field {7i}. Thus the energy released by the system of cracks is the difference
between the Total Potential Energies of the uncracked and the cracked body. The final compliance
and the actual energy released Er, can be evaluated from the expression:
1

} .

fL, - TI= Er= 2f1{7i f'{u} .

(6)

In the case of slit cracks, the effective compliance tensor of the cracked body is [2]:

[S(u)] = [S) + "",8[r 5 ) = [S] + /.[r 5 );

(7)

where f! is the dimensionless crack density parameter, the superscript 8 indicates slit cracks, and
the non-zero components of [r5 J are:

s _
r 22-

822811 - 8i1 ( 1/2 + i/2) ·
·a1
O!z,
8 11

s _
r 66
-

12
12
(822811 - Si1) l (Ss3811 - S'f3) f ( i/2 + i/2)·
Ckz ,
· a1
8 11

(Ba,b)

(8c)

where a 1 and a 2 are the roots of the following equation:

In the case of penny-shaped cracks, the effective compliance tensor of the cracked body becomes (2]:

{10)
where the superscript P indicates penny-shaped cracks and S is the dimensionless crack density
parameter. The non-zero components of [rP] can be obtained by the following relations:

rP _ 2'">'1'">'2b1 +'">'2}(Ss3
11 -

where

11"833

-8;2>.

,

4("11 + '">'2)(.5;3 - 8;2)(2844) 1' 2
.
44 - 1r(Ss3(2844) 1 / 2 + ("11'"12)(833+823)(833 - 832)1!2]'

rP _

(lla,b)

rr4 = rrs' while 'rl and ~ are the roots of

(12)
It is worth to note that, in eqns. (7) + (12), the matrix (SJ is the initial compliance matrix in
according to the Taylor method. Since the problem is highly non linear, a suit.able iterative finite
element code will be developed to reach the solution.

3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE
Each layer, or cluster of laminae, is discretized by 3-Dllmnsional Layer-wise Constant Shear
(3DLCS) elements. In this element the displacements and the coordinates referred to the (x, y, z)
global axes are interpolated as follows:

{u} = [N]{u;"};

{x} = [N]{xi};

(13)

where [N] is the interpolation functions matrix, and {ut} and {Xi} are the nodal displacements
and coordinates vectors of each element. Quadratic interpolation functions are used for both ( x, y)
and (u,v), while linear variation is adopted in the thickness direction (see Fig. 1). Therefore the
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element has 18 nodes, nine nodes with 3 dof ( u, v, w) and the rema.ining with 2 dof ( u, v). This is
due to the incompressibility condition made along the thickness coordinate.
Then, the equilibrium of the structure can be obtained through the determination of the stationary point of the total potential energy of the uncracked (eqn. 4) or the cracked (eqn. 5) body. By
discretizing these equilibrium equations, we can obtain:

[[Bf {u}dV =.1[NJT {t}dSb;

{e}

6

=

[B]{S};

(14a,b)

where [BJ is the linear strain-displacement matrix which connects the strains {e} to the nodal
displacement vector {S}, which is the collection of the nodal {S.}. Then the stress field {u} can be
evaluated from the strain field by using the inverse of the constitutive equation (3) for the uncracked
body and eqns. (7) and {10) for the body damaged by slit-aligned cracks or penny-shaped cracks,
respectively. This produces:
·

{0'"123} = (C123(u)]{e123};

{if: 11 z}

= (C:

11 ..

(u)]{e: 11 z};

(15a,b)

where the passage from eqn. (15a), expressed. in material coordinate, to eqn. ( 15b), expressed in
global coordinate, it is easily achieved by using a suitable rotation matrix (5).
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Fig. 1 - 9DLCS element and position of the Gauss points in a cluster of laminae.
From eqn. (14a) and using the constitutive equation (15b), it is possible to obtain the standard
element stiffness matrix:

(16)
By using one element for each layer (or cluster of laminae) we will omit the statement that
normals remain straigth after deformation reproducing the situation of the layer-wise mode1s.
Further, the use of the cluster of laminae reduces significantly the number of the total dof and,
if an intelligent choice of the group of layers inside the clusters is made (for example layers with the
same fiber orientation), the precision of the stress calculation is not significantly reduced. AB shown
in Fig. 1, taking into account that through the thickness direction the interpolation functions are
linear, two Gauss points for each layer are used in the thickness direction. In each layer the position
of the two Gauss points is obtained using the well known two-points Gauss rule and the Gaussian
weight is obtained by taking into account the dimension of each layer with respect to the other
laminae. Because of the incompressibility, two nodes aligned through the thickness have the same
wand we choose the master nodes on the top or on the bottom surface of the element. For this
reason, it is possible to divide the nodal displacement vector into two parts. The first { 81 } collects
the independent dof ( u and v of all the nodes and w of the master nodes), while the second {S2}
collects the remaining dependent nodal displacements. The condition of incompressibility through
the thickness can be introduced as a constraint equation by using a suitable matrix (Aj, and rewriting
the element stiffness matrix and the force vector as follows [SJ:
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[ite(u)] = [A]T[K'(u)][A];

{F'(u)} = [AJT {Y(u)};

{17a, b, c)

where [K"'(u)] and {Fe(u)} are obtained from the [Ke(u)] and {Fe(u)} moving opportunely their
elements. If more than one layer is present in the laminate, another condensation procedure must
be done for each vertical connecting all the w-displacements to only one master node.
The nonlinearity, produced by the dependence of the compliance tensor on the stress field, is
taken into account by adopting the following updated direct method:
1. increase the applied loads or displacements of an increment { c5 F} n or { c5u }n;
2. determine the actual displacement field at the given load or displacement level. In particular the
compliance matrix is calculated by taking into account if the failure is occurred and the shape of
the crack in each Gauss point;
3. comput.e the strains and the stresses at each Gauss point and transfom the stresses with reepect
to the material coordinate syst.em of reference;
4. evaluate the Tsai-Wu failure polynomial in each Gauss point. If the failure is occurred, calculate
the maximum tensile principal stress and its direction with respect to the material coordinate;
5. if in every Gauss point there is no failure or if the difference between the last and the previous
solution is less than a fixed tollerance (here 1·10- 6 ) go to step 1, otherwise go to step 2.
It is necessary to specify that when a Gauss point experiences the failure it remains cracked for the
following st.eps and will be skipped in the failure polynomial evaluation.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
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Fig. 2: Three-point bending scheme and typical 3D-finite element mesh
In this section some comparisons with experimental data available in literature are presented. In
particular, specimens subjected to three-point bending were analyzed and the results are compared to
the experimental data furnished in [7]. The beams are composed by layers having the same thickness
and made in AS4/3502 Graphite-Epoxy pre-preg tape with the following mechanical parameters:

=

Ei = 15.0 Msi; ~ =Es = 1.1 Msi; 1112 = 1113 = 1123 = 0.30; G12 = G13 0.5723 Msi;
G'J 3 = 0.42307 Msi; XT = 0.27 Msi; Xc = 0.215 Msi; YT = 0.0075 Msi;
Ye = 0.03 Msi; R = S = T = 0.0094 Msi.
First a specimen with span of 6 inches, width of 1.01 inches and total thickness of the laminate equal
to 0.179 inches, with a [ 90s/08 ]s layup was analyzed. The load configuration and the boundary
condition adopted are schematized in Fig. 2. In particular the beam was discretized by a 5x2x4
3DLCS elements. The Tsai- Wu and the maxinmm stress failure criteria were adopted.
The results show that the values of the crack density parameters do not influence the numerical
estimate of the ultimate failure, but they become very important in the post-ultimate failure analysis.
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In the case considered for the computations, the parameters f = f. = f P = 4 seems to be the best
choice in order to fit the experimental data. Further, it is possible to note that the qualitative
post-ultimate failure behaviour is not catastrophic for any value of f, because when the external
900 layers are broken the internal 0° layers continue to carry load.
The opposite conclusion can be reached by observing the results for a beam, subjected to a threepoint bending, characterized by a lamination sequence of [Os / 90s]s with span of 5 inches, width
of 0.95 inches and total thickness of 0.181 inches. This example is discretized by the same finite
element mesh of the previous case and subjected to the same boundary conditions.
From the previous eµ.mple, it is possible to conclude that the proposed method appears stable in
the deterinination of the ultimate failure which is very important in the design of a laminated composite structure. Moreover, the method is able to define the qualitative behaviour of the structure
after the occurence of the ultimate failure. Thus the proposed progressive failure analysis makes
possible the prediction of the type of the global failure as ductile or brittle.
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ABSTRACT
It is important to accurately predict the strength and load carrying capacity of a composite
material, which are typically directionally dependent, for design. Reliable application of such structures requires a knowledge of their stress-strain and failure behaviour. In this work an analysis of
failure in laminates is developed, in particular the first occurrence of failure in a layer (first-ply
failure) is taken into account for laminates. Moreover, the delamination failure process produced
by the buckling of a debonded area is studied. Finally, some mechanical results are obtained for
different laminate thicknesses and stacking sequences, which illustrate the influence of geometric and
mechanical characteristics on failure behaviour and on delaminaticm.

1. INTRODUC'l'ION
Interlayer slip is one of the most common indices of degradation in composite laminated structures. Thus it is important to improve the theories available to obtain a better evaluation of the
stresses, especially these of interlayer connection. The range of applicability of the classic plate
theory has been well established by Pagano [1]. In particular, Pagano has shown the importance of
incorporating the effect of transverse shear deformations in order to accurately estimate plate lateral deflections. 'Th.king into account these considerations higher-order and layer-wise theories were
proposed, but their implementation is not simple, because they imply a large number of degrees
of freedom [2]. Improvements in the prediction of the stresses in laminated plates are also made
possible by assuming a layer-wise zig-zag variation of the in.plane displacements [3,4).
Failure criteria for composite materials are more difficult to postulate with respect to the analogous for the isotropic material, because they are more involved in terms of structural and material
complexity. In 1967 Hoffman [5] and in 1971 Tsai and Wu [6] proposed two different theories, the first
for brittle materials and the second appropriate to general anisotropic materials. Another aspect of
failure is the delamination phenomenon, related to the presence of interlaminar defects.
In this work an analysis of failure in laminates is developed by using a first-order shear deformation plate model in the finite element development of a zig-zag layer-wise model of a nntltilayered
structure. Moreover, deJamination growth in laminates is analyzed taking into account fracture
modes involved in the delamination failure process. Numerical results of delamination behaviour
are also given, particularly regarding the maximum load carrying capacity of laminates loaded in
compression which exhibit delamination buckling of layers.

2. STRESSES IN COMPOSITE PLATES
2.1. Plate theory and ccmstitutive relationships
A laminated plate is compa:led with "n" orthotropic layers, the total thickness is "h" and the
global system of reference (x, y, z) lies on the top surface with the z-axis directed in the thickness
direction, positive downward and clockwise with x and y. In each layer lies a material system of
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reference (1,2,3), where direction 1 is parallel to the fibres and direction 3 is coincident with the
z-axis. The angle between the directions 1 and x will define the position of the fibres.
The displacement field is considered as follow [4]:
n-1

u = u0

w,~) +

+ z('y,. -

L

.p,.(z - z,.)Y(z - z,.);

k=l
n-1

v = v0

+ z('Y11 -

w,~) +

L x1o(z - z,.)Y(z - z,.);

w = w0 ;

(1)

k=l

where: u, v, w are the displacements along the x, y and z axes, respectively;
u 0 , v0 , w 0 are the displacements along the x, y and z directions, respectively, on the top surface O;
,,,,,;11 are the shear rotations in the (x,z) and (y,z) planes of line normal to O;
z,. is the z-coordinate at the interface between the k-th and the ( k + 1)-th layers;
Y(z - z,.) is the Heaviside unit function (0 for z < z1c and 1 for z ~ z,.);
.p,. (x, y), Xk ( x, y) are functions determined in the following by satisfying the contact conditions on
the transverse shearing stresses at the k-th interface between two generic layers:
i. Geometric continuity: u(z;) = u(zt);
v(z;) = v(zt); w(z;) = w(zt);
(2)
ii. StreBB continuity: u,,,,.(z;) = u,,,,.(zt);
u11,, (z;) = u11 ,,(zt); u.,, (z;;) = uu(zt);
(3)
iii. Strain continuity: e,..,(z;;) = e,,,,.(zt);
e1111 (z.n = e1111 (zt); e,.11 (z;;) = e,.11 (zt).
(4)
AB usual, the normal stress u,.,, is assumed negligible. For each layer the constitutive relation can
be written with respect to the material coordinate system or to the global coordinate system, as
follow:

(5)
In equations ( 1) the coefficients .p,. and Xk appear, they can be obtained writing the constitutive
equations for the transverse shear stresses at each interface and satisfying the stress continuity
conditions (3). This procedure leads to the following recursive fornm.lae:
.p,. =a,.,,,,+ C1oi11i
Xk = <41,. + bki11i
(6)
where a,., b,., c,. and d1c depend on the elastic constants of the layer materials (7].
2.2. Series solution
For the particular case of cra1S-ply laminates, a series solution is presented. In this case the
coefficients C 16 ,C26 ,C36 ,C45 of each layer are zeros, consequentely the coefficients c,. and d,. in
eqns. (6) are also zeros. The strain energy per unit area can be written in the following way:

q, = !{c5V[E]{c5};

(7)

2
where { c5}T = { uo '"';Vo'"' ; uo >II; vo •11; 'Y:z:i i11i '"''"'; i111z; 'Y:z:111 ; 'Y11111; -wo '"'"' ; - wo •1111 ; -2wo •"'II} and
the symmetric matrix [E] can be written by using the meclianical parameters of the materials in
which the layers are made [7]. The applied distributed pressure is considered as:
00

q=

L

Qmnsin(ax)sin(,By);

a

= m1r .

m ,n=l

a '

,8 = n1r.

(8)

b

For a sinusoidal loading is Qmn = q0 and for a uniformly transverse load is Qmn
such that m,n = 1,3,5, .... The boundary conditions are the following:

= 16qo/(rmn)

= v0 (a, y) = w0 (x,O) = w0 (x,b) = w0 (0,y) = w0 (a,y) = O;
t/J,.(x, 0) = t/J,. (x, b) = t/111 (0, y) = t/111 (a, y) = O;
N (x,O) = N (x,b) = N,.(0,y) = N,.(a,y) = M2(x,O) = M2(x,b) = M1(0,y) = M1(a,y) = O;
u0 (x,O) = u0 (x,b) = v0 (0,y)
11

11

(9)

where a, b are the plate's dimensions in the x and y direction, respectively. The displacement field
solution can be expressed by:
00

0

u =

L
m,n=l

00

00

Umnc(ax)s(,By);

0

v =

L

Vmns(ax)c(,By);

w

0

=

L
m,n=l

m,n=l
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00

"'"' =

L

00

X".nnc(ax)s(,By);

tP11

m,n=l

=

L

=

Ymns(ax)c(,By).

(10)

m,n=l

=

Where c cos, s sin and the unknown amplitudes Umn, Vmn, .•. must be determined. They can
be obtained solving the following:

(11)

[S]{A,} = {0,0,0,0, -QmnV = {F};

where {A:} is the unknown amplitudes vector, {F} is the column vector of the forces, and the
coefficients of the symmetric matrix [S] are:
2
2
S1,1 = -rri'a2El,1 - n 2f32 ~.3;
S12 = -mna,8(Ei,4 + .E.z,3);
S1,3 = -rri'a El,7 - n {32 ~.o;
3
2
2
3
S1,o = m a El,11+mn af32(Ei,12+2E3,13);
S2,2 = -rri'cl- Ei,2 - n {32 E•.• ; ·
2
S2,s = -mna,8(Ei,9 + E4,7 );
S2,4 = -rri'a. E.i.,s - n 2f32 E•,10;
S1,• = -mna,B(Ei,10 + ~.s);
2
S2,s = 2a 2n/3(2Ei,13 + E•,11) + n 3/33 E•,12;
Ss,3 = -Es,s - m 2cl- Er,1 - n f32 Eo,o;
3
3
2
Ss,4 = -mna,B(Er,10 + Es,9);
S3,5 = m a Er,11+mn af32(Er,12+2~.13);
3
S4,4 = -.lik,s - m 2a 2Es,s - n 2f32 Eio,1oi
S4,s = m 2a 2n,8(2Es,1s + Eio.11) + n {33 Eio,12i
2
4
4
2
2
2
4
Ss,o -m a E11,11 - m n a /3 (2Eu,12 +4.Eis,1s)- m /34 Ei2,12·
(12)

m

=

2.3. Finite element development
The displacement field {uV = {u0 ,tP ,')':1;,')'11 ,w0 } inside an element can be written as:
(13)
{u} = [N]{ue};
where {ue} is the collection of the nodal degrees of freedom {1(} which is in this formulation
{u; v = {u?' v? '''"'Itri' wr' w.~ ' w~i' ~11.}. In particular u0 ' v0 'l:z:' 111 are approximated by Lagrangian interpolation functions, while for w 0 Hermitian interpolation functions are used. Both of
the interpolation functions are defined on a four node two-dimensional finite element. The vector
{c5} of eqn. (7) can be correlate to the {ue} using the following relation:
{c5}i3 = [RJ13:z:32{ue}s2.
(14)
Using eqn. (14) it is possible to reach the classic expression of the the plate element stiffness
matrix in the Finite Element Method without increasing the total degrees of freedom:

l

[Ke] =

[R]T[E][R]an.

(15)

3. DEL.Al\11NATION BUCKLING
In this section a one-dimensional problem corresponding to a narrow plate is presented. With
reference to Fig. 1, the thickness parameters of the plate are such that t /T < < 1.

--- ...... '
/ "]j' "/

_1!_1~_ , , __w'. _
.
_I JI
7

!t .
T

·I

I·
L

Fig. 1: Buckled narrow plate
In particular the stiffness parameters k 1 and k 2 can be expressed as:

/c.i

= EiB(T -

t);

(16)

in which k 1 / /c.i < < 1 and Ei, Ei are the Young moduli of the two plates, and B is the plate's width.
An axial compression load N is applied until the upper layer begins to buckle and the delaminated
area may subsequently spread.
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The force-displacement relations for the buckled plate can be expressed [8,9]:

u -

Uc -

l +

[11"2
3 (£)
S +4 t

2

l

~
2.
k1 + k2 €

where u = N/BT and Uc= Ne/BT=
given by:

1

(11"2) (!)

=

UL

L

2
1r E1t3(k1

f

3

2

!!_
Uc

+

11"2

4

(!:)

L · k1

k1

e.

+~ '

(17)

+k2)/(3l2k1T). The energy release rate GT is

{18)

In the relation (18) the two contributions of mode I and Il are involved. They result as follows [8,9]:
G II

=

[38 (1.)t

1r4 Ei_Bt3

12P

2
(

k1

k2

l

+ ~ ) e4 .

(19)

By using eqn. (19) and an appropriate delamination criterion it is possible to study the delamination
growth and the equilibrium force-displacement path of the structure.

4. FffiST-PLY FAILURE AND DELAMINATION CRITERIA
In the analysis of laminates, a laminate may be assumed to fail when in one of the laminae the
assumed strength criterion displays failure. Particularly the failure theories are cases generating
from the general form proposed by Tsai & Wu [6]:
F1u1 + F2u2 + 2F12u1u2 + Fuui + F22~ + F44~ + Fss~ + F66~

= f(u).

(20)

where if /(u) 2'.: 1 there is failure. Writing eqn. (20) the assumptions demonstrated by Wu [6] are
used and the stress u 3 is considered negligible. The coefficients F; and Fi; for the Tsai-Wu failure
criterion can be found in [6].
Another aspect of failure is the delamination phenomenon, in this case the maxinmm load capacity
and delamination growth are analyred by an energy criterion based on the fracture mechanics results.
Delamination growth is related to the stress state of the crack zone, with the stress intensity factors
Kr, Ku and Kur, or with the strain energy release rates Gr, Gu and GIIr· In plates subjected to
axial compression loads, the buckling of the layers is associated with delamination related to Mode I
and Mode Il. The mixed mode delamination growth is not observed to follow a single propagation law,
thus various laws have been used. A more appropriate interaction relation to describe delamination
growth is considered as [10]:

(~~)m + (~:~)n =l;

(21)

where the values of the exponents m and n have been found in [10] and can be fixed both to the
unit resulting in good agreement with the experimental data. Assume as:

Gra

= rB;

Guo= ;rB;

m

= n = 1;

and 'l 2 1;

(22)

where r is the surface adhesion energy per unit area of opening, and using Eqn. (21) delamination
is assumed to occur when:

Gr +

GII

7 = r B;

1[3 (l)
2 €2+ 311"
16 e4 + 7 B t
2

-+

2
(

~

ki + /c.i

)

l

e4 = 11"4121'Ei£t23 = a.

(23)

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A square cross-ply plate subjected to a transverse uniformly distributed load (eqn. 8} and simplysupported on all edges is analyzed.
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Figs. £ - Cross-ply plates with different a/h and ti/~

The laminate is composed of three layers (rfJ /9fP /rfJ) made in Graphit~Epaxy T300/5208. The
material has the following mechanical properties:

Ei = 19.2 · la6 psi; ~ = 1.56 · la6 psi; G 1 2 = G1s = 0.82 · la6 psi;
v12 = 0.24;
XT = 219.5 · 103 psi;
Xc = 246.0 · 10'1 psi;
YT = Zr
Ye = Zc = 6.35 · la6 psi; R = 9.8 · Hf psi; S = T = 12.6 · 1<>3 psi.

G 2 s = 0.49 · la6 psi;
= 6.35 · 10' psi;

When the series solution is adopted the displacements are expressed as in eqns. (10) so the differential
equilibrium equations ace satisfied. A quarter of the same plate was also discretU.ed by a 5x5 mesh of
the proposed two-dimensional finite elements, because of the symmetry both in load and in geanetry.
In Fig. 2a the finite element and the series soluticm results of the adimensionalised central
transverse displacement We= ((Wc~h3 )/(q0 a 4 )) • 103 v/s the t 1 /t2 ratio, t 1 being the outer layers
thiclmesses and t 2 the inner layer thickness, are compared. The results show that the error in the
finite element approximation with respect to the series solution is acceptable. In Fig. 2b, for the
same plates as the previous example, the first-ply failure loads ace determined using the Tsai-Wu
failure criterion and the series solution. Also in this case the effect of the shear deformability on the
adimensionalised failure loads q = ((q0 / ~) • (a/h) 2 ) • 103 is very clear which will be overestimated
if the shear effects are neglected.
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Figs. Sa, b - First-ply failure load v/s b/a ratio for a/h = 10 and a/h
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In Fig. 3a and 3b, the effect of the layering (3, 5 and 7 layem) and the bf a ratio (b =side parallel
to they axis, a= side parallel to the x axis) is considered. The layers are made by Graphite-Epoxy
T300/5208 and the results are obtained using the series solution and the Tsai- Wu failure criterion.
In this case the shear effects are less evident than in the previous examples.
In Fig. 4a a plot of u/u0 versus w/lo where the adhesion energy parameter is ao = l~r /(7r 4 Ei_t3)
is given. In particular the figure shows the influence of the parameter / on the bearing capacity. It
is evident that for Mode I (I= 0) behaviour is bett.er than the conditie>n in the mixed mode (I= 1).
The effects produced by the ratio t/lo on the solution are plotted in Fig. 4b. In this figure, the
adhesion energy parameter was fixed to a value of ao = 0.01, while the penalty parameter I was
fixed to a value of 5. The curves u/uc0 and w/lo are drawn for different values oft/lo. Observing
the numerical results, a less stable behaviour when the t/lo ratio increases is apparent. This because
of the decrease in the energy contribution from Mode II, when the t /lo ratio increases.
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a) Influence of I on the bearing capacity;
b} Effect of the defect size parameter t/lo
Figs. .la, b - Delamination failure {K = Ei/ Ei)
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DESIGN MODEL FOR BOILER HEAT TRANSFER
Bo Lampenius
Laboratory Department, Imatran Voima Oy
P.O.BOX 112, Vantaa, Finland
1. ABSTRACT

Technical as well as economical reasons support improved design of power plants. Correct
design of heat transfer and combustion gives direct money savings in O&M costs and is also
favourable to reduction of harmful emission. In plant retrofits and modifications, which aim at
better performance and lower emissions, operation normally changes significantly. This
happens for an example, when old burners are changed to low-NOx burners or pulverised fuel
combustion is replaced by fluidised bed grate. When improvements are planned for the
burning process in the furnace, it is important to know how it affects the heat transfer of the
boiler as a whole. In order to predict the changes in the heat transfer while sizing the
modification a heat transfer model is needed. The model has to be accurate, but also easy to
use and fast, so that the design costs will remain reasonable.
This paper describes a new boiler heat transfer model, which is an integrated part of a
simulator named SOLVO®. The development started in 1994, when it was found that the old
boiler model of SOLVO® could not sufficiently predict changes in boilers with high radiative
heat transfer. The method which was chosen to solve the radiation is the discrete-transfer
method developed by Lockwood and Shah. The two other modes of heat transfer, convection
and conduction are also included in the model. The modelling of an individual boiler is fast
and easy, due to the fact that the model is modular, i.e. consists of predefined components
which can be picked up and connected together through a graphical interface. The fuel, air and
flue gas cycle as well as the water-steam cycle are parts of the model. The validation of the
model will take place in 1995. The calculation time on a PC (Pentium, 60 MHz) is 1-5 min.
A case of fluidised bed grate modification will be presented. Calculated results of thermal
performance, are validated against measurements of plant instrumentation at different loads
and operation points.

2. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a design model for boiler heat transfer which has been developed in
Imatran Voima Oy in 1994 -1995. The model is a modular steady-state model, which can be
used to model the fuel, air, flue gas and water-steam cycles of the boiler.
In the next chapters will be presented the theory of the model, then the procedure of setting
up a model and then a comparison between the model results and measurements. The paper
ends with a short conclusion.
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3. THEORY
3.1 Radiation
The most important task in developing a boiler model is to choose the heat radiation model.
The reason is that radiation is physically very complicated and also the dominant heat transfer
mechanism in the furnace of the boiler. The criteria set for the model where:
• reasonable calculation time (I 0 of seconds)
• good accuracy
• possibility to model different kind of geometry, including the radiation heat
exchangers in the furnace.
• references in many applications
The model which was chosen was developed in cooperation with the Technical Research
Centre of Finland and is based on the Discrete Transfer method.

3.1.1 Discrete Transfer method
The theory of the Discrete Transfer method (DT) is developed by Lockwood and Shah [I].
The method is based on rays sent out in fixed directions from surface cells which then are
traced in the radiation source (= flue gas in boilers). The DT-method can be classified as a
mixed method between the zone, flux and the Monte Carlo methods.
By tracing the rays between the heat exchange surfaces it is possibly to calculate the net
powers to the surfaces. The radiation source between the surfaces changes the intensity of the
rays due to the local absorption, emission and scattering. From experience it is known that 32
rays from each surface cell is enough to give a good accuracy [2].

nl

4x8

Picture 1: The picture shows the sectors from which centre the rays of the surface cell are
being sent out. The normal angle is divided in 4 parts and the azimuthal angle in 8 parts.
The values of temperature at outlet and total radiative heat transfer from the furnace are
usually predicted satisfactorily by using constant absorption and scattering coefficients.
However the radiative properties can be changed in the different parts of the boiler by the
user. If desired, it is also possibly to let the model calculate the emissivity of the flue gas, from
the gas components of H 2 0 and C0 2 taking into account the soot distribution given by the
user.
The calculation time increases and the accuracy improves rapidly with a increase of the cell
grid. The time is mainly spent to the initialisation of the model (>80 %), which fortunately
only has to be made once.
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Tests were made with the OT-model before it was chosen. They showed that a grid
consisting of 2000 cells gives a good accuracy in a reasonable calculation time :::::10 s [3].
Accuracy

number of cells

Picture 2: The picture shows the dependence between the accuracy and the cell grid in a
simple test case. The dimensions where 9m*l0m*35m, the temperature of the radiative
source 1600 K and the temperature of the walls 600 K.

Total calculation time (sec.)

Initialisation time I total calculation time (%)

6000

4000

3000

2000

1000

12000

16000

20000

number of cells

number of cells

Picture 3: The picture on the left shows the dependence between the total calculation time and
the cell grid. The picture on the right shows the percentage of the initialisation calculation
related to the total calculation time and the cell grid. Results from a simple test case
(dimensions: 9m*l0m*35m).

3.2 Convection
The convection part of heat transfer in the furnace is very small, but increases rapidly after
the furnace, to be the dominant heat transfer mode downstream the furnace. The transferred
heat due to convection is calculated in the model according to equation 1 [4].
(1)

4> c = hAf::..'Fim
The heat transfer coefficient changes with load as shown in equation 2.
h = h0 (m I m 0 )

06

(2)
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3.3 Conduction
Conduction between the water cooled inner side and the heated outer side of a heat
exchange wall, raises the outside temperature of the wall, thus decreasing the radiation heat
transfer to it.
A heat exchanger wall is divided in the model into three parts: slag, metal and magnetite.
These materials thicknesses and properties are given by the user and used in the calculation of
the wall conduction. The total thermal resistance caused by conduction is given by equation 3
[4].
R
ror .cond

= ( T,,1 - T..2 J= L L I A
qx

""'

£..J

(3)

k

3.4 Model environment
A computer-based modular simulation environment, named SOLVO®, has been developed
at Imatran Voima Oy (IVO) to evaluate the design and off-design performance of power plant
processes. Steady-state operation of conventional boilers, integrated gasification combined
cycles (IGCC) or steam turbine plants, alone or linked together, can be predicted in various
applications, e.g. process design and process computer systems. The model is based on
conservation of the mass and heat flows, including solution of additional equations to model
characteristic behaviour of a plant component. The approach for solving the set of equations
for the whole system is sequential modular.

Picture 4: The SOLVO®simulation environment; The control programs, control all
calculations, modules perform the calculations and property subroutines are used to calculate
the fluid propoerties.

A versatile macro language is also included to be used for controlling the simulations, print
outs etc. It is a FORTRAN-like language including mathematical functions, loops, conditionblocks and sub-macros. The macros are generated via a text editor.
4. MODEL DESCRIPTION
4.1 Configuring the topology and geometry
Defining the topology of the model is the first task when a new application is configured, to
do this a graphical user interface is used. By picking components from the SOLVO®-library
and connecting these together the topology of the model is made. New components which
were added to the library in this project where: FurnaceWall, FurnaceNose, FurnaceBFB,
FurnaceHopper, FurnaceRoof, FurnaceHeater and FurnaceBurner. With these components
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and with some of the old components (FuelTank, Pipe, Valve,etc,) the topology of the boiler is
built.
After that the topology is set up, the geometry dimension of the boiler furnace and its heat
exchanger are given. After this it is possible to check the geometry vjsually. (see picture 5).

-

;

____

;

,

:

!

z

)-..y
Picture 5: The picture shows the model of the BFB-boiler of Rauhalahti. At the left can be
seen in 3D the outer walls of the boiler and the heat exchange suifaces inside the boiler. At
the right can be seen the same boiler in 2D.
4.2 Parametrising the model

The model has to be parametrised to be able to run it in different loads and operating
modes. With the help of these parameters the components and the whole process can be
simulated. A parametrised model can be run using only a few main measurements, which tell
the operating mode, the load, the control adjustments and the state in plant limits.
The model parametrisation can be based on process values from a design point or on
physical properties such as the convective heat transfer coefficients. Typically a existing boiler
is parametrised based on process values from the commision test. When changes are planned
to a boiler such as adding new heat surfaces the parametrisation should be based on physical
properties.

5. CASE KAUHALAHTI
5.1 The Rauhalahti boiler
The peat fired boiler of Rauhalahti power plant was built in 1986 and was converted from a
traditional pulverised fired boiler to the worlds largest bubbling fluidised bed (BFB) boiler in
1993. The main fuel is peat, but also many wood-based fuels can be burnt in the bed.
Furthermore, it is possible to use the old burners and bum pulverised coal. The fuel power is
295 MW and the steam parameters are:
136 bar
• live steam pressure
• live steam temperature
533 c
• live steam mass flow rate
100 kg/s
• with peat/wood in BFB
• with peat/wood in BFB + coal
110 kg/s
• only pulverised coal
70 kg/s
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The model of Rauhaiahti boiler was constructed using 46 components, the flue gas channel
was divided into 15 zones and from the heat exchange surfaces 62848 rays were sent out. A
cell grid of 17*9*28 cells was used in the flue gas zone. The calculation time of the model is
1-5 minute~ (Pentium 60 Mhz) after the initialisation stage.

5.2 Comparisons between measurements and predicted values of the models
The results from the calculations can be seen in table l.
;"Boiler load ... .. ~er
$
70 .CJ>
.,. iii~
35%
I
! Heat,~~;;r (kW) I M~s. Model ··M~s. _! M~dcl Meas. Model 1 Meas. II Model ij
i hot economiser
29165 29165
n.a
19869 ·
na 323841
na i (f)36 I
n.a I 56146
I evaporator
<J7(J)3 <J7Z32 74383
80016 105254 102(:051
! superheater 1
41529 41520 29224 27504
fJ ~l
n.al 100381
i-s-u-=-pe-r-h-ea-te_r_2_(-ra-d-.)-+-- 3-1-XE--+--3-130
-1i---225-50- i--ron--i 100394i
34454j
naj 1W8
I_superheater 3
1~
188()) 14())5
12630
l 212331
n.a I 5035
-

-

I

Table J. Comparison between the measured values and the values predicted by the model, at
different loads. n. a. not measured

=

6. CONCLUSIONS
A design boiler heat transfer model has been developed and added to a simulation
environment called SOLVO®. The model was developed to meet the needs of a relatively fast,
easy to use, but still accurate heat exchange design model. The need arised from
modernisation projects where boilers are modified to improve the combustion and to reduce
the pollutants.
The paper describes the implemented heat transfer models, especially the used radiative
model, the Discrete Transfer method which is the most efficient with respect to calculati~n
time and accuracy.
The configuration of an application was presented step by step and the simulation
environment of SOL VO® and the user interface were described.
Main data of Rauhalahti power plant BFB~boiler was shown and the models results were
compared to measured ones. The mode] proved to be accurate and easy to use.
The model will be tested in the near future with other boiler types. Some research work and
development is still needed to make it even further easier to use and to decrease the
calculation time. The calculation time can be reduced, e.g., by using symmetry planes in the
DT-model in symmetric boilers.
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Modelling of RPSA Air Separation
Harry Verelst, Li-Qun Zhu and Gino V. Baron

Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Department of Chemical Engineering,
Pleinlaan 2, B 1050 Brussels, Belgium
A simplified model of the Rapid Pressure Swing Adsorption air separation process was
used to study the effect of system parameters on the performance. The results were compared
to experimental results obtained in a laboratory RPSA system for three different commercial
adsorbents. These were selected to experimentally verify the trends predicted by simulation in
a wide range of conditions. It appeared that the often used equilibrium model cannot be used
with confidence and that a more complex model with linear driving force (LDF) as used in
this study was not adequate in all conditions either. Results show that the performance of a
single column RPSA is strongly limited by mass transfer resistances, especially at the shorter
cycle times. For some adsorbents the micropore diffusion is limiting and the LDF model
works well. For others both the macropore diffusion and convection appear to be limiting, and
hence the model has to be expanded and adapted to the material used.
1. INTRODUCTION

Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) processes are important unit operations for industrial gas
separation. With the improvement of adsorbent properties and in process design over the past
few years, this operation can now compete with cryogenic separation in ever larger
capacities[l]. One way to obtain higher productivity of the equipment is to decrease the cycle
times which leads to lower adsorbent inventory and cost. Rapid pressure swing adsorption
(RPSA, [2]) is such a process in which a single column is packed with small adsorbent
particles and uses short cycle operation (2-20s). Several experimental and theoretical studies
about this short cycle adsorption process have appeared [3-8]. An even more efficient process
has been proposed by Air products and Chemicals Inc.[9] which can produce 50% pure 02
with a productivity of 240Nm3fhlm3 adsorbent.
The separation of air by the RPSA process is based on an equilibrium selectivity
difference between nitrogen and oxygen, but in short cycle time RPSA processes, the
working capacity and selectivity of the adsorbent will mainly depend on the limiting mass
transfer rates. Doong and Yang [6] and Baron [5] show that mass transfer resistance may
become important under rapid cycling conditions when they modelled RPSA operation using
a LDF model. With the assumption of local equilibrium, Guan and Ye [7] simulated the air
separation process by RPSA with a 13X adsorbent, but they mention that agreement with
experiments is better when mass transfer effects are included in the model.
2. PRINCIPLE OF RPSA

A Rapid Pressure Swing Adsorption (RPSA) column consists of a 1 to 2 m long cylinder,
packed with SA or 13X molecular sieve particles of .2 to .5 mm diameter operated in the
following cyclic manner. On one end of the column feed gas is entered at a pressure of a few
bars by opening the feed valve for about 1 second. Then follows a pressure equalizing
(delay) period of 2 to 3 seconds and a purge period of 5 to 15 seconds by opening the purge
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valve to a lower or atmospheric pressure. At the other end of the column, product is
withdrawn continuously through a control valve or pressure regulator. A product surge tank
is often placed between the column and this valve.

PURGE

PRODUCT
SA Mo l ecul er Si eve

FEED
Figure 1. RPSA single column adsorber
In the case of air separation, compressed feed air enters the column, nitrogen is
preferentially adsorbed and oxygen passes on. At the feed end of the column, the sieve is
fairly rapidly saturated with nitrogen and regeneration becomes necessary. Opening the
purge valve causes the pressure to fall, nitrogen to desorb from the sieve and to leave the
column in backflow. Some of the oxygen from the product end of the column is then used as
a purge gas to further elute the nitrogen (reflux). As this occurs at a lower pressure, only a
small amount of the product oxygen is needed for this purging. A nitrogen enriched purge
gas is obtained and oxygen enriched air is continuously available at the product end.

3. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental parameters are summarised in Table 1. For SA, also data from [ 11]
were used. Table 2 gives the Henry law constants at 2S°C of the materials used in examples
in this paper. Mass transfer coefficients were determined using a gas chromatographic setup.
This worked well for SA, where the coefficient obtained did not depend on the particle size
used, pointing at a mass transfer limitation on the level of the crystals. For 13X, the values
did not correspond very well with those predicted by the accepted equations. Values for 13X
used in the models were adjusted to reproduce the RPSA experiments, starting from the
rough experimental values.
Table 1. Experimental parameters.
Adsorbents:
Column Diameter
Particle Size
Column Length
Permeability
Weigh of adsorbent
Feed Pressure
Temperature
Feed concentration
Timing

SA with 20% binder, 13X with 20% binder, 13X binderless
0.012S m
2S0-42S µm
Im and 1.6 m
about SO. 10-12 m2
about 100 g/m column
2 to 4.S bar
298 K
78.11 % N,, 20.96% 0, and 0.93 Ar
feed 0.2:4 s; delay O.S-7 s; purge 1-lS s

Table 2. Henry law constant (mol/kg.bar) for N2 and 02 in the Langmuir isotherm at 2S 0 C.
adsorbent
KN2
K02
regeneration temp. °C
13X without binder
O.S8
0.137
3SO
SA with binder
0.376
0.119
2SO
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4. MODEL EQUATIONS AND SIMULATION

Figure 2 shows the most important mass transfer processes to be considered in complete
models. The inclusion of all these resistances yields equations which are too complex to
handle in routine modelling of the dynamic behaviour of an adorbent bed. In most adsorption
operations one can adequately approximate the mass transfer processes by a single lumped
mass transfer coefficient, or even assume equilibrium.
A simplified LDF model was developed, but in which all parameters were measured in
independent experiments or setups, and based on the following assumptions:
- ideal gas behaviour
- gas flow follows the Forschheimer equation
- gas plug flow (no radial gradients) with axial dispersion
- isothermal model
- equilibrium follows Langmuir equation
- argon and oxygen are lumped as one component
- external, macropore and micropore transport resistances are lumped
in a single mass transfer parameter
- valves are characterized by their valve constants
- dead volumes in piping and column are well mixed cells
The equations corresponding to the described model are a set of four coupled, extremely
stiff parabolic partial differential equations (internal and external partial pressures of two
components) with a number of boundary conditions in the form of algebraic and differential
equations (valves, piping).
gas phase axial dispersion
11

external film

Figure 2. Transport resistances in adsorbent beds
The mass balance for component i in fluid phase is:
d( v fp.)

dP

dq·1

d2P-1

dz

dt

dt

{)z 2

-,.-1-+A-1 +B- -DL-- =0

and the adsorption equilibrium:
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K

Pcrista!KiRT
d

(1-Emicr)

with Pi the partial pressure of component i, qi the amount adsorbed, x the 0 2 mole
fraction, P total pressure, vf the gas velocity. The mass transfer rate is given by a linear
·
driving force model:
*

dqi

-=k-Cq·
-q·)
Clt
1
1
1

with ki the mass transfer coefficient. The relation between flow rate and column pressure
gradient is expressed by Forchheimer's equation:
(Ip
µ
-~=-Yr+ 1.75

oz

( 1-E)p g

AP

2

3 2

Yf

c·dp

All dead volumes, piping and valves were modelled as well. The inlet and outlet flow are
described by the equation for the flow of gas through a nozzle

Boundary conditions at Z=O, for the feed step:
(Ip z=O

P fV n feed - P z=O Yf z=OA

~=

vz=O

Clxz=O

V n feedp l.xf - Xz=O)

~=

Vzdz=O

for the delay step:
(Ip z=O

Yf z=O p z=OA

~=

vz=O

Clxz=O

~=0

for the purge step:
(lpz=O

Yfz=Opz~

PpurV n pur

vz=O

vz=O

~=

And at Z=L:
(Ip z=L

~=

Yf z=LP z=LA

Ppro Vn pro

Vz=L

Vz=L

if Yr z=L;;:: 0

Clxz=L

--=0
Clt
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A large number of cases was simulated using this isothermal linear driving force. The
partial differential equations in the model were reduced to ordinary differential equations by
the method of orthogonal collocation [10] using typically 19 internal grid points. A Gear
algorithm [12] was used for the integration of the large system of ordinary differential
equations. In this work the numerical calculations lead to worst case component material
balance errors of less than 2%.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 3 shows the important if not dominant role of mass transfer limitations in this
operation, for a case studied by Guan and Ye [7]. The table gives the simulation result for their
equilibrium data and timing and our experimental mass transfer coefficient, obtained for
similar adsorbent particles. If the mass transfer coefficient is increased, the result reaches their
equilibrium model result. Considerable improvement of this operation by enhancing mass
transfer is thus possible.
Table 3. Effect of nitrogen mass transfer coefficient on purity, recovery and productivity.
product purity
product
productivity
kN2
%
recovery
02 kg/kg ads./day
%

1.17
19.3
88.4
12
1.70
28.0
24
91.9
1.93
31.8
91.4
36
2.31
40.2
90.4
480
2.20
41.0
90.0
equilibrium
Simulation conditions: timing scheme- .517 /1 Os; feed pressure- 4. 78bar; column diameterO.O l 6m,column length- l.2m, product surge tank- 5.93xI0-4m3; equilibrium data from [7];
Oxygen mass transfer coefficient changed in proportion.
• Experimental mass transfer coefficient in this work; •• Result from Guan and Ye [7]
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Figure 3. RPSA with 2.5 bar feed in a 1 m column with 5A (250°C),
cycle timing .5/114 s. Experiment and simulation
For SA the simple LDF model can predict the performance over the full range as shown in
Figure 3, as the resistance is at the crystal, and macropore resistance is negligible. For 13X
however, the model cannot fit the full purity range with a single, constant lumped mass
transfer resistance. It appears that the mass transfer coefficient needed to fit the experimental
data has to vary as the inverse of local oxygen partial pressure. Figure 4 shows the result for
two different mass transfer coefficients. It is clear that a more complex mass transfer model is
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needed, probably accounting for intraparticle macropore convection due to the rapid pressure
fluctuations.
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Figure 4. RPSA with 2.5 bar feed in a 1 m column with binderless 13X (350°C),
cycle timing .5/114 s. Experimental data and model prediction.

6. CONCLUSION
The present experimental and simulation results show that the performance of RPSA can
be improved at high purity by faster kinetics and at low purity by higher selectivity and
capacity. Adsorbents with faster kinetics allow to decrease the cycle time or the column
length to obtain the same product purity, and hence increase the productivity. Currently used
models are shown to be inadequate to model the fast adsorbents as these are limited by
combined macropore diffusion and convection resistances. The performance cannot be
predicted with confidence by LDF models and significant efforts are needed to correctly
model the operation under these conditions. By analysis of the equations and parameters in
that case one can expect at least an order of magnitude increase in complexity and computer
requirements. These improved models may prove to be the ultimate tool in designing high
performance RPSA operations.
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The Model ofRadionuclides Spreading on a Vast Territory"
V.L. Katkov, A.V. Bakulin, G.P. Kuznetsov, I.A. Nichiporovich

Institute of Engineering Cybernetics
6 Surganov Street, Minsk 220012, Republic ofByelarus
The objective of a project lies in the creation of a mathematical model for radionuclides
spreading on a territory like Byelarus that will cover such factors as natural decay of
radionuclides. washing pollutants off by precipitation (rain, melted snow), relief and type of an
underlying surface. wind transfer of particles, impact of forests, lakes, and rivers . The
availability of such model allows to solve the problem of a short- and a long-term forecast of
radionuclides spreading. Another important goal is the evaluation of different variants of
nuclear power station location to account the ecological safety of their operation including
radionuclides disastrous ejection. In Byelarus a great amount of facts on the Chernobyl disaster
results has been gathered. These results are of "a static" nature - only the state of things is
recorded without attempts to give a quantitative forecast for the development of a situation in
future. The forecast might be very significant for the solution of economic, social, agricultural,
nature-protection and other problems related to the development of the situation on
contaminated areas
The same problems were studied in Russia, Ukraine, Sweden, International Agency on
Atomic Energy and other countries and organizations [ 1-7]. We endeavoured to regard those
results while designing our integral system.
The simulation carries out during 1-2 years (short-term forecast) and 4-5 years (long-term
forecast) . The natural decay of radionuclides is computed through known formulae for each
elementary cell of the territory. Long-living particles being mostly dangerous are considered,
they are Cesium-137, Strontium-90, Plutonium-238, .. ., -241.
The wind transfer of particles is simulated via two ways: by the solution of the transfer and
diffusion equation, and by the simulation of a random process of the fallout. For this purpose
we used the climatic observations' data as well as the actual information obtained during
everyday meteoobservations for the analyzed time interval.
To simulate washing radionuclides off, some schemes are proposed and tested that take into
account the intensity of atmospheric precipitation, snow melting speed, and earth surface type.
Since the mechanism of such phenomena has been studied insufficient, it has constructed a
series of empirical formulae based on the data of meteoobservations, and has performed a
random process of particles' transfer and diffusion.
Main difficulties while constructing the model were related to the development of random
process describing wind transfer and particles washing off The model has the block of
preliminary processing of meteoobservations to get the necessary statistic characteristics, and,
·The research described in this publication was made possible in party by Grant No. MW9000
from the International Science Foundation.
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first of all, distribution functions for appropriate random quantities The program has written
on C and FORTRAN and operates under MS-DOS for on IBM compatible computers.
The preliminary experiments show the model satisfactory describes physical process
analyzed with using Chernobyl disaster data as test.
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND IDENTIFIED MODELS FOR CONTROL
OF A PILOT PLANT DISTILLATION COLUMN
R. Lamanna, F. Aponte and M.I. Campos.

Dpto. de Procesos y Sistemas. Universidad Simon Bolivar.
Apdo. 89000. Caracas 1081-A Venezuela.e-mail : lamanna@usb.ve

ABSTRACT
The modelling and simulation of a pilot plant binary distillation column is presented. A
theoretical, dynamic model of the pilot plant is formulated,· based_ on _non-stationnary mass
balances, tray hydraulic equations and equilibrium relationships. Input-output models of the
plant are also obtained using classical identification techniques. A comparative analysis of the
simulation results of the theoretical and the identified models is presented, which discusses not
only the precision aspects but the implementation limitations of the two approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models as dynamic simulators of industrial processes are essential in
automation and control design.
Distillation theoretical models, based on comprehensive sets of dynamic heat and mass
balance relationships, are often quite complex due to the complex nature of the operation itself
However, if they are carefully constructed, simulators based on this kind of models are very
useful tools for they represent precisely the dynamic operation of the plant [2,6].
The final objective of this research is the implantation of some model based control atrategy
on a real distillation column plant. The controller uses a simulator (model) to predict future
outputs of the plant needed to compute the present control signal. In fact this computation is
based on the minimization of a cost function depending on future control errors [ 1,3] .
The important step of modeling the plant is treated in this paper, where we present the
results of a theoretical model and those of a linear input-output model obtained by means of a
parametric identification algorithm [4, 5, 7] .

2. THE PILOT PLANT
The process under consideration is an eleven stage pilot plant column, installed at the Simon
Bolivar University, Caracas (see figure 1). It separates a 40 wt. % methanol-water mixture
which is introduced into the column at a rate 30 liter/hour on the fifth tray.
The feed stream is fed as a saturated liquid (at its bubble point), at a rate F (lt/hr), with
composition Xf (mole fraction more-volatile component).The overhead vapor is totally
condensed, and retained into a reflux tank, with liquid hold-up Md (It). Reflux is pumped back
to the top tray at a rate L 0 (lt/hr). Overhead distillate product is removed at a rate D (lt/hr),
with composition Xct. At the base of the column, the bottom product is pumped out at a rate B
(lt/hr), with composition Xb. Vapor boilup is generated in a reboiler at a rate V. The
composition of the boilup is Yb and it is supposed to be in equilibrium with the liquid at Xb.
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Figure 1.Schematic of pilot plant distillation column.

3. THE THEORETICAL MODEL
A simulation program based on a phenomenological model of the distillation plant is
developed. The program consists of two modules.
The first module is the initial calculus of the number of theoretical trays, global efficiency,
minimum reflux ratio and steady-state operating conditions of the plant, given the feed-stream
properties and products specifications.
The computation is based on the separation degree desired. The program uses the FenskeUnderwood-Gilliland method to compute the number of theoretical trays needed; and the
Kirkbride correlation to determine the optimum feed tray [2].
The second module contains the recursive integration of the differential equations that
describe the dynamic behaviour of the system, taking account of the following simplifications:
the vapor leaving each tray is in equilibrium with the liquid on the tray,
the tower is at constant pressure,
the liquid hold-up on each tray is perfectly mixed and incompressible,
heat losses and temperature changes up the column are negligible,
the vapor hold-up on the trays is negligible,
the dynamics of the condenser and the reboiler are much faster than that of the column
itself, and are therefore negligible.
With these assumptions, the dynamic model can be written as:
for the n-th tray:
<.Afn
dln
--=ln-1-ln = u dt
dt

(1)
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(2)

dMnXn =VYn+l +Ln-IXn-1-VYn -LnXn
dt

for the feed-tray:

dLn
u -dt

=

F + Ln-1 - Ln

dMnXn
- - = VYn+I

(3)
.

+ Ln - 1Xn-I -VYn -LnXn + FXJ

dt
for the reflux drum:

(4)

dMd = V-Lo -D
dt

(5)

dMdXd
- - = VYo

(6)

dt
for the reboiler:

- LoXd -DX d

dMb = L 11 - B - V
dt

(7)

dMbXb
- - = LnXn

(8)

- LbXb -VYb

dt
where:
Mn : total liquid hold-up on the n-th tray
Xn : light-component composition in the liquid phase
V : Vapor flow-rate
Yn : light-component composition in the vapor phase
L11 : output liquid flow-rate from the n-th tray
u : hydraulic coefficient depending on the tray hydraulics [6].

The compositions in each equilibrium phase are related by:

Yn =KnXn
where the equilibrium coefficient Kn is computed as :
'J'n tPn sat p sat

(9)

(10)

and :

'J'n : activity coefficient in the liquid phase
<Pn sat : fugacity coefficient of the light component at saturation conditions
P sat : saturation pressure
<Pn : fugacity coefficient of the solution
P : tray total pressure.
The heat input to the reboiler, Q, determines the vapor boil-up in the column, V, as V=QIA.
where A. is the latent heat of vaporization, and is obtained in terms of the enthalpy of the
gaseous and liquid methanol-water solutions [2].
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To complete the dynamic model we use two equations representing the proportional level
controllers on the column base and reflux drum (see figure 1), and we fix the reflux ratio L 0 .
The mathematical model is solved via numerical integration to simulate the time responses
of the plant1 under perturbations in F (the feed-stream fow-rate to the column) and/or in Q (the
heat input to the reboiler).
Validation of the theoretical model is carried out by comparison with the behaviour of the
real system in some perturbation situations. During the experiments, the pilot plant was
operated under the initial steady state conditions listed in table 1.
Table 1. Operating conditions.
Top Product

Bottom Product Feed

0.94
322
14.0

Composition (w %)
Temperature (K)
Flow-rate (llh)

0.30
375
16.0

0 .41
313
30.0

Figure 2 shows the behaviour of the theoretical model developed (dotted lines) and that of
the real plant (continuos lines) for the top product composition and flow-rate under pseudorandom perturbations on the input variable Q. Figure 3 corresponds to the responses under a
step change in the feed flow-rate F to the plant.
D
(lt/hr) 40 35-
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I
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Figure 2. Plant and model outputs D and Xd under pseudo-random input signals on Q.
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Figure 3. Plant and model outputs D and Xd under a step change in the feed flow-rate F.
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4. RESULTS OF CLASSICAL RECURSIVE IDENTIFICATION

An alternative for the destillation plant modelling is the system identification, which relays
on the effective processing of noisy and imprecise input-output operating data of the plant. A
classical identification approach consists in estimating the coefficients of a linear parametric
input-output model using recursive algorithms based on the leasts squares or similar methods
[4,5, 7]. This is a well known solution, that produces an analytical mathematical model which
can be explicitly or implicitly used in the process controller design, even in on-line automation
strategies.
The operating input-output data of the plant needed for the identification is obtained
monitoring the column top product (flow-rate D and composition Xci) under perturbations in
the feed flow-rate F, and the heat flow-rate to the reboiler Q.
Pseudo-random ternary sequences are used in the input variables, with amplitudes of 2%,
5% and 10% around the steady state operating point of the plant (see Table 1). Careful
treatment is needed in the design of the input sequences, selecting amplitudes that will not drive
the column away from its operationg condition, and producing at the same time a sufficiently
rich information. It is needed as well the filtering and normalizing of the output operating
records, to make them useful for the recursive identification or for the neural network training.
The two inputs are varied simultaneusly to collet the output variables, which are recorded
every 60 seconds, over total periods of 2.5 hours.
A linear, auto-regressive input-output model (ARX model) is used to represent the process:
/\
nb /\
.
na
1
y(k) = I Bi q- 1 ~(k) Ai q r<k)
i=l
i=l
where:

L

yT = [ D,

A

•

(11)

Xci],

yT= [F,Q],
/\

y(k): vector of estimates of the outputs at time k, of dimension [2 x 1].
The System Identification Toolbox of Matlab 4.2 is used to carry out the iterative
identification procedures, by means of the well known recursive least squares identification
algorithm. Considerable effort has to be dedicated to the testing of different model structures,
to determine the better set of structural indices (we finnaly selected na=2 and fib=l) .
Figure 4 shows the behavior of the ARX multivariable model (dotted lines) and that of the
real plant ( continuos lines) for the top product temperature and flow-rate under pseudo-random
perturbations on the input variable Q. Figure 5 presents the responses under a step change in
the feed flow-rate F to the plant.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A phenomenological model, and a linear, auto-regressive input-output model (ARX model),
are used to represent the dynamics of a pilot plant distillation column.
The linear ARX model obtained via recursive identification emulates the plant more
precisely than the theoretical model, in the neighborhood of the operating point considered. It
works quite well even considering the real plant noisy environment.
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The theoretical model should be more general because it predicts the operation of the plant
even in new operating conditions. However, it shows steady-state deviations in several cases.
These modelling errors are due to the imprecise measurements of some physical constants, and
also because the mathematical equations do not take account of real existing perturbations. On
the other hand, the alternative of using an identified input-output model is very interesting
because, even considering the needed filtering of noise and the adquisition and normalizing of
the data, it can be more easily obtained than a good theoretical model.
Nevertheless, we have to anticipate the lack of precision of the ARX model for simulation of
the column in other operating points, due to the non-linearities of the plant. A good overall
automation strategy should take account of this situation and use perharps non-linear identified
models (of the neural networks type, for instance).
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Analysis of dynamical and structural properties of a microbial landfill ecosystem
by means of computer simulation
R. Bottner and B. Schleusener

Zentrurn filr Umweltwissenschaften, Universitat Potsdam
Rudower Chaussee 5, (WITEGA, Geb. 4.1), D-12489 Berlin, Germany

After a careful system analysis of the community structure of the involved multiple,
interacting microbial populations and of the abiotic physico-chemical conditions and
influences on the microbial landfill ecosystem, a mathematical model is developed. The
model consists of a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, derived on the basis of
mass balances, microbial growth models and stochiometric equations. System parameters are
extracted from the literature, the equations are solved numerically with MATLAB and
SIMULINK and the model was qualitatively validated and calibrated using data from
experimental measurements.
By means of simulation experiments dynamical properties (stationary states, stability,
parameter sensitivity) of the microbial ecosystem and basic principles refering to the
importance of microbial communities in biodegradation have been investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Microbial ecosystems are essential parts of global natural element cycles and mass and
energy flows and are responsible for the dynamic equilibrium of synthesis and degradation in
the interplay of living organisms and abiotic environment on earth. On the other hand, due to
their low extension and local restrictedness, partly in very small ecological niches and
microenvironments, microbial ecosystems are well suited to study fundamental principles of
structure, function and interaction between organisms and their abiotic surroundings.
Microrganisms have direct significance for waste and contaminated sites management,
because microorganisms are the active part of many processes of waste transformation and
decomposition of organic and anorganic substrat mixtures. In the first phase of a landfill
development, the ,,intensive reactorphase", subtle interactions of different microorganisms
with one another and with physical, chemical (waste composition) and meteorological factors
constitute the driving force, substantially determining, which ecological risk and
environmental impact originate from hazardous substance delivery as leachate or gaseous
emission in the short or long time horizon.
The presented model of microbial-ecological processes in landfills is the first step in the
ongoing work of the authors towards the construction of a comprehensive landfill model,
including also the processes of leaching and transport of hazardous chemical substances in the
subsurface and the surrounding air.
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2. STRUCTURE OF THE LANDFILL ECOSYSTEM
Soon after the initial placement of waste, the main part of the landfill becomes anaerobic
[STEGMANN, EHRIG 1980]. An anaerobic association of bacteria, the so called
methanogenic syntropy, starts the degradation of solid organic carbon to carbon dioxide
(C02 ) and methane (C~) . Figure 1 shows the most important interactions between the
participating bacterial groups, the substrates and intermediate products.
The solids (c 1) consisting of carbohydrates, lipids, and nitrogenous material are hydrolyzed
by extracellular enzymes (e0 ), produced by a group of bacteria (b/), to build lower molecular
dissolved organic solids [MCINERNEY, BRYANT 1983]. These products are the substrate
for the same bacteria which produce volatile organic acids and alcohols (c 3) , C0 2 ( c 4), H2 ( c 5)
and acetic acid (c6 ).
Acetogenic bacteria (b 2a) consume the alcohols and carboxylic acids (C>2) of the
hydrolyzers and acid formers (b 1f) and transform them to acetic acid (c6), C02 ( c4) and H 2
(c6 ) . The only way to perform this transformation is to have hydrogen-uptaking bacteria close
by. The hydrogenic methanogens (b 3 ) are doing this work and produce methane (c 7 ) from C02
and H 2. Hydrogen uptake also increases the energy yield of fermentative bacteria, which leads
to more fermentative products, more exoenzymes and consequently to more hydrolysis of
biopolymers. The acetophilic methanogens (b4 ma) convert acetic acid (c6 ) to methane (c7 ) and
carbon dioxide (c4 ).
It is conceivable that such an association of bacteria, linked by mutualistic and commensal
relationships is a very tight and stable one. Methanogenic bacteria are strict anaerobes, grow
slowly in comparison to the fermentative and acetogenic bacteria and can be inhibited by
large concentrations of the volatile acids, their substrate.

3. MA THEMATICAL MODEL OF THE LANDFILL ECOSYSTEM
The growth, substrate utilization and product formation of microorganisms can be modelled
by mathematical equations. Starting point are the following quantities [BERGTER, 1983):
x - microbial biomass (concentration) [mg CODIL], s - limiting substrat [mg CODIL]
dx
dx - death rate of the bacterium x [IIDA Y] 'dt - growth rate [mg CODIL *DAY]

dx 1
-d - = v - specific growth rate [1/DAY].
t

x

For the description of the dynamics of the bacterium x one gets:
dx1
dt = v( s) Xi - dxi Xi. The dependence of the specific grow rate v( s) from the limiting
substrate concentration is ofMonod type: v(s) = Vmax_s_.
Ks+S
v ma.x-maximum specific growth rate [ l/DA Y], Ks- half saturation constant [mg CODIL].
It is assumed, that the bacterial growth rate is proportional to the substrate utilization rate :
dx
ds
dx I dt dx
dt = Y x;s dt . The factor Yx/s = ds / dt = ds is the stochiometric yield coefficient.
The substrate utilization rate amounts to :
ldx
1
s
ds
-=- ----=- --vma.x--x
(1)
dt
Yx/s dt
Y x/s
Ks + S ·
For the description of the bacterial product formation p (mg COD/L) we use the equation :
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dp
dx
-=a-+13x-d p
(2)
p
dt
dt
dp- decay constant ofp [I/DAY], [BU'LOCK, KRISTIANSEN 1989].
The bacterial growth rate can be controlled not only by limiting substrates in the Monod
type form, but also by other inhibitory or stimulating substances and conditions with different
functional shapes. The following modification of the Monod type control characteristic
allows a flexible modelling of various effects of the factor s :
v(s) =.Vmax

Sn

Ks+S

(3)

m

n=O, m>O yields an inhibitory control characteristic, whereas ~ 1, m>n results in a substrate
inhibition type control characteristic (Fig. 2). Using the described building blocks, the
complex foodweb of the considered microbial community (Fig. I) is represented by a set of 12
nonlinear ordinary differential equations, two of them are given as examples (denotation as in ·
Fig. 1).
Kib1
1
C
C2
bf
Cs
(4)
VJ 2
b
I
-de2 C 2
Yb11c2
K i+c
Kibi+c
C2

2

Cs

5

(5)

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The dynamical properties of the derived system of differential equations are analyzed by
simulation experiments with MATLAB and SIMULINK. Parameters are taken from the
literature [EASTMAN, FERGUSON 1981; LAWRENCE, McCARTY 1969] ~d the results
are validated with experimental data [EHRIG, SCHEELHAASE 1993].
A typical time course of sytem variables is shown in Fig. 3 and 4 for normal function of the
landfill ecosystem. Characteristic oscillations in the early phase (1-3 years) of landfill
development are also present in the experimental studies (EHRIG, SCHEELHAASE 1993).
Fitting closely to this transition phase, the system uses the biodegradable organic substances
until the supply is exhausted (after about 25 years).
Quite different proceeds the ecosystem development if the population of hydrogenophilic
methanogens is not present in the deposited waste or does not found favourable conditions for
an unrestrained growth. Figs. 5 and 6 reflect this situation of disturbed biodegradation.
Organic acid concentration deteriorates in about fifty days and the hydrogen concentration
increases up to the level, which leads to the inhibition of acetogenic and fermentative
bacteria.
Several parameter values, which are used in the simulation experiments, are only estimates.
Therefore the model predictions are expected semiquantitative.The data insufficiency results
from troublesome experimentation due to extreme sensitivity of methanogenic bacteria to
oxygen. Considering the situation in an other way, there is good reason for modelling and
simulation studies in order to get knowledge about parameter sensitivities.
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FIG. 5 WEB WITHOUT HYDROGEN CONSUMER
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An application of the bifurcation analysis for determining the ·conditions
for the bursting emergence in the stomatogastric ganglion neuron model
O.E. Dicka and Y.A. Bedrovb and G.N. Akoevc and K.-D. Kniffkid
aphysiology of Reception Department, Pavlov Institute of Physiology,
nab. Makarova 6, 199034, St. Petersburg, Russia
bApplied Mathematics Department, Pavlov Institute of Physiology,
cphysiology of Reception Department, Pavlov Institute of Physiology,
dPhysiology Institute University of Wiirzburg, 97070 Wiirzburg, Germany
We examine the problem of determining the conditions for the emergence of bursting
oscillations in the stomatogastric ganglion neuron model ( Guckenheimer et al., 1993).
Taking into account that the presence of slow oscillations of intracellular calcium concentration is a necessary condition for the bursting existence in the neuronal membranes,
we use the conditions for the slow oscillations emergence instead of the conditions for
bursting. The conditions for the slow oscillations in the full system are determined by
bifurcation values corresponding to the Hopf bifurcation in the slow subsystem. We give
the explicit parametric forms of the Hopf bifurcation curves on the two parameter planes.
The presence of these forms enables us to examine the question of the number of the
bifurcation curves on each of the chosen planes. The problem is reduced to finding the
number of discontinuities of the forms obtained. We show that there is only one bifurcation curve on each of the planes. This is an argument in favor of an assumption that
the bursting region is simply connected. The curves constructed determine the parameter
values at which in the full system either bursting oscillations or slow oscillations exist.
Using numerical integration we obtain the approximate boundary of the bursting region.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The stomatogastric neuron is a component of the neural circuit generating the pyloric
rhythm in the lobster stomach [Selverston et al., 1976}. This cell is a conditional burster.
It means that in the absence of neuromodulators and blockers the neuronal membrane is
in the rest state or generates periodic spike activity. Bursts (complex periodic oscillations
separated by periods of quiescence) can be triggered by different neuromodulators that
change maximal ionic conductances [Harris-Warrick & Johnson, 1987}.
The purpose of the present work is to examine the problem of determining the conditions
for the emergence of bursting oscillations in the stomatogastric neuron model. We use
the fact that for the neuronal membranes the necessary condition for the bursting mode
is the presence of slow oscillations of concentration of intracellular calcium. It enables
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us to use the conditions for the emergence of slow oscillations instead of the conditions
for bursting. That is why instead of the full system (given in Section 2) we analyze the
subsystem of the second order, dynamics of which corresponds to the slow component of
bursting. The Hopf bifurcation values in the slow subsystem determine the conditions
for the emergence of slow oscillations in the full system. In Section 3 we demonstrate
the possibility to obtain the explicit parametric forms of the Hopf bifurcation curves on
the (/,9Kca), (/ ,9ca) planes, where I is a stimulus value, 9Kca, 9ca are the calciumdependent potassium and calcium potassium conductances. Analyzing these forms we
see that the bifurcation curves can have discontinuities of the first kind. The number
of the discontinuities determines the number of the bifurcation curves on each of the
chosen parameter planes. In Section 4 we apply the constructed bifurcation curves for
determining the region of the bursting existence.

2. THE MODEL AND THE SLOW SUBSYSTEM
The full system describing the activity of the stomatogastric ganglion neuron consists
of six differential equations [Guckenheimer et al., 1993J:

V = F1(V,h,n,ha,z,Ca I 9Kca,9ca,l)
=I - YNam~(V)h(V - VNa) - 9Kn 4 (V - VK) - gL(V - VL)
3 (V)h (V
/" )
V-Vc 0
C a o.s+Ca
V-VK
-gamaoo
a - tYK
- 9Ca
Z o.s+Ca - 9KCa
'
h = F (V h) = 0.8 hoo(V)-h
2

'

~(V)

'

.
n

= F3 (V'n ) = 0.8 noo(V)-n
-rn(V) '
ha = F4(V, ha) = ha (V) - ha,
i = Fs(V,z) = z<»J~i-z ,

(1)

00

Ca= F6(V, z, Ca)= -!pkca z 6'.;:g~

- p Ca,

where V is the membrane potential, h and ha are the variables related to the probabilities of inactivation of sodium and fast potassium channels, n and z are the variables related
to the probabilities of activation of delayed rectifier potassium and calcium channels, respectively; m 00 (V), ma 00 (V), ha 00 (V), z00 (V), ih(V) and Tn(V) are given functions of V;
Ca is the intracellular calcium concentration. The constants 9Na = 15[µ5J, 9K = 8[µ5J,
9a = 77.95[µ5], 9L = 0.0854[µ5J are the maximal sodium, delayed and transient potassium and leakage conductances; VNa = 30[m VJ, VK = - 75[m VJ, Vea = 140[m VJ,
VL = -40[m VJ are the reversal potentials for corresponding ions; p = 0.003[ms- 1 ],
kca = 0.0078[m v- 1J is the rate constant for the removal of intracellular calcium.
The slow subsystem is described by two differential equations and one algebraic equation:
i = F 5 (V, z),

(2)

Ca= F6(V, z, Ca) ,
0 = F1(V,z,Ca I 9Kca,9ca,l)
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Int~grating

systems (1) and (2) we found a good agreement in the frequency and amplitude of' the slow oscillations of the full system and oscillations of the reduced system.

3. THE HOPF AND SADDLE-NODE BIFURCATION CURVES FOR THE
SLOW SUBSYSTEM
Let J(z, Ca I 9Kca,9ca) be the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the two first equations
of system (2) and let ,\ 2 +au\+ a2 be its charact~ristic polynomial with a1 = -trace J
and a2 = det J. A necessary condition for a Hopf bifurcation is that the roots of the
characteristic polynomial at a stationary point have the form
,\ 1

= iw

and ,\ 2

= -iw

(w > 0).

Hence, the coefficients satisfy
a1

= 0,

a2 = w

2

> 0.

(3)

Then, bifurcation parameter values for a Hopf bifurcation in the slow subsystem are
determined by

F5 (V,z) = 0,
F6 (V, z, Ca)= 0,

F1(V,z,Ca I 9Kca,9ca,l) = 0,
trace J(z, Ca I 9Kca,9ca)

(4)

= 0,

det J(z, Ca I 9Kca, 9ca) > 0.
Let z 00 (V) be a solution of the first equation of system (4) with respect to z and
Ca 00 (V) > 0 be a solution of the second equation of (4) with respect to Ca for a fixed
value V.
Whence we obtain that the bifurcation curve on each of the planes (I, 9Kca), (I, 9ca)
can be given by the explicit parametric form

-. _ .1.(V) __ B11(V)+B22(V)

9i -

'!-'

-

A11 (V)+A22 (V)'

(5)

I= cp(V),
7/J(V) 2 C1

+ 1/J(V)C2 + C3 > 0,

i = 1, 2, 91 = 9Kca), 92 = 9ca)·
Expressions for cp(V), Ci, C 2 , C3 , A11 (V), ... , B 22 (V) are given in the Appendix.
From (5) it follows that the number of the bifurcation curves is determined by the
number of the possible discontinuities of the first kind. The function cp(V) has no discontinuities. The condition for the function 7/J(V) to have discontinuities is

An(V) + A22(V) = 0.

(6)

For the all considered cases corresponding to the two combinations of parameters equation (6) has no solution. It means that the Hopf bifurcation curve is unique on each of
the considered parameter plane and it is an argument in favor of an assumption of simple
connectedness of the bursting region.
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4. APPLICATIONS TO THE BURSTING REGION
Fig.1 a,b illustrates the Hopf bifurcation curves on the (I, 9xca) and (I, 9ca) planes,
respectively.
The constructed curves determine the parameter values at which in the full system the
bur~ting mode presumably exists, namely, the bursting region must be a part of the region
bounded by the Hopf bifurcation curve for the slow subsystem.
Using the Runge-Kutta method with the step of 0.05 ms we have shown that the
bursting region occupies almost all the region of oscillations of the slow subsystem (see
Fig. 1 a,b ). Therefore, the present study demonstrates the good possibility_ to use for
the model considered the conditions for oscillations in the reduced system instead of the
conditions for the bursting emergence in the full system.

APPENDIX

T(V)

= 9Nam~(V)(V -

VNa)h 00 (V)

T1 (V)
T (V)

= 9am~ 00 (V)(V = zco(V)(V-Vca)
Ca (V)+0.5 '

Vx )haoo(V),

2

Vx)

+ 9L(V -

VL),

00

T3(V) =
c

+ gxn!:,(V)(V -

0

~:~0~+~~;d, <p(V) = T(V)

= 1/23.5,

+ 9aT1 (V) + 9caT2(V) + 9kcaT3(V),

(7)

k = -0.5pkca

C1 = AnA22 - A12A21,
C2

= B11A22 + AnB22 -

A12B21 - B12A2i,

C3 = B11B22 - B12B21-

Variant 1 (for constructing the Hopf bifurcation curve on the (I,9xca) plane).

An(V)

= -cCa

00

(V),

A12(V) = 0.5cz~(V) ca:r;)~o. 5 ,
A21(V) = k(V - Vca)ca~(~\~b.5'
A (V) _ kz (V)[0.5(VI<-V)+Ca (V)(Vca-V))
2

C (V)
p aoo
'
B11(V) = c[.§ca((Vca - V)z~(V) - z00 (V)) - (0.5 + Ca 00 (V))(T'(V) + 9aT{(V))],
22

00

00

-

B12(V) =

_

(Ca 00 (V)+0.5)

c.§caz~(V)T2(V)

+ 9aT{(V)),
k(~~:,(~~:~.(5Vl(T'(V) + 9aT{(V)) -

B21(V) = k(V - Vca)(T'(V)
B22(V) =
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Variant 2 (for constructing the Hopf bifurcation curve on the (I,!Jca) plane).

An(V) = -c((Vca -

A 12 (V) =

V)z~(V)

- z00 (V)) ,

cz~(V)T2(V)

A21(V) = 0

A22(V) = -kp
Bn(V) = -c[(0.5 + Ca 00 (V))(T'(V)
B12(V)
B (V)
21
B (V)
22

+ !JaT{(V)) + !JkcaCa

00

(V)],

(9)

= 0.5cgkcaz~(V) o.s~g::(V)
k(Vca-V)
B (V)
= c(O.S+Ca (V)) 11
- l B (V)( kT2(V) _ ) + 0.5k9kcazoo(V)(VK-V)
2
00

-

c

11

0.5+Ca 00 (V)

p

(0.5+Caoo(V))

4.1. Line drawings
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Figure 1. The Hopf bifurcation curve and
bursting region on the (!,!;Kea) plane.
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Figure 2. The Hopf bifurcation curve and
bursting region on the (I, !lea) plane.
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NEURAL NETS: THE BRAIN AND THE COMPUTER
Frank Rattay and Helmut Pfiitzner
Technical University Vienna
SUMMARY

This paper discusses the relevance of modem computer techniques in the field of neural nets
and their components. After a brief description of the function of a single physiological neuron
(PN), it is demonstrated that:
(i) A better understanding of PN function is possible by studying electrophysiologcal models
based on RC networks. Analysis and computer simulations proves to be effective to
understand the dynamic functions of PN membranes including the initiation and
propagation of action potentials (APs).
(ii) The PN can be used as a model for the design of artificial neurons (ANs) as the basic
elements of artificial neural networks (ANNs) which at present time tend to be
implemented on computers. Here we present analogies between PNs and ANs very shortly
while giving a detailed discussion elsewhere (Pfutzner et al. 1995).
The second part of the paper describes the architecture of physiological neural networks
(PNNs) with respect to the design of computer implemented ANNs. The structures of cortex
and cerebellum demonstrate that the human brain makes use of a variety of types of specialized
neurons which are interconnected in a most complex way. Both cortex and cerebellum exhibit
a layered structure which is also a characteristicum of ANNs. However, the analogy is
restricted to basic rules of interconnections as we have discussed in detail elsewhere (Pfutzner
et al. 1995). Brain's architecture makes clear a high level of spatial and temporal complexity
which so far has been taken over by ANN designers in a very elementary way only.
MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF NEURONS

In spite of the differences in shape, in most of the neurons we find the following functional
parts: The cell body (soma) and the dendritic processes are the input region of the neuron, the
axon with its branches is used for transport and distribution of neural signals (conductile
region). In the input region excitatory synaptic activity causes small current impulses passing
the neuronal membrane in the synaptic area. A part of these currents reaches the cell body and
causes an increase of the membrane voltage. The effect is low for distant synapses because of
the exponential decay of signal strength along the fiber' s length coordinate. Accumulation of
such graded inputs will lead to an action potential of the active membrane at the cell body
when threshold is reached. Dendrites and the cell body are covered with excitatory synapses,
whereas inhibitory synapses are found mostly at the cell body. Inhibitory synapses are small in
amount, but they are more effective because they generate stronger postsynaptic currents and
they do not lose their signal amplitudes by leakage currents.

The electrical behavior of a nerve cell may be modeled by a network of RC elements, each
representing a small region of the cell membrane. The RC-circuits are connected to a network
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by intracellular resistances between different regions (Perkel et al. 1987; Bressloff and Taylor
1994; Rattay 1990, 1994).
The dendrites are often assumed to have a constant membrane conductance, whereas the active
membrane is more complicated to model because of the gating mechanism of the ionic
channels. These are responsible for generation of action potentials and their propagation.
Models for the membrane voltage are available for passive dendrites (Rall 1962) as well as for
axons [(Rattay 1990, 1993; Rattay and Aberham 1993), Fig. l]. The neuronal cell bodies show
great variations in their membrane compositions: even for the standard neuron which is
assumed to collect the synaptic inputs until a certain threshold is reached, the voltage across .
the membrane essentially depends on the number and types of ionic channels involved (Llinas
1988). Because of the individual behavior only few models are available for the membranes of
neural cell bodies (e.g. DeSchutter and Bower 1994; Belluzzi and Sacchi 1991).
The approach of modeling and analysis of real neurons has just begun. Including the time
courses of the ionic currents show that the neural membrane have quite different properties at
different locations which e.g. (1) enables a single neuron to work as pacemaker cell (Schild et
al. 1993; McCormick and Huguenard 1992); (2) causes surprising effects compared to the
predictions from the theory of Rall because of inhomogenities of cell membranes in form of hot
spots in dendrites, (3) enables the neural impulse to propagate from the unmyelinated axon into
the branching nonmyelinated terminal region (Fig. 1, Rattay (to appear)).
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Fig. 1. Propagating action potential along a nerve fiber of 1 cm length which changes
membrane composition. The curves show voltage distributions in intervals of O. Jms. The left
part of the axon is myelinated, i.e. it consists of 12 nodes of Ranvier (marked by circles in the
lower part) with active membrane and the nodes are separated by insulating segments which
allow high propagation velocity at low energy consumption. The distal part of the fiber is
unmyelinated and electrical behavior changes drastically. Computer simulation shows that
signal transport from myelinated into the unmyelinated part is possible, if the last intemodes
become gradually shorter in a way as it is seen in microscope.
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Analysis of the dynamics of compartmental models shows that neural reactions essentially
depend on temporal parameters. The law of ,,all or nothing" for neural signals is not valid in all
situations: Changes in geometry cause differences in spike shape and refractory behavior (Fig.
1), and thereby from a high frequency chain of spikes several impulses may be lost in the
branching part. It is not always predictable, which branch will lose a special neural signal. The
duration of an action potential is of the order of lms, but accumulation of signals in the input
region is still lower. In contrast to this temporal behavior it is fascinating that the brain is able
to discern firing patterns containing a time difference of 10 µs as it is known, e.g., from
directional hearing experiments.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF NEURAL NETS

ANNs have been introduced as a computational concept in order to attain human-like
performance in speech and image recognition. The basic elements of neural net models are the
net topology, the node characteristics and the learning rules. It is believed that some of the
most prominent features of the biological brain also have been used in ANNs. However, it is
not possible to obtain the performance of the biological brain.
For specific applications different ANNs are used. They are well defined in their net topology,
node characteristis and learning rules (Lippmann 1987). The following features of PNNs are,
however, not found in ANNs commonly used: (1) The temporal component in signal
propagation, which may be of importance for durations down to 1% of a neural impulse, (2)
chemical influences which change the firing behavior, (3) cooperation of different specialized
neurons within the neural net. For details see Pfutzner et al. 1995.
We receive up to 109 bits/second in the form of neural impulses (spikes) with our sensory
system, however, less than 100 bits/s become conscious verbal information. As an example,
within three layers of neurons in the retina the optical system processes the information and
reduces it to 107-108 bits/s, which arrive via 106 fibers of the optical nerve at the lateral
geniculate nucleus and finally at the optical cortex. The human neocortex consists of about
10 10 interneurons, each of them makes about 104 synaptic contacts with other neurons and a
great number of those 10 14 electric switches operate several hundred times within the few
seconds which are necessary to recognize a situation and to say, "Good morning, Mr. Miller, I
have seen your girl friend last night."

THE

CORTEX: SPECIALIZED NEURONS MAKE CONTACTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS OF TIIE CLOSE
NEIGHBORHOOD, PYRAMIDAL CELLS MAKE TIIE LoNG-DISTANCE CALLS

The human cerebral cortex (gray matter) is about 2-3mm thick and neuronal cell bodies are
concentrated in 6 layers (I-VI; Fig. 2). 70-75% of these neurons are pyramidal cells
(Braitenberg 1977, Hendry et al 1987). Pyramidal cells of layer V have about 15000 spines at
their dendritic input region, and each of them receives information in form of a synaptic signal
on the head of the spine. The spines may change their chemical properties (calcium or other
second messenger concentrations) in response of neural activities for information storage in the
brain (Koch et al. 1992).
Fig. 2 shows schematically different types of cortical neurons arranged in a cylinder with a
diameter of 300µ which is directly influenced from the branching region of a single nerve fiber
(axon) carrying the information from another cortical region in the form of neural impulses
which are called action potentials (AP). The non-pyramidal cells are local circuit neurons and
have no axons which descend into the subcortical white matter. Since the non-spiny or
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inhibitory neurons are in this group, it follows that all inhibitory activity in the cortex is
generated locally (Creutzfeldt 1977, Fairen et al. 1984).

LAYERS

I.
DENDR ITE

II.
DENDRIT1C
SPINES

111.

V.

11'~--NERVE

FJBER

(AXON)

SP£C.
AFF.

COATICO·
a:>RTICAl
AiFERE:Nl

NEURAL IMPULSES

Fig. 2. Neural network of the human cortex. The terminal section of an afferent corticocortical axon supplies pyramidal cells and non-pyramidal cells of the six cortical layers (ATC
axonal tuft cell, SBC small bascet cell, AAC axoaxonic chandelier cell, BC bascet cell, CDB
double bouquet cell, SS spiny stellate cell). Cells in black are assumed to be inhibitory.
On the right edge the functional elements of a neuron are marked Within the circle a specific
afferent axon makes synaptic contact with a spine of the dendrite ofa pyramidal cell.
Modified after Szentagothai 1983
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THE

CEREBELLUM: A SIMPLE ARCHI1ECTURE CONTAINING A DATA
TEMPORAL COMPONENT

Bus SYSTEM

A WIT1I

The cerebellar cortex has three layers (Fig. 3). The inner layer ill is ·packed with 10 10-10 11
granule cells. They obtain their inputs via mossy fibers from deep cerebellar nuclei and send
axons into layer I to form a system of parallel fibers, each several mm long. Layer II is
occupied by Purkinje cells. Their dendrites which span layer I and Il are more or less within a
plane, and each of these neurons receives inputs from about 200000 parallel fibers. The axons
of Purkinje cells form the sole output from the cerebellar cortex. As they are inhibitory, they
can only modulate ongoing activity. The significance of such an arrangement is that a group of
Purkinje cells, which are supplied with the same informa~ion by the parallel fiber system, spans
several joints in a somatotopic region, e.g. shoulder, elbow and wrist joints of the arm and
thereby proViding a possible mechanism for coordinating multHoint movement (Nichols et al.
1992). It is believed that the delay caused by the slow propagation of neural impulses along the
axons of the granulle cells (parallel fibers) is of importance for the timing of the motor system
(Braitenberg 1967).

By comparison of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 it is seen that - in contrast to the neocortex - the cortex of
the cerebellum has an orthogonal structure and a data bus with a temporal component.
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The knowledge modelling for human skeleton animation :
towards a simulation prototype
H . Fourar*, A. Kouk~+, P. Deschizeaux*
*Universite de Haute Alsace, 2, rue des freres lumiere, 68093 Mulhouse. France
+Institut Polytechnique de Bevenans, 90010 Belfort-Cedex. France

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer-aided animation systems are widely used for studying many human
aspects such as movement, performance and human factors. Through the
progress made to date in computer animation, the need for the systems to provide
assistance and more help to the animator has been well recognized [6], [2]. The
assistance can range from control to guidance, including automatic animation.
The main problem in using these systems is the degree of assistance that they
provide to the user. From the user view point, we can distinguish , two main
approaches. In the first approach, the user must describe explicitly each human
movement and the trajectory of each object. Thus the user is overly i!lvolved in the strategies and tools of producing animation. In the second approach, the user
describes the animation task in abstract terms and the system undertakes to
generate the sequence of required movements and actions. Achieving this
assistance requires a system that embeds several kinds of knowledge about the
entities to be animated [9]. The main subject of this paper is attacking the
problems posed by the design of systems based on the second approach. To this
end, we propose a modelling approach drawing from research into object oriented
modelling and artificial intelligence. From object oriented modelling [10], we
discovered suitable concepts such as class, object and relationship to elaborate
the real world and operational models. The real world model consists on the
human skeleton object and the entities composing it's environment, while the
operational one focus on the tasks which can be executed by the human skeleton.
From the artificial intelligence research, we use the planning paradigm to define
the animation process. Such paradigm constitutes a basis for the mapping from a
given task to a sequence of atomic actions. The object oriented modelling of the
animation universe is presented in section 2. Each class identified in the
animation universe is described by using the entity-relationship model as a
graphical representation [3]. The animation process and an example are enlarged
upon in section 3.
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2. KNOWLEDGE MODELLING OF THE ANIMATION UNIVERSE
The animation universe is composed by the human skeleton, its environment
and the operational model. For each of these components, we give an object
oriented model that we represent graphically.

2.1. The human skeleton model
We have used the wire frame model for geometrical representation of the
human skeleton. The skeleton (mannequin) is constituted of segment groups
linked by the articulations. A segment represents the frame of the member. The
articulation defines the associated points around which the member turns. The
modelling of the skeleton is based on the detail concept. A detail is a segment
group connected by articulations. Thus a detail can be included in other details to
authorize the transformation of a segment group, as shown in figure 1.

Mannequin

rightleg
ra2

trunk1
leftarm5

rlghtarm5
113

rl3

: t ~
((\ \-~
leftleg3

leftleg2

rightleg1

leftleg1

head1

rt1

rlghtarm1

lettarm1

c=J detail object
aggregation
- r relationship

rlghtarm5 rlghtarm4 rlghtarm3 rlghtarm2 rlghtarm1

,__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-J

Figure 1. Detail based description of human skeleton.
The human skeleton is described by a class (Mannequin) that possesses a
static view defining the properties of the skeleton, the relationships that connect
it to other classes and a dynamic view that describes its behavior. The figure 2
presents the object model of human skeleton. Relationships are shown by circles
and lines drawn between entities. In this model, each relationship is
characterized by the cardinalities which define the minimal and maximal
participation number of a class instance involved in this relationship. Class
entities may have attributes, which are the data values held by the objects.
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Mannequin

- position
1--"---1 - orientation
.-----~--'1-'"-n.;._-i - state
- force
1-1

1-1

1-

Action

Detail

- argum
- duration

- ~sitiOD;
onentatton
- lenght
-..a..;;.<..-----1 - lirnitanglel
- lirnitangle2
- comforanglel
'--~-----1 - comforangle2

decomposed

'1--------i -

- state

0-1
·0-1

Figure 2. Human skeleton model.·
Some attribute values of the object details are constrained by the anatomical
limits of the human skeleton. Thus, each movement of the human skeleton must
be performed according to these constraints.
2.2. The environment model
We have used the constructive solid geometry (CSG) model for the objects of
the environment. The modelling by the CSG tree provides a hierarchical and
description of objects that compose the environment as shown in figure 3. Thus,
an object can be defined in terms of the primitive objects (cube, sphere,
cylinder, .. .) by using the union and the difference relationships [7]. The figure 4
gives an example of the CSG representation.
Geometric_object

- position
-weight
- dimension
- state

Sphere
- ray

Cube
- lentgh
- width
- altitude

0-n

Cylinder
-ray
- altitude

Figure 3. Environment model.

Figure 4. Example of a CSG representation.

The union relationship expresses the aggregation, while the difference
relationship, allows to extract an object of another. The is relationship expresses
that the classes cube, sphere and cylinder inherit the properties and the methods
of the class Geometric_object.
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2.3. 'Ille operational model
The operational model describes the animation tasks. It is organized
hierarchically around four classes : task, action, movement and primitive
(figure 5). A task object represents a goal to achieve in the animation process and
is defined as a sequence of action objects. The low level class of the operational
model is the primitive class which describes the rotation and translation of the
human skeleton members. Each action splits hierarchically in movements then in
primitives forming respectively the movement and the primitive plans. We have
introduced the time in the representation of plan to express the temporal
constraints such as simultaneity and precedence.
Action

T"k

- argum
- duration
- state

- duration
- state
tem1>9ral
relation

-n

Primitive

Movement

- argum
- duration
-state
O·n

.---~----=

temporal
relation

- angle
-type
- speed
- duration
- state

O·n
temporal
relation

O·n

Figure 5. Operational model.
The temporal representation of the plan is based on the form~lism of Allen
that we found to be better qualified to express the time in planning [1]. This
formalism allows us to express the causality relationships between th~ actions by
using six temporal relationships: equals, starts, during, finishes, before, meets
and overlaps.

3. ANIMATION PROCESS
3.1. 'Ille animation planning process
The major difficulty in performing a high level animation task lies in the
conversion of abstract descriptions into low level primitive actions [4]. The
animation process is based on the planning paradigm, an artificial intelligence
approach to a theory of actions. However, using this paradigm presupposes the
knowledge modelling of a domain which is generally expressed in operators
(parameterized templates defining the possible actions of the domain) together
with a state schema (a set of predicates that describe the state of the word for
that domain). In our study, the operators and the state schema are defined by the
operational and the real world models respectively.
Given a task, the plan generation is invoked to produce a sequence of
geometrical primitives which can be executed by a CAD system. This sequence is
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constructed hierarchically according to the abstraction levels identified in the
operational model. The planning process generates first an abstract plan
constituted of instances of the action class (action level). This plan is then
affined, leading to a sequence of movements (movement level) which is finally
transformed into a concrete plan: a sequence of geometrical primitives [8]. The
following section presents an example to illustrate the planning process.
3.2. Example
We give a partial example of a hierarchical plan that can be generated to
achieve the take task. The arrows between levels connect a high level operator
with those instantiated to perform it. For example, an instantiation of the lift
action involves the instantiation of four movements : incline_bust 1, lower_leg,
lift_bust and incline_bus~. Arrows within levels show how the performing of
certain operators is partially ordered with respect to causality relationships. For
example, the movement Incline_bust1 must be performed before lower_leg and
incline_bus~. However these later can be carried out concWTently.
Task

take

lift

lift

before

go

before

Action

lower_leg Movement

incline_bustl

rotation!
equal

before

incline_bust2

grasp

lift_bust

rotatioo.2

Figure 6. Hierarchical plan of take task.
To illustrate the instances generated at each level, we give below the example
of the movement lower_leg.
{Movement : lower_leg
-- argum: leftleg3
-- components : [rotation 1 , rotationiJ
-- before : [ incline_bust11
-- equals : [l,ift_bust] )

The plan generated to achieve this movement is constituted by the geometrical
primitives rotation 1 and rotation2, and the sequential execution of this plan by a
CAD system is illustrated by the figure 7.a. As there is no temporal relationship
between the two rotation primitives, they can be performed concurrently as
shown in figure 7.b.
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leftleg3
leftleg2

2

3

Figure 7.a. Sequential execution of plan.

Figure 7.b. Parallel execution of plan.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper has described an approach for human skeleton animation. The·
approach involves the use of the object oriented paradigm for modelling the
animation universe and the planning paradigm for modelling the animation
process. Based on this approach, we have built a prototype for experimentation
with the KOOL (Knowledge Object Oriented Language) expert system generator
[5]. Given a task, the prototype generates a sequence of iow level geometrical
primitives which can be directly executed by the CAD software CATIA.
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